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Mr, President and Members of the Tribunals The 
subject of this phase of the case is collaboration between 
Japan, Germany and Italy. Evidence will be introduced 
to prove that the accused planned, prepared, initiated 
and waged wars of aggression and wars in volation of 
international law, treaties, agreements or assurances, 
and that they participated as leaders, organizers, 
instigators or accomplices in the formulation and execution 
of a common plan or conspiracy for this accomplishment 
as charged in Counts 1 to 36 inclusive of the indictment. 
The evidence introduced will also substantiate charges 
set forth in the remaining counts of the indictment. 

For the purpose of proving that the accused participated 
in the formulation and execution of the common plan or 
conspiracy charged, and for the purpose of demonstrating 
the effective and indispensable contribution made by 
leaders in Germany and Italy in the attainment of the 
objects of the conspiracy, we shall introduce evidence, 
much of which has hitherto been secret, regarding clandestine 
negotiations for the conclusion of various treaties and 
collaboration between the participating powers under these 
treaties. This evidence will show that in spite of the 
distrust that each Axis power had for the others and oc-
casional differences that arose among them by reason of 
immediate conflicting interests, Japan, on the one hand, 
sought and obtained from the alliance with her Axis partners 
tremendous military strength and political bargaining power, 
and that Germany and Italy, on the other hand, likewise 
profited substantially thereby. The manner in which this 
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military strength and political bargaining power was used 
in furtherance of the objects of the conspiracy will unfold 
as the evidence progresses. This evidence will prove both 
the fact of conspiracy and that the accused were parties to 
it. 

The evidence relating to various treaties and agreements 
and the subdivisions thereof will disclose the facts herein-
after stated. 

I. 

THE ANTI-COMINTERN PACT aND SECRET AGREEMENT 
As shown in earlier phases of the case, the Kwantung 

Army in the early part of 1936 was restrained in its west-
ward advance from Manchuria into Mongolia by the danger 
of war with the Soviet Union. Japan's expansion from Man-
churia into the remainder of China also was checked temporarily 
as the result of the refusal of Chinese war lords in North 
China to desert the National Chinese Government. Confronted 
with this situation, Japan entered into negotiations for a 
military alliance with Germany, a totalitarian power then 
engaged in a program of military preparedness for aggressive 
war in Europe. 

Negotiations, begun in June 1935, the date of the 
so-called HO-UMEZU Agreement referred to in a previous phase 
of the case, were conducted through military channels because 
of the fact that the subject of negotiations was a strictly 
military matter and because no treaty of this 
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type could have been made without the approval of the 
Japanese Army. In April 193&, shortly after the conclusion 
of the Mongolian-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics Pact 
of Mutual Assistance, the General Staff of the Japanese 
Army transferred the conduct of the negotiations from the 
accused Colonel OSHIMA, Hiroshi, then Military Attache to 
Germany, to the Foreign Ministry. 

The pact was concluded on 25 November 193&, and on its 
face was directed against the activities of the Communist 
Internationale. A supplemental protocol provided for the 
establishment of a permanent committee for the purpose of 
facilitating close collaboration in matters concerning the 
exchange of information regarding the activities of the 
Communist Internationale and the defensive measures to be 
taken against it. At the time of the conclusion of this 
pact, a secret agreement was entered into between Japan and 
Germany in which it was provided that in case one of the 
signatories was attacked, or was threatened with an unprovoked 
attack by the Soviet Union the other party to the pact 
was not to take any action which would provide effective 
relief to the Soviet Union, and the signatories would hold 

an immediate conference to formulate measures to be taken 
i 

for the protection of their common interests. 
Japan proclaimed to the world that the Japanese-German 

agreement simply provided for cooperation between the two 
countries against the Communist Internationale and was not 
directed toward any particular country although in truth and 
in fact the Anti-Comintern Fact was directed against the 
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Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and all democratic 
nations. It was designed and intended to strengthen 
the hand of Japan in China, to create the impression in all 
countries that the signatories constituted a united front, 
and to afford an excuse for continued military aggression. 

The accused, Premier HIROTA, Kokij Navy Minister NAGANO, 
Osami; Director of the Foreign Europe-Asia Bureau TOGO, 
Shigenori; and President of the Council HIRANUMA, Kiichiro 
were present at the meeting of the Privy Council which approved 
the pact. The accused MATSUOKA, Yosuke, then an official of 
the South Manchurian Railway, admitted in 1940 that he was one 
of those responsible for the conclusion of the pact. 

A few weeks after the extension of the Japanese-Chinese 
war at the Marco Polo Bridge on 7 July 1937, Germany strongly 
protested to Japan that the Anti-Comintern Pact did not include 
the objective of fighting communism in the territory of third 
states and expressed disapproval of Japan's action in carrying 
on radio propaganda in the German language directed toward 
Germany in which Japan was attempting to picture the war 
against China as a fight against Communism, intending thereby 
to force upon Germany the necessity of taking sides. Germany 
denied that the contractual relationship by reason of the Anti-
Comintern Pact obligated her to approve or assist morally the 
Japanese aggression in China and refused to enter into negotia-
tions regarding German delivery of armaments to China and the 
withdrawal of military advisers from that country. 

Y/hen the siege of Shanghai resulted in extended major 
military and naval operations without bringing to an end 
the regime of CHIANG KAI-SHEK, as shown in a previous phase 
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of the case, Japan, in November 1937» made demands upon 
China as the price of peace. Germany served in the capacity 
of "letter carrier" between the two powers, but by separate 
negotiations endeavored to persuade Japan to alter her policy 
with respect to military aggression in China. The aggres-
sive policy of the Japanese Government was dominated and 
directed by the Army. The accused TOGO, Shigenori, Japanese 
Ambassador to Germany, announced that the Japanese Govern-
ment was determined to carry on the war to its bitter end. 

While CHIANG KAI-SHEK was considering the Japanese pro-
posals, the "Rape of Nanking" occurred. Japanese demands 
increased and further severe military action was threatened. 
The accused Premier HIROTA refused a Chinese request for 
clarification of terms with the reply that the military in-
sisted upon an immediate and clear answer. On 16 January 
1938, negotiations were terminated with the threat of con-
tinued military action. Germany expressed conviction that 
Japan would bear responsibility to the world for breaking 
off the discussions. 

On 26 
January 193$, the accused Ambassador TOGO declared 

to Reich Foreign Minister VON NEURATH that the Japanese Govern-
ment could no longer recognize CHIANG KAI-SHEK as the repre-
sentative of the Chinese people, and that Japan would now try 
to negotiate concerning peace with new Chinese governments 
in Peiping and Shanghai. When it was called to his attention 
that a big and not yet pacified area of China remained un-
pacified, Ambassador TOGO replied that Japan was "prepared 
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for everything" and "would know how to carry the burden 
of a prolonged state of war." Ambassador TOGO also asserted 
that the moment would soon come when "we would have to 
start talking about German cooperation with Japan in the 
new China which is to be constructed." 

With the unsuccessful close of German efforts to bring 
the Sino-Japanese conflict to an end, a new chapter of the 
war began. Germany, believing that Japan would emerge 
from the conflict as the military victor, considered it 
necessary to re-orient her policy toward the China conflict 
and to re-examine German-Japanese relations. On 4 February 
1938 Chancellor HITLER assumed supreme command of the military 
and naval forces of Germany and shortly thereafter Germany 
withdrew her military advisers from China, stopped delivery 
of war materials to China, and recognized the so-called 
State of Manchukuo. 

In line with the provisions of the protocol to the Anti-
Comintern Pact, the German Army and the Japanese Army in 
September or October 1938 agreed to furnish each other with 
intelligence about the Russian military. This resulted in 
the undertaking of long range projects aimed at the dis-
integration of Russia, the preliminary steps of which were 
the use of white Russians in propaganda and subversive 
activities in Russia, Afghanistan and Roumania, in which 
the accused OSHIMA, Military Attache, played an important 
part. 
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Subsequently Italy, Manchukuo, Hungary and Spain 
were admitted as participants to the pact and on 25 
November 194-1 the pact was renewed for an additional 
period of five years with Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland, 
Croatia, Roumania, Slovakia, and the puppet regime of 
Nanking as participants. 

At a meeting of the Privy Council on 22 February 
1939, at which the accused HIRANUMA, Premier, and General 
ITAGAKI, Seishiro, Minister of War, were present, it was 
declared that the signatories were not stopping at the 
mere exchange of information, and that a general policy 
had been adopted with regard to further methods of colla-
boration in economic and financial relations. 

II. 
THE TRI-PARTITE PACT 

A. Negotiations for a Trl-Partite Military 
Alliance 

Shortly after the re-orientation of Germany's policy 
with respect to the Sino-Japanese conflict and German-
Japanese relations VON RIBBENTROP, then German Foreign 
Minister, proposed a German-Japanese military alliance 
aimed at the entire world. The accused General OStilMA, who 
had by this time become Ambassador to Germany, and the 
accused SHIRATORI, Toshio, Ambassador to Italy, were sent 
to Rome for the purpose of inducing MUSSOLINI to unite in 
the proposed alliance and early in January 1939 MUSSOLINI 
indicated his approval. 
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Ambassadors OSHIMA and SHIRATORI desired a military-
alliance without reservations. To this the Army in Japan 
was prepared to agree but the Navy was not entirely in favor 
of such an alliance. After holding numberous meetings, the 
HIRANUMA Cabinet reached a compromise which contemplated 
that there should be reserved to each of the signatories 
the right to determine whether an emergency had occurred 
which required the treaty to be put into operation. For 
the purpose of fully acquainting the Japanese Ambassadors 
OSHIMA and SHIRATORI with this compromise proposal and 
for the purpose of advising them as to the limits beyond 
which they should not go, the ITO Commission was sent to 
Berlin and Rome. 

Ambassadors OSHIMA and SHIRATORI refused to follow 
the directions delivered by the ITO Commission. SHIRATORI 
previously had secretly advised Italy not to accept the 
anticipated compromise proposal. The Ambassadors refused • 

1 
to communicate with Germany and Italy through official 
channels and wired the Japanese Foreign Office to accept 
the pact of alliance without reservation, asserting that 
unless this was done they would resign, which action they 
averred would bring about the fall of the Cabinet, AS a 
result of this action, the Foreign Ministry by wire to 
Ambassador OSHIMA modified its position to a mere declaration 
that Japan did not want to give more than non-military aid 
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if the country concerned was one other than Russia. On 
4 May 1939» Premier HIRANUMA, in a declaration addressed 
to HITLER, stated that Japan was firmly and steadfastly 
resolved to furnish military aid to Germany and Italy even 
if one of these two powers were attacked by a power other 
than Russia, but that such support, in view of Japan's 
existing situation, could not be given until a change of 
circumstances make it possible. While the negotiations 
were still being conducted Germany and the Soviet Union 
concluded a non-aggression pact on 23 August 1939» which 
Japan considered constituted a violation of the secret 
agreement attached to the Anti-Comintern Pact. Repercus-
sions in Japan were so great that the HIRANUMA Cabinet 
immediately fell. 

B. Conclusion of the Tri-Partite Pact 

Both Japan and Germany continued with their respective 
plans for aggression. Japan's interest in the area south 
of China and in the Pacific was shown by the seizure and 
occupation of Hainan Island off the coast of Indo-China on 
11 February 1939 and the Spratley Islands southeast of Indo-
China on 31 March 1939? and in September 1939 Ambassador 
OSHIMA expressed the view to HITLER that Japan, especially 
the Navy, was ready for an advance in Southeast Asia, which 
action he had proposed. 

In March 1940 there was an apparent stiffening of 
political attitude by the Japanese on the one hand and 
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England and America on the other, arising out of protests 
against the establishment of the WANG CHING WEI Government 
in China о The accused War Minister HATA, Shunroku along 
with the Navy Minister and Army spokesmen in the Diet indicated 
the attitude of the Japanese Government by strong language 
to the effect that Japan"s progress in China could not be 
stopped by the Nine Power Treaty which they considered obsolete 
In opposition to the YONAI-ARITA Government's effort to reach 
an agreement with Britain and America, Germany endeavored to 
excite Japan1s feeling against America by influencing the 
press and leading political personalities and by representing 
that a conflict between America and Japan in the long run 
was inevitable0 Former Ambassadors OSHIMA and SHIRATORI, who 
had resigned upon the failure to conclude the Tri-Partite 
military alliance, worked in confidential cooperation with 
the German Embassy in this program^ and the German Ambassador 
was directed by RIBBENTROP to keep in close touch with these 
two collaborators о 

After Germany's invasion of the Netherlands, Japan 
demonstrated concern regarding Germany's intentions with 
respect to the Netherlands East Indies0 On 19 June 1940, 
two days after the fall of France9 Japan expressed similar 
concern regarding French Indo-China and requested Germany 
to accord Japan a free hand in these areas» The German 
Ambassador to Japan recommended to his government the an-
nexation of French Indo<=China by Japan on the grounds that 
it would increase the chance for an early end of the China 
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conflict, that it would intensify the differences between 
Japan and the Anglo-Saxon powers to such an extent that the 
danger of an agreement would be eliminated for a long time, 
and that it would result in a severe blow to the YONAI Cabinet 
and probably bring about its replacement by a more pro-German 
cabinet if the government should fail to act in this matter. 

On the same day, 19 June 1940, negotiations for a Japanese-
German alliance were renewed by_.KGRUS.U, Japanese Ambassador to 
Germany. He represented that by close cooperation between 
Japan and Germany in the development of heavy industry Japan 
would gain "freedom of action towards the United States" and 
that if economic circles in Japan could see Germany's great 
industrial development and realize that Germany had overtaken 
the United States in many fields, they would gladly switch 
over to Germany. He further represented that he and the accused 
TOGO, then Ambassador to Russia, were feverishly working for 
the improvement of Japanese-Russian relations and it had 
become more and more clear in Japan that the future of the 
nation lay in the south, wherefore the enemy in the north must 
be made a friend. This alleged attitude of friendship toward 
the Soviet Union was at most temporary in character, as will be 
demonstrated in a later phase of the case. 

On 24 June 1940, the accused General MUTO, Akira of the 
War Ministry informed the German Military Attache that Japan 
was greatly interested in Indo-China in connection with the China 
conflict and the accused General KOISO, Kuniaki, Minister of 
Overseas Affairs, inquired of the German Ambassador as 
to what Germany's attitude would be with regard to military 
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activity of Japan in Indo-China and in parts of the Nether-
lands East Indies. The German Ambassador referred to the 
prior declaration that Germany was not interested in the 
question of Dutch East Indies and added that Germany would 
have no objection against Japanese action in Indo-China 
upon the condition that Japan obligate herself to tie up 
America in the Pacific area, for instance by a promise to 
attack the Philippines or Hawaii in case of an American 
articipation in a way against Germany. 

On 8 July 1940 Ambassadors SATO and KURUSU in a con-
ference with Foreign Minister R1BBENTR0P and Consul General 
STAHMER, renewing discussions for close cooperation between 
Japan and Germany, drew a parallel between the New Order 
being brought into existence in Europe through German 
action and the efforts that Japan had made over the past 
three years to construct a New Order in the Far East and 
the South Seas. Ambassador SATO pointed out that Japan had 
facilitated Germany1s task of creating a New Order in 
Europe by drawing the attention of English, French and 
American governments to herself since the beginning of the 
war in China and had tied up the American fleet in the 
Pacific Ocan for that period. He represented that Japan 
was putting forth strong endeavors to finish the Chinese 
war "in order to have free hands," and in this connection 
he said that public opinion in Japan had become extra-
ordinarily nervous in respect to Indo-China and the Dutch 
East Indies» Japan, he said, had been trying to orient 
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her policy in one direction since the outbreak of the 
Manchurian conflict but time and again had been forced 
somewhat to moderate this new orientation. In reply to 
Ambassador SATO's report, the Foreign Minister indicated 
concern that Germany had begun to foster an ambition in 
the South Seas to take the French and Dutch East Asiatic 
colonies under its influence. 

So strong was the desire for the conclusion of the 
military alliance between Japan, Germany and Italy that a 
joint conference of the Japanese Army, Navy and Foreign 
Office officials was held on 12 July 1940 for the purpose 
of intensifying efforts to procure such a pact and a ten-
tative draft thereof was presented at this conference. The 
conference reconvened on 16 July 1940 for the purpose of 
obtaining the opinions of the Army and Navy and the adoption 
of a unified policy with regard to the draft of the proposed 
pact. In the discussion which followed, grave concern was 
expressed over the possibility that Germany at the close of 
the war would take over politically Indo-China and the 
Netherlands East Indies, which action on the part of Germany? 
it was resolved, should be firmly opposed. 

The Japanese conception of "political leadership" in its 
strictest sense in the establishment of the New Order in East 
Asia was considered to be "occupation." Although the view 
was expressed that Japan was not thinking of "occupation" 
at the present, it was declared that "it is necessary that 
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the whole country conspire and unite on the point of 
political leadership and make Germany recognize as strong 
a political leadership as possible." 

With regard to the obligation to check Britain in 
East Asia and thereby hasten her surrender, it was asserted 
that this could be fulfilled by the secret instigation of 
independence movements in India and Burma and the adoption 
of a strong policy towards Hong Kong, Shanghai and Tientsin. 
A further step by striking England through an attack upon 
Singapore was also discussed. 

The question was posed as to whether it would be ad-
visable to take "joint action with Germany against America 
after the establishment of the New Order in East Asia a 
few years hence," and the possibility of taking joint action 
with Germany against America in South America was discussed. 

It was considered that Italy should be a party to 
the coalition in the same manner as Germany because of 
the possibility of an Italian advance into Iran and India, 
which would bring her in conflict with Russian interests. 
The opinion of the conferees was unified on these matters 
and the necessity for immediate execution of their plans was 
expressed» 

After several attempts to bring about the downfall of 
the YONAI Cabinet had proved unsuccessful, the military 
resorted to the device of having the War Minister resign. 
General HATA, War Minister, tendered his resignation to 
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Premier YONAI on 16 July 1940. The three chief military 
officers were unwilling to recommend a successor without 
which the cabinet was powerless to fill the vacancy. There-
fore, Premier YOiNAI was left no other alternative than to 

i 
tender to the Emperor a general resignation of his cabinet, 
which action he took on the same day that General HATA re-
signed as War Minister. The Army considered that delay in 
the negotiations with Germany and Italy would be fatal to 
Japan, that the YONAI Cabinet "was not feasible in carrying 
out satisfactorily the foreign policy," and that a cabinet 
change was necessary to face the grave international 
situation. 

MATSUOKA was appointed Foreign Minister. The retiring 
War Minister, General HATA, secretly recommended to the 
Emperor the appointment of the accused TOJO, Hideki as War 
Minister prior to Prince KONOYE's acceptance of TOJO for 
that post, оиттэлтлтэт deciined appointment as Vice-Foreign 
Minister, but he let it be known that he was being considered 
for appointment as permanent adviser to the Foreign Ministry, 
in which capacity he expected to exercise a far-reaching 
influence in the new government. The Manchurian group in 
the new government was further strengthened by the appointment 
to the Vice-Foreign Minister post of 0tiA8HIy a former member 
of the Manchurlan State Council, and an adherent of the German 
course of Japanese foreign policy. 

In a meeting on 26 July 1940 the new cabinet outlined 
Japan's basic national policy. The fundamental aim of the 
basic policy was determined to lie "in the establishment of 
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world peace in accordance with the lofty idea of Hakko 
Ichiu, on which the Empire is founded0 First of all, it 
is directed toward the construction of a New Order of Greater 
East Asia built upon a firm solidarity of Japan, Manchukuo 
and China, with this Empire as the center„ We will therefore 
speedily secure for herself an unshakable national structure 
such as conforms to the new world situations and march forward 
toward the realization of the national policy by mobilizing 
the total strength of the nation0" It was further determined 
that armaments should be so increased as "to insure the 
execution of national policy on the basis of a state struc-
ture for national defense through manifestations of the 
nationcs total strengtho" The educational system was recog-
nized as having been renovated in full accord with the funda-
mental principle of the national policy0 Establishment of 
an economic self-sufficiency policy making Japan, Manchukuo 
and China as a single unit and embracing the whole of Greater 
East Asia and the establishment of a land development plan 
aimed at the development of the co-ordinated national strength 
of Japan, Manchukuo and China were among the projects planned0 

On 1 August 1940 Ambassador KURUSU was still pursuing 
the quest for Japanese-German cooperation and sought an 
expression of German attitude regarding the Dutch and French 
colonies in the East0 Ambassador_KUSUSIi-d«sired to know in 
what way RIBBENTRCP wanted Japan to cooperate, and especially 
to know if and at what time Germany desired the Japanese 
weight to be thrown "on the scale of the present conflict," 
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He expressed the hope that Japan be made a part of the New 
Order and that after the war Japan would not be forgotten 
in the new apportionment of the world, With regard to the 
New Order in the so-called Greater East Asia area, KURUSU 
assented that Japan did not intend conquest, oppression or 
exploitation in these areas and expected nothing of the 
sort from any third power0 On the same day these views 
were expressed by Foreign Minister MATSUOKA to the German 
Ambassador and both KURUSU and MATSUOKA sought to be informed 

- _ 1 —" 

of Germany's attitude on these matters0 
The strengthening of Japan"s foreign policy with regard 

to Japanese=German coalition immediately became apparent. 
War Minister TOJO entered upon a program by which he sought 
to promote anti-British feeling among the Japanese. Foreign 
Minister MATSUOKA, having made a demand on the Republic of 
France for consent to the use of certain Indo-China territory 
and facilities in connection with the war against China, 
requested the German Government to support the Japanese demands 
by "influencing the French Government0" On 23 August 1940, 
Foreign Minister MATSUOKA announced the recall of numerous 
ambassadors? ministers, councillors and consuls and declared 
to the press that this action had become necessary in order 
to make "secure" the new foreign policy introduced by him. 
The new government formed a commission of twenty-four leading 
persons consisting mostly of followers of the policy of 
collaboration with the Axis powers, with the aim of planning 
suitable action for the adjustment of state affairs on an 
authoritarian basis„ On this commission SHIRATORI was ap-
pointed the representative for foreign political matters® 

% T C" _ ! ;v '-л- 1 3» . 4iv 1 
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A Four Minister Conference attended by Prime Minister 
KONCYE, Foreign Minister MATSUOKA, War Minister TOJO and 
the Navy Minister was held in early September 1940, at 
which time it was determined that the time was now ripe 
"for speedy initiation of conversations" for the strengthen-
ing of collaboration among Japan, Germany and Italy. The 
basic principle was declared to be the making of a funda-
mental agreement among the three countries in order that 
they shall mutually cooperate "by all possible means" in 
the establishment of a New Order in Europe and Asia. In-
asmuch as theproposed agreement contemplated that the three 
countries would cooperate "by all possible means" for the 
construction of the respective New Orders, Japan, it was 
stated, should be resolved, if need be, "to take any action, 
including recourse to armed force." It was also asserted 
that in the event Germany might not immediately require 
Japanese armed cooperation against Britain, Japan1s main 
objective would be the United States. It was recognized 
that unless Japan was resolved on the employment of armed 
force, it would be impossible for Japan to carry on any 
useful talks with Germany. It was determined that Japan 
should take steps, as the situation might require, in order 
to eliminate the political and economic interests of Britain 
in East Asia, including the South Seas. Concerning the 
possible use of armed force against Britain and the United 
States, Japan was to make decisions independently, and in 
the event the "China Incident had been settled," Japan, it 
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was said, would "use armed force by taking as favorable an 
opportunity as may be afforded by the situation prevailing 
at home and abroad." I n the event the "China Incident" 
has not been settled Japan's guiding principle was to be 
to take action within limits short of war, although it was » 
further asserted that if "the development of the international 
situation permits of no further delay Japan will resort to. 
armed force." 

In the atmosphere of these conferences and in the light 
of all proper inferences to be drawn from the extended 
negotiations, STAHMER, Special Envoy of VON RIBBENTROP, 
arrived in Tokyo in early September 1940 to prepare the • 
stage for the conclusion of a pact which was described by 
MATSUt KA as the most important document in the history of 
the Japanese Empire,, STAHMER, in a secret conference with 
MATSUOKA, asserted that Germany of that juncture did not 
look for Japan's military assistance with England, and 
hardly thought that she and the United States would come 
to blows in the near future, but asserted the belief that 
"war between Japan and the United States cannot eventually 
be avoided," The importance of being thoroughly prepared 
effectively to meet an emergency at any moment was stressed, 
to which end Germany promised to restrain the United States 
in the Atlantic and furnish Japan with as much war equipment, 
planes, tanks and war tools as she could reasonably spare. 

Germany recognized Japan's leadership in East Asia and agreed 
t ... '• 

to cooperate in such areas to further Japan's aims. 
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In the Privy Council Meetings which followed, attended 
by the accused, Foreign Minister MATSUOKA; War Minister 
TOJO; Chief of the Planning Board HOSiilMO, Naoki; and 
Director of Military Affairs Bureau of the War Department 
Major General MUTO, the discussions fully developed the 
spirit in which the pact was concluded and may be turned 
to as a pro forma statement of events that were expected 
to OCCUTO 

MATSUOKA asserted that Japan had such strength she 
could tip the balance of the world as she liked; that Japanese 
supremacy in "Greater East Asia" in the building of the "New 
Order" meant for the time being French Indo-China, Thailand, 
Burma, the Strait Settlements, and such Ocianic islands 
as the Netherlands East Indies, New Guinea, New Caledonia 
and others, and that it would gradually extend to include 
Australia, New Zealand and other territories and that Japan 
expected the cooperation of Germany and Italy in the "economic 
exploitation" of these areas. With regard to the United 

States, MATSUOKA declared that Japan would enter into a 
у 

military alliance with Germany and Italy with America as 
the objective; that preparation for the eventuality of 
United States participation in the war should consist of 
strengthening the international situation by the conclusion 
of the pact and taking diplomatic, economic and military 
measures for the purpose of procuring necessary natural re-
sources for national defense from the South Seas and other 
places; and that the proposed alliance with Germany would put 
Japan in a position to be able to manipulate to her interest 
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the twenty millions of German-descent Americans who were 
considered to hold an influential position in the United 
States» 

War Minister TOJO asserted that "as far as our army 
is concerned, оп1у a part of its whole strength would be 
enough to engage in the event of war with America" and that 
on this ground there was no cause for concern; that it was 
necessary to strive in bringing the "China Incident" to an 
end promptly so that preparation for a worse crisis could 
be made; that there was a sufficient supply of war materials 
on hand to cover requirements for a fairly extended period, 
and that regardless of whether the war lasted for a short 
or a long period, in his opinion "there will be no alterna-
tive other than to strive for a way out of the desperate 
situation." 

Navy Minister OIKAWA asserted that preparation of ships 
for field operations already had been completed; that war 
materials, heavy oil in particular, were sufficient in 
amount to cover operations for a fairly long period; that in 
the event of wholesale fleet to fleet clashes the present stock 
of oil would not be exhausted in the course of a half to one 
year, and that in the event the war is drawn out over a 
long period the frequency of battles would automatically 
drop; that no concern was felt in regard to the manpower 
problem as the Navy personnel is by its very nature limited 
in its size; that he was confident of winning a short war, 
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and that as to Japan's future plans he expected to take 
measures to increase war strength by improving as far as 
possible the inner structure of Japan's forces. 

Chief of the Planning Board HOSHIKO reported that a 
great deal had been accomplished in storing up a supply of fuel 
oils, gasoline for aeroplanes in particular; that in the event 
of a long term war steps would be taken for procuring necessary 
materials from the Dutch East Indies, Sakhalin and elsewhere, 
and that in the mobilization program as to materials the center 
of gravity was laid on the items for military purposes. 

Councillor ARIMA made the statement that if Japanese-
American hostilities were at all events unavoidable it might 
be best to avail of the present opportunity and Chairman of 
the Committee SUZUKI expressed the view that Japan must be 
resolved to anticipate a Japanese-American war as inevitable. 

With unprecedented speed the pact was concluded on 
27 September 1940. By its provisions Japan, Germany and Italy 
attempted to apportion the world by establishing areas in which 
the leadership of the respective powers was recognized. Each 
pledged full cooperation in the establishment of leadership 
within the sphere of the others, and political, economic and 
military aid v/as pledged in the event of an attack against 
any one of the signatories by a nation not then involved in 
the European war or in the war with China. It was provided that 
the terms of the pact did not in any way affect the political 
status which existed between each of the signatories and the 
Soviet Union. This pact in its essence contained the ultimate 
development of the plot of the aggressive powers directed 
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toward the division of the world and the establishment 
of the so-called "New Order," which had for its purpose 
the extinguishment of democracy throughout the world and 
the subjugation of all the nations by the aggressive states. 
Letters were secretly exchanged providing for consultation 
among the signatories for the purpose of determining whether 
action or a chain of actions would constitute an attack within 
the meaning of the pact. By these secret communications, 
Germany also agreed to turn over to Japan the Mandated Islands 
at the conclusion of the war, and to use its best offices in 
introducing the Soviet Union as a participant in the pact. 
The objects sought to be accomplished under the provisions of 
this pact and the action subsequently taken in furtherance 
thereof will be shown to be in violation of specific treaty 
obligations. 

In an article entitled "The Tri-Partite Pact and the 
World of Tomorrow," published in December 1940, SHIRATORI 
stated that the character of the New Order to be created 
under the leadership of the Three Powers was to be considered 
in the light of the fact that the Three Powers had discarded 
the ideologies of individualism and democracy and had adopted 
the totalitarian point of view. In Japan, he asserted, the 
nation had revolted against the so-called evils of liberalistic 
civilization and its dissatisfaction had found expression in 
the form of the Manchurian incident of 1931. This incident 
was a challenge externally to unjust conditions long forced 
upon mankind by the democratic powers, and internally to all 
alien ideas and thoughts grafted upon the Japanese people. 
The characteristics of this movement in Japan, he stated, had 
become more accentuated in the current China affair, the 
ultimate object of which, in consonance with the classic 
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expression Hakko Ichiu adopted as a national slogan, was 
the establishment of a New Order in East Asia. Unless 
the present wars were considered in the light of these 
statements, it was said, the real nature of the new world 
order of tomorrow which is to be established through 
Japanese-German-Italian cooperation could not be under-
stood . 

In addition to the original signatories to the Tri-
partite Pact, the following countries joined on the dates 
indicated: Hungary, 20 November 1940; Roumania, 23 November 
1940; Slovakia, 24 December 1940; Bulgaria, 1 March 1941; 
and Croatia, 15 June 1941. 

c• Collaboration between Japanr Germany and 
Italy under the Provisions of the Tri-

partite Pact 

Evidence will be introduced under this subject showing 
that the accused, acting through their leaders and in full 
collaboration with their Axis partners, unified the govern-
ment and nation behind the Tri-Partite Pact, and by their 
declarations and conduct put into motion forces designed to 
accomplish the objects of the conspiracy charged in the in-
dictment. 

In the period that followed the conclusion of the Tri-
Partite Pact, SHIRATORI continued to play an indispensable 
part in promoting pro-German relations in Japan. Under his 
leadership, activist circles in Japan, as early as January 
1941, demanded an attack on Singapore as the key British 
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Position in the west Pacific Ocean. In November 1940, 
Ambassador KURUSU had declared that Sino-Japanese and 
Russo-Japanese agreements were required as a prerequisite 
for a Japanese advance through the region south of China, 
including Siam, without the use of which Singapore could 
not be successfully attacked. The evidence will show 
that such an attack was designed to give Japan a free 
hand in establishing her Greater East Asia policy in China 
and in the Pacific and Indian Oceans in conformity with 
the purposes set forth in the Tri-Partite Pact. The 
capture of Singapore by Japan will also be shown as the 
fulfillment of Japan's desire to aid Germany in bringing 
the war against England to a speedy close. It was con-
sidered that a sudden attack by Japan upon Singapore without 
a declaration of war would constitute a blow that would 
prevent the United States from effectively interfering. 

The German Ambassador to Japan made a report on 31 
January 1941 to his government of the result of a two-day 
research with the attaches of the armed forces, in which 
it was concluded that the chances of success of an attack 
by Japan against Singapore were favorable; that it would 
have to be carried out in steps by occupying Saigon and the 
Malayan Peninsula, and that if the American Pacific Ocean 
fleet should attempt to interfere from Hawaii it would 
easily be detected on the overly long approaches and an-
nihilated. 
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Japan, with the assistance of Germany, resorted to 
the crafty device of using her position of so-called 
mediator in the French Indo-China-Thailand border dispute 
to improve her situation with those two countries and 
obtain bases therein to serve as a springboard for an 
attack on Singapore. 

Foreign Minister MATSUOKA determined upon an official 
visit to Berlin and, after expressing intention to obtain 
wide authority from his Cabinet and particularly from War 
Minister TOJO, he advised the German Ambassador of the 
principal questions he desired to discuss, including a 
Japanese attack on Singapore. Ambassador OSHIMA was also 
advised by MATSUOKA of the important questions to be dis-
cussed . 

On 22 February 1941, in a conference with the Secretary 
of State of the Reich Foreign Ministry, Ambassador OSHIMA 
expressed the view that Singapore must be seized in grand 
style from the sea and from the land, but that it was first 
necessary to take Hong Kong. On the following day an extended 
conference was held between Ambassador OSHIMA and Foreign 
Minister RIBBENTROP, in which VON RIBBENTROP voiced the 
opinion that the decisive blow against England should be a 
Japanese attack on Singapore, which would eliminate England's 
key position in East Asia and which would secure a position 
in that area which Japan could win only by war. The suggestion 
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was made that the occupation of Singapore must take place 
with lightning speed, without a declaration of war in order 
to contribute to a speedy termination of hostilities. 
Ambassador OSHIMA represented that preparations for the 
occupation of Singapore would be complete by the end of 
May; that military preparations must be made against England 
and America; that the moment for occupation of Singapore 
must be coordinated with operations in Europe; and that 
the occupation of Hong Kong and the Philippines had been 
provided for in case of need. 

A few days after the OSHIMA conference, RIBBENTROP 
directed the German Ambassador in Japan to work with all 
the means at his command to the end that Japan take 
possession of Singapore by surprise as soon as possible. 
This was followed on 3 March 1941 by the High Command of 
the Armed Forces, Fuehrer Headquarters issuing directive 
number 24 concerning collaboration with Japan, in which it 
was stated that the aim of the cooperation based on the 
Three Power Pact must be to bring Japan as soon as possible 
to active operations in the Far East, and that the conquest 
of Singapore, England's key position in the Far East, would 
mean a decisive success for the three Axis powers. The 
importance of the question was again emphasized when on 18 
March 1941 General JODL, in a report to HITLER, stated that 
Japan must take steps as soon as possible to eliminate Singa-
pore, since the opportunity would never again be as favorable. 

Events were moving swiftly in Japan. On 25 March 1941, 
Chief of the Japanese Navy General Staff, Admiral KONDO, 
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reported that the Navy was vigorously preparing for an 
attack on Singapore, and Chief of the Japanese General 
Staff, General SUGIYAMA, reported that the Army was also 
making preparations for an attack. 

Foreign Minister MATSUOKA arrived in Berlin in the 
latter part of March 194-1, and between 27 March and 5 
April 1941 conferred with HITLER, RIBBENTROP, GOERING, 
FUNK and others on matters relating to joint military and 
economic cooperation of the Tripartite Powers. Although 
declaring he could not accept the obligation at the moment 
to act for the Japanese nation, MATSUOKA stated in a con-
ference with HITLER that Japan would act decisively when 
she has the feeling that she would otherwise lose a chance 
which might only return after a thousand years,* that Japan 
would advance regardless of the condition of her prepara-
tions; that he had personally held the view that Japan 
should attack Singapore and put an end to British influence 
in that area; and that it was only a matter of time until 
Japan would attack. 

Japanese concern over German intentions with regard to 
political domination and control of the Netherlands East 
Indies and French Indo-China has been referred to in a pre-
vious section of this opening statement. In his conference 
with HITLER, MATSUOKA took the occasion to state that although 
Japan expected to keep before her the motto of "No conquest, 
no oppression, no exploitation," Japan would proceed by force, 
if necessary, in establishing the New Order according to the 
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principle of the preamble to the Tripartite Pact, and 
would have to lead with a strong hand the nations affected 
by this New Order. 

In a conference on 29 March 1941 with the Reich Foreign 
Minister VON RIBBENTROP, after discussing in detail general 
plans relating to Singapore and trade relations between 
Japan and Germany, MATSUOKA pointed out that he was doing 
everything he could to reassure the English about Singapore; 
that he acted as if Japan had no intention at all regarding 
this key position of England in the East; and that he assumed 
this attitude not only in order to reassure the British but 
also in order to fool the pro-British and pro-American 
elements in Japan until one day he would suddenly open 
the attack on Singapore. He took the position that a 
sudden attack against Singapore would unite the entire 
Japanese nation with one blow. 

In a conference on 4 April 1941, MATSUOKA secured from 
HITLER a promise to place at the disposal of the Japanese 
technical information and inventions which were needed by 
Japan, including especially that acquired by Germany's 
experience in submarine warfare. 

On 5 April 1941, MATSUOKA repeated in a conference 
with VON RIBBENTROP that he had long been of the opinion 
that every nation was offered an opportunity only once in 
a thousand years and that Japan was confronting such an 
opportunity and would have to assume the risk connected 
with it. She would have to act decisively at the right 
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moment, he said, in order to take advantage of this unique 
condition of affairs. Finally, he requested RIBBENTROP 
to assist the Tri-Partite Powers Commissions, and especially 
the Economic Commission, in the perform nee of their functions. 

The commissions formed under the provisions of the Tri-
1 

Partite pact included in their membership the accused, MATSUOKA, 
Yosuke; OSHIMA, Hiroshi; TOGO, Shigenori; MUTO, Akira; OKA, 
Takasumi; and SATO, Kenryo. 

On 24 May 1941 a report was made by the German Military 
Attache in Tokyo to the German Foreign Intelligence Office 
that Japan acknowledged her treaty obligations in event the 
United States entered the war, but that hostilities would 
not be opened immediately. He added, however, that Japanese 
preparations for attack on Singapore and Manila stand. 

On 22 June 1941 Germany invaded Russia. RIBBENTROP 
reiterated the grea , importance from the standpoint of 
Japanese interests of a drive toward the south in the direc-
tion of Singapore, but advised that in view of her present 
unpreparedness for this action, Japan would solve her 
Russian question by joining Germany in the war against Russia. 
After the anticipated swift downfall of Soviet Russia, he 
said, Japan, safe in the rear, would be free to make a drive 
in the south. 

At the important Imperial conference of 2 July 1941 a 
resolution was adopted which had the effect of postponing 
definite action on Germany's request that an attack be made 
on the Soviet Union from the East. At the same time a 
renewal of determination was voiced to establish the so-called 
"Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere," regardless of any 
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change in the international situation. For the accomplish-
ment of this, it was determined to continue the disposition 
of the so-called Chinese incident and to accelerate the south-
ward advance. A decision was reached to make preparations 
for a war with Britain and the United States and all 
measures, especially those relating to the execution of 
military and naval plans, were referred for definite de-
cisions. The stabilising plan for the southern advance 
was to be accomplished by the execution of "schemes against 
French Indo-China and Thailand," which will be demonstrated 
in later phases of the case. It was also announced that 
should the conditions of the German-Soviet war progress 
favorably to Japan, Japan would "execute arms to solve 
the northern problems, thereby securing stability in the 
northern regions." 

The events between 2 July 1941 and the attack on Pearl 
Harbor, although based in a large measure upon Japanese, 
German and Italian collaboration, appear more properly to 
belong in the phases of presentation of evidence relating 
to French Indo-China, Thailand, the Netherlands East Indies, 
the British Commonwealth of Nations and the United States, 
wherefore reference will be made in this phase of the case 
only to those matters within this period which affect the 
No Separate Peace Pact of 11 December 1941. 
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III. 

CULTURAL AND TRADE AGREEMENTS BETWEEN JAPAN, 
GERMANY AND ITALY 

The evidence will show that cultural and trade agree-
ments parallelled political and military collaboration 
between the Axis powers. Within the framework of the 
Anti-Comintern Pact, and in furtherance of its spirit, 

cultural treaties were concluded between Germany and Japan 
i 

on 25 November 1938 and Italy and Japan on 23 March 1939-
These treaties provided for systematic promotion of cultural 
relations in the fields of science, fine arts, music, 
literature, motion pictures, radio broadcasts, child and 
youth movements, sports, and so forth. The result sought 
to be obtained was alleged to be the strangthening of the 
ties of friendship between the nations concerned. 

Commercial arrangements were made throughout the entire 
period of Japanese-German collaboration but these are too 
numerous and of too detailed a character to justify an ex-
tensive description in this opening statement. Raw materials 
intended for use in military operations in Europe were made 
available to Germany by Japan from the Netherlands East 
Indies, French Indo-China and China. Special trade con-
siderations over other nations were given Germany in China. 
In this connection Japan insisted that "North China" as 
used in a commercial agreement shou]^be changed to "China," 
for the reason that Japan intended to dominate and control 
commerce and trade in all of China. 
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IV. 

THE NO SEPARATE PEACE PACT AND THE MILITARY 
AGREEMENT BETWEEN JAPAN, GERMANY AND ITALY 

When the Tri-Partite Pact was concluded on 27 September 
1940, MATSUOKA in reply to a question stated that an agree-
ment would be negotiated between the three powers for a 
"No Separate Peace Pact" in the event of hostilities. 

In the latter part of November 1941, Germany was in-
formed of the state of negotiations between Japan and the 
United States and of the fact that hostilities between 
Japan and the United States were imminent. On 29 November 
1941, RIBBENTROP advised that it was essential that Japan 
effect the New Order in East Asia without losing the existing 
opportunity. "There never has been and probably never will 
be," he said, "a time when closer cooperation under the Tri-
Partite Fact is so important. If Japan hesitates at this 
time, and Germany goes ahead and establishes her European 
New Order, all the military might of Britain and the United 
States will be concentrated against Japan." He further 
stated: "Should Japan become engaged in a war against the 
United States, Germany,of course, would join the war im-
mediately. There is absolutely no possibility of Germany's 
entering into a separate peace with the United States under 
such circumstances. The Fuehrer is determined on that point." 

T 
Between the 1st and 3rd of December 1941, Ambassador 

OSHIMA received a telegram from Tokyo stating that the 
Japanese Government desired Germany's participation in the 
event of a United States-Japanese conflict and further that 
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the Japanese Government desired that a no separate peace 
Pact be signed. The Japanese Ambassador to Italy, invoking 
the provisions of the Tri-Partite Pact, on 3 December 1941, 
called upon Italy to declare war upon the United States 
after the opening of hostilities. MUSSOLINI advised that 
if Japan should declare war on the United States and Great 
Britain, Italy would immediately do likewise. Both RIBBEN-
TROP and MUSSOLINI agreed prior to 7 December 1941 to enter 
into a treaty by which Japan, Germany and Italy would not 
conclude a peace treaty separately. Such a treaty was 
formally concluded on 11 December 1941, to remain in force 
as long as the Tri-Partite Pact of 27 September 1940. 

On 14 December 1941, at a reception given by HITLER 
to Ambassador OSHIMA, at which HITLER presented OSHIMA 
with the Grand Cross of the Order of Merit of the German 
Eagle in gold, HITLER declared that Japan had taken the 
right course in attacking without wasting time in declaring 
war. He commented that he had used this system and that he 
expected to use it in the future. 

On 18 January 1942 the Japanese, German and Italian 
armed forces concluded a military agreement in the spirit 
of the Tri-Partite Pact of 27 September 1940, and provided 
for operational coordination among them. The world was 
divided into zaies for military oparations. Japan was 
assigned the waters eastward from about 7C°> east ltfigitude 
to the west coast of the American continent, as well as 
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the continent and islands situated in these waters and also 
the Asiatic continent east of 7O0, east longitude. Germany 
and Italy were assigned the waters westward from about 7°°> 
east longitude to the east coast of the American continent, 
as well as the continent and islands situated in these 
waters, and also the Near East, the Middle East and Europe 
westward from about east longitude. General operational 
plans were outlined, and the main points of military coopera-
tion were specified. 

The evidence relating to collaboration among Japan, 
Germany, and Italy and the conduct and declaretions of the 
accused in connection therewith will now be offered to 
prove the common plan of conspiracy to wage wars of agression 
as charged in the indictment and the manner and method by 
which the conspiracy was to be executed. Mr. G. Osmond 
Hyde, Special Assistant to the Attorney General of the United 
States, and Mr. Worth McKinney, Assistant United States 
Attorney for the Western District of North Carolina, will 
assist in the presentation of this evidence. 
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CONCERNING ТгтЕ CONCLUSION OF TTTE PROTOCOL 
WITtT RESPECT TO TTTE EXTENSION OF VALIDITY 
OF TTjrL ANTI-COMINTERN PACT 
-Announcement by tvc Board Of Information 

Made on November 25, 1941. 
Sincc t^c conclusion on November 25, 1936 between Japan 

and Germany of tvc Agreement against t'-e Communist Internafcional-
tve so-callcd Anti-Comintern Pact - Italy adhered to it on Novem-
ber 6 of tve following year (1937), as original signatory. ?ve 
?/as then followed by MancHikuo, Hungary and Spain, bringing tvc 
number of tve participants to six countries, tHis displaying its 
effectiveness. As the five-year period of f-e validity of tve 
Agreement was about to expire, f-e Signatory Powers consulted 
among tvem selves, wvicv resulted in an agreement of views to ex-
tend its validity for five more years. A new Protocol concerning 
tve extension of validity of tve agreement was signed today, 
November 25, at Berlin between t^e plenipotentiaries of t'-e six 
Powers, namely, Japan, Germany, Italy, Mancvukuo, TTungary and 
Spain. 

It requires no reiteration tT-at tve Communist International, 
or fbe Comintern, with its world-wide organization, is carrying on 
disruptive machinations of communistic nature in all parts of tve 
world. Accordingly, defence against sue1- machinations must be of 
a world-wide scope. With tve task of establishing a new order in 
East Asia as t**e basis of ver national policy, Japan feels keenly 
tve increasing necessity of safeguarding against tve Comintern. 
T^at t^e Anti-Comintern Pact h a s accordingly been renewed, and tvat 
participation of countries, w M c v will share similar intentions 
under tve provisions of t^e new Protocol, is envisaged, is a source 
of profound congratulation* 

Tve contents of t*e new Protocol are as follows: 
PROTOCOL 

The Government of the Empire of Japan, the Government of Ger-
many, tve Government of the Kingdom of Italy, tve Government of tve 
Kingdom of Hungary, tve Government of t'-e Empire of Mancvoukuo, and 
the Government of Spain; 
Recognizing tvat the Agreement concluded between tvem for safe-

guarding against tve activities of the Communist International v
a s 

been most effective; 
Believing firmly that the common interests of tveir countries re-

quire their close cooperation against tve said common enemy, Vave 
decided to extend the period of validity of the above-mentioned 
Agreement, and have agreed upon the following provisions for the 
purpose; 

Article 1 
The agreement against tve Communist International consisting of 

tve Agreement and t'-e annexed Protocol of November 25, 1936, and 
the Protocol of November 6, 1937? and the Protocol of February 24, 
1939, the Protocol of February 24, 1939, and the Protocol of March 
27, 1939, by which Hungary, Mancvoukuo and Spain respectively par-
ticipated, shall be prolonged for five years beginning with Novem-
ber 25, 1941. 
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Article 2 

T^e countries, v/̂ ic1- desire to participate in tve said Agreement 
t'-roug1- t^e invitation by tve Government of t^e Japanese Empire, 
Germany and tve Italian Kingdom, svall ссм tunicate to t^e Geriran 
Government by document tve declaration of tveir participation; 
and tvc German Government svall notify t^c Governments of tve 
otver Signatories conccrning tve said communication. Sucv parti-
cipation s^all become effective from t'-e day of tve receipt by t^e 
German Government of tve declaration of participation. 

Article 3 
T^e present Protocol s^all be made in tve Japanese, German and 

Italian languages and svall be t*e official texts of tve respective 
countries. T^e present Protocol svall come into force from tve day 
of its signature. 
T^e Contracting Powers s^all, at a suitable time, prior to tve 

expiry of tve five-year period stipulated in Article 1, core to an 
understanding concerning tve method of t'-eir subsequent cooperation 

In fait1- whereof t^c undersigned, Vaving been duly authorized 
by t^eir respective Governments, ^ave signed tve present Protocol 
and Vave affixed t^eir seals thereto. 

C E R T I F I C A T E 
I TTEREBY CERTIFY tvat t^e above instrument is a true and accu-

rate copy in English extracted from pages 366 and 367 of t^e Jan-
uary 1942 copy of t*e "TOKYO GAZETTE", a monthly report of current 
policies, official statements and statistics, published monthly 
by tbe Tokyo Gazette Publishing TTouse. 

P^/f/r/>/,(} ' / ' / / f l > ttJ'SL 
LINDSW WILLIiMS ON 
0-1845845, Capt JAGD. 
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Agreement Regarding Trade between Japan and Germany. 

The Government of Japan and the Government of Germany, in due considera-
tion regarding the import and export of both c-opiuries, have reached the 
following agreement in the hope of promoting mutual trade and to bring about 
its development for the benefit of both countries so as to meet present 
economic conditions. 

Article 1. 

The Government of one of the two countries shall permit, under ordinary 
transactions, the importation, during each fiscal year, of the products of 
the other country, according to thr articles and prices agreed upon for each 
fiscal year by competent authorities of the two countries. The payment for 
the products mentioned above shall be made by liquidation decided upon by 
the agreement of competent authorities of the two countries, or by free 
foreign exchange. 

Article 2. 

The Government of one of the two countries shall permit, under "special 
transactions" to be added to the "ordinary Transaction" mentioned in the 
preceding article, the importation cf the products of the other country 
according to the articles ana prices agreed upon bv competent authorities 
of the two countries during the term of this Agreement. The payment for 
the above products shall be made by liquidation or credit as decided by the 
agreement of competent authorities of the two countries. 

The German Government shall agree that the German Banking Syndicate will 
supnly the Yokohama Specie Bank with funds for the purpose to facilitate the 
payment for the German products imported through "special transactions" by 
Japan. 

The Japanese Government shall permit the Yokohama Specie Bank to remit 
necessary funds to repay the loan made according to the preceding clause. 

Article 3. 

The Government of one of the two countries, in the enforcement of the 
provisions of this agreement, shall pay due consideration to the interests 
of the peojile of the other country who have been engaged in trade between 
the two countries. 

The Governments of both countries shall not hinder the trade between the 
two countries by such neastires as will necessitate the alienation from 
ordinary terms of transactions. 
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Article 4. 

The Government of one of the two countries, 'in order to prevent 
unreasonable rise xn the pri со of products of it о own country to be exported, 
to the other country, sJaa'i 1 tatee appropriate measures Ъу always considering 
the price of the sane products in a third country. 

Article 5. 

The Government,a of both countries shall strive' to complete within the 
tern of this Agreement, the delivery of gô ds ordered in "special transactions". 

Article 6. 

The method, of payment and technical detail з посезяагу for the enforcement 
of this Agreement shall о о decided upon through the understanding of competent 
authorities of the two countries. 

Article 7. 

The Governments of "both countries shall continually observe the develop-
ment of the trade between the two :.-.оигИ.гк;ъ c.iJ acj'cs': it so or< to conform 
with the provisions с/ tins Agr-jonent. 'For i.fcis prpese the representatives 
appointed by each, (tovernaeni nhail meet in Tokyo and Berlin every three months, 
or more frequently if necessary. 

Article 8. 

The provisions of this Agreement shall be applicable on]у to those goods 
of one of the two countries shipped or transported directly to the other 
country, whether through a port of a third country or not. 

Article 9. 

This Agreement shall net be applicable to transit goods. 

In the accountз stipulated in this Agreement, goods, either imported 
into the leased Territory of Kvantung from Germany or exported to Germany 
from the leased territory of Kwantung, shall be regarded as transit goods. 

Article 10. 

Products of one of the Uo countries imported by the other country accord-
ing to r,his agreement, and re-exported by this import country to a third 
country without boj.ng manul'aotured to cause any rational changes economically, 
shall be outside the application of this Agreement. 
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Article 11. 

In this Agreement: 

(1) "Products" of Japan or Germany shall mean commodities which are either 
completely manufactured or goods that are finished to give them the rational 
and substantial changes economically in the respective countries. 

(2) The "fiscal year" will Ъе the one year beginning from October 1. 

Article 12. 

Canned crab, canned fish, whale oil, fish skin, and other similar marine 
products manufactured or finished on Japanese ships outside of the Japanese 
territorial waters or by Japanese enterprises in the territories of the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics shall be regarded "products" of Japan defined 
in Article 11 of this Agreement. 

When these products are shipped or transported directly from the above 
places, they shall be regarded as being shipped or transported from Japan, 
irrespective of the provisions in Article 8 of this Agreement. 

Article 13. 

The provisions of this Agreement shall be applied to all areas belonging 
to or under the protection of one of the two countries. The protectorates of 
Bohemia and Moravia, however, shall be outside the application of this 
Agreement. 

Article 14. 

This Agreement shall take effect on the first of October, 1939, and shall 
be valid till the thirtieth of September. 1941. 

If the Government of one of the two countries should notify the other 
Government, after six months from the date of enforcement of this Agreement, 
of its desire for any alteiations in this Agreement, the other Government 
shall agree to open negotiations for this purpose. If the negotiation is 
not arranged within two months from the date of notification, the government 
desiring the above alterations may announce a renunciation of this Agreement. 
In this case this Agreement shall be valid till the last day of the following 
month after the announcement has been made. 

Article 15. 

Matters regarding transactions and payments according to this Agreement 
which are not completed at the expiration of this Agreement, shall be disposed 
of according to the provisions of this Agreement and other arrangements 
pertaining to it. 
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In witness whereof, the undersigned, duly authorized. Ъу their respective 
Governments, have signed this Agreement. 

Two copies of this of equal validity in .Japanese and German are made in 
Berlin on , the fourteenth year of Showa or 1939. 
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Ф-О-Ф̂ ГП̂ Г РТ̂ УГТ̂ ТТУУ .ТДРДЛТ ДТ.ТГ) 
PERTAI^I^G то' СТГлГТТШ COOPERATION 

фЬе Imperial Government of Japan and the Government of 
Germany, recognizing solemnly that, in view of" the fact that 
Japan's own peculiar spirit and Germany's racial and national 
life constitute respectively the essence of Japan's culture 
and Germany's culture, the cultural relations between Japan 
and Germany should bs based on these factors, and desiring 
to further strengthen the friendly and mutual trust, which 
fortunately binds the two countries already, by deepening 
the various cultural relations between the two countries 
and also by promoting the mutual knowledge and understanding 
between the peoples of the two countries, have entered into 
an agreement as follows: 

ART1СIE I 
The Figh Contracting Powers shall mutually cooperate 

most closely in order to strive to establish their cultural 
relations on a firm basis. 

ARTIСП II 
ф]1е TTigh Contracting Powers, in order to achieve the 

obiect of the preceding article, shall systematically pro-
mote the cultural relations between the two countries in the 
fields of learning, arts, music, literature, cinema, radio 
broadcasting, youth movement, and sports. 

ARTICTE III 
"he t®rticul.ars necessary for the enforcement of the 

provision of the preceding article shall be decided by dis-
cussion between the competent authorities of the High Con-
tracting lowers. 

ART1СIE IV 
This Agreement shall be enforced from the date of its 

signature. Either one of the T-T.igh Contracting Powers may 
denounce this agreement by giving twelve months' advance 
not ic e. 

In witness whereof, the undersigned, duly authorized by 
their respective Governments, have signed this Agreement 
and affixed their seals thereunto. 
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Drawn up in duplicate, Japanese and German, at Tokyo 

on November , of the 13th year of Showa, or November 
1938. 

Foreign "inister of Japan 
Envoy Extraordinary and 
Ambassador Plenipotentiary 
of Germany. 

ч 
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NATIONAL TOP SECRET No. 6 
(Japan) 

Military Agreement 
between 

Germany, Italy, and Japan 

The German and Italian Armed Forces, ES rell as the Japanese Army and 
Navy, herewith conclude a military agreemert in the spirit of the Tripartite 
Pact of 27 September 1940 and in connoction with the agreement between Germany, 
Italy, and Japan of 11 December 1941 to secure the operational co-operation 
among themselves and to destroy as soon as possible the fighting power of 
the enemy. 

I. Division of the zones for operations. 

The German and Italian Armed Forces as well as the Japanese Army end 
Navy will carry out the required operations within the zones assigned- to them 
as follows; 

1. japan. 

(â  The waters eastward from about 70°, East longitude, to the 
T7est Coast of the American Continent, as well as the continent 
and islands (Australia, Netherlands, East Indies, New Zealand, 
etc.") which are situated in these waters. 

(b) The Asiatic Continent jE&st of about 70°, East longitude. 

2. Germany and Italy. 

(a) The waters westward from about 70°, East longitude, to the Fast 
Coast of the American Cbntinent as well as the continent and 
islands (Africa, Iceland, etc.") which are situated in these 
wat ers. 

(b) The Near East, the Middle East and Europe westwards from about 
70°, East longitude. 

3. In the Indian Ocean the operations may be carried out beyond the 
zone-borders /zone limits/ agreed upon above according to the situation. 

II. General Operations rlan. 

¥ 
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1. Japan. 
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will, working together with the German and Italian operations 
against England and the U.S.A., carry out the operations in the South 
Sea Area and in the Pacific. 

(a) She will destroy important English, United States, and Netherlands 
bases in Greater East Asia, /and/ attack or occupy their territories 
in that area. 

(b) She will seek the annihilation of the North American and English 
land, sea, and air forces in the Pacific and the Indian Ocean, in 
order to secure for herself the control of the seas in the Western 
Pacific. 

(c) Jf the worth American and English fleets concentrate largely in the 
Atlantic, Japan will reinforce her commerce raiding /Handelskrieg/ 
in the entire area of the Pacific and the Tndian Ocean and, in addition, 
send part of her naval forces to the Atlantic anc' there collaborate 
directly with the German end Italian Navies. 

2. Germany and Italy. 

will, in cooperation with the Japanese operations in the South 
Sea Area and the Facific, carry out the operations against England 
and the United States of America. 

(a) They will destroy important English and United States bases in 
the Near East and Fiddle East, in the Mediterranean Sea and the 
Atlantic, attack or occupy their territories in that area. 

(b) They will seek the annihilation of the English and American land, 
sea, and air forces in the Atlantic and the Mediterranean Sea, 
and the destruction of enemy commerce. 

(c) if the English and united States fleets concentrate largely in 
the Pacific, Germany and Italy will send part of their naval 
forces to the Pacific and there collaborate directly with the 
Japanese Navy. 

III. Main Points of Military Cooperation. 

1. Maintenance of contact regarding important p-pints of operational 
planning. 

2. collaboration in economic warfare, including.: 

L 
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(a) Maintenance of contact regarding the planning of economic 
warfare. 

(b) Maintenance of contact regarding the course of the economic 
warfare, important information and other necessary particulars. 

(c) jn case one partner wishes to carry out economic warfare 
beyond the operational zone assigned to him, he will inform 
the other partners beforehand of his ovn plan, to secure the 
cooperation and mutual support regarding use of the operations 
bases, reinforcement, supply, recreation of the crews, repair 
work, etc. 

3. Collaboration concerning the assembling and exchanging of information 
important to the operations. 

4. Collaboration concerning psychological warfare /militaerische 
Zersetzungsarb eit/'. 

5. Collaboration for securing mutual military message transmission. 

6. Collaboration for the purpose of establishing air communication 
between Germany, Italy, and Japan, insofar as technical require-
ments exist, as well as the opening of the sea lanes and sea transport 
across the Indian Ocean. 

In witness whereof the Chief of the High Command of the German Armed 
Forces, the Plenipotentiary of the High Command of the Italian Armed Forces 
and the Plenipotentiaries of the Chief of the Imperial Japanese General Staff 
and of the Chief of the imperial Japanese Kaval General Staff have signed 
this agreement. 

Drawn up in German, Italian, and Japanese original in Berlin on 18 
January 1942 - in the 20th year of the Fascist Era - corresponding to the 

day of the first month of the 17th year of the Syova Era. 
Signed: Keitel 

Marras 
Homoura 
Banzai 

\ 
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t "Pepers Relating to-the Foreign Relations of the 
United States," Janan: 1931-1941 (in Two Volumes) 
Vol. I ( pp 877-881 ) 

Ш ! Ш ? Е Н Ш И . ITH AKiSRICA. RIGHTS TRaD2 

711.94/1795 

Memorandum Ъу the Under Secretary of State (uelles) 

. .( ̂ SHXli&TOH,) September 20, 1940 

The Japanese Ambassador called to see me this afternoon at my request. 
I handed the Ambassador the "oral statement" which the far Eastern Division 
had prepared ав a reply to the memorandum which the Ambassadorjiad left with 
me on August 23. 

The Ambassador read the memorandum very attentively, but before he had 
an opportunity of commenting upon it, I told him that, as he would see from 
the laet paragraph of the statement handed to him, I had found it necessary 
to express regret for the tone of the language used in the document which _ 
the Ambassador had left with me and I felt that it was necessary to emohasize 
the fact that I did not believe that the friendly and equitable solution 
which the ^mbassador_ and I both d.esired of the questions at issue bet'-een 
the two Governments could be advanced by the employment of the kind of_ 
language employed by the Japanese Government in this recent communication. 

The embassador immediately said that if the tone or the language 
employed seemed to me discourteous, this was far from the intention of~his 
Government and that it should be attributed solely to the faulty 
vocabulary and knowledge of the English language of those resoonsible fox 
the drafting of the document. I told the Ambassador that I was very glad 
to accept this ezplanation. 

The Ambassador then said that he noted with great regret that no 
orogress was made in the solution of the July 7 incident or in the adjust-
ment of the Sector question. He stated that in his ooinion both of these 
questions were of relatively minor imoortance and that he could not but 
feel that a satisfactory compromise could be found should the Government 
of the United Stetes desire to find it. He stated that he was informed" 
that in 1931 and "1934 the commanding officers of the International Settle-
ment Porces had recommended, that Sectors D and В be policed by the Inter-
national Police Porce with the temporary assistance from time to time of 
the Volunteer Porces should these additional services be required. He 
urged that a compromise of this nature now be agreed upon. 

I told the Ambassador that I was not prepared to make any comment 
upon this suggestion "oe.yond saying that this suggestion had not been 
found acceptable by our authorities in the past because of our belief that 
it was not a practical suggestion, but that I would convey the Ambassador's 
remarks to the appropriate authorities of the Ifevy Department. 
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The Ambassador then said with regard to the July 7 incident that it 
seemed to him that all that was required was an agreement on the language 
of some expression of regret on the part of the American authorities. 

I called the -ambassador's attention to the fact that in the oral 
statement which I had just handed him, it had been made entirely clear 
that the United States did not believe that any apology from its officials 
was called for. 

I then said ths.t to my very great regret, the Ambassador's mission 
in Washington was soon to terminate and that I wanted to tell him again 
how sorry I was to see him leave because of my recognition of the constant 
efforts which he had made to work towards ал improvement in the relatione 
between our two countries. 

I said that as he was now leaving.it was all the more regrettable to 
me to note that the divergences of opinion between the two Governments., 
and the serious misunderstandings which had arisen between Japan and the 
United States were not only not"diminished in scope, but appeared, un-
fortunately, to be increasing materially both in volume and character. I 
said it must be evident to him as it was to me that no matter how much men 
of good will in both countries might try to prevent it, if this situation 
continued no one could prophesy with any assurance that the result might 
not be of a, very serious character. 

I said that the Ambassador was undoubtedly aware of the information 
which had reached this Government that the Japanese military representative 
in Trench Indo China, General Hishihara, had been instructed yesterday to 
present an ultimatum to the French 'Governor General making demands which 
were tantamount to a demand for complete occupation of French Indo China_, 
with the threat that if these demands were not accepted before ten p.m. 
Sunday, September 22. the Japanese military forces would at once invade_ 
Indo Chlfta. I said the Ambassador was likewise in all probability further 
informed that the French Governor General had refused the demands in ques-
tion. I said that therefore the civilized world was confronted vith a 
spectacle which in all probability meant that in the immediate future the 
Government of Japan, in addition to the acts of aggression which it had_~ 
committed against the Governraent of China during the past nine yearsj 
especially during the nast three years, was now about to commit an act of 
aggression on a colonial possession of the Government of France. 

I then read to the Ambassador from a memorandum which had been prepared 
by the Far Eastern Division the various official utterances of Japanese 
statesmen and the spokesmen during the past six months in which they had 
repeatedly reiterated as the official position of the Japanese Government 
the desire of the latter to maintain the Btatus quo in the Far East and in 
the course of which statements they had upon repeated occasions indicated 
their entire concurrence with the United States in the expressed desire of 
the latter that the status quo be maintained. I said that here was once 
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more presented a. flagrant case where the official announcements of the 
Japanese Government were completely counter to the policies and acts of 
Its military authorities, and I concluded by saying that I was, of course, 
fuXIfawnre-Ehat-the Japanese Ambassador himself could Ъе under no mis-
apprehension as to the very serious disquiet and very open opposition 
which the action threatened Ъу the Japanese Government would create in 
the minds of the members of the United States Government and on the part 
of public opinion in general in this country. 

Ihe Japanese Ambassador at first attempted to say that all that the 
latest demands made by General Ifishihara amounted to was compliance with 
the agreement reached on August 30 betx&en the Vichy Government of Trance 
and the Japanese Government. I immediately stated that this obviously was 
not the сане since the demands had been rejected by the French Governor 
General of Indo China on the specific ground that they were entirely out-
side of the scooe of the agreement of August 30. The Ambassador then said 
that he had not been informed of the exact terms of the ultimatum presented 
and that he had not been advised of the confirmation of this information 
which had been given to -Ambassador Grew by Foreign Minister itetsuoka the 
night before. 

The Ambassador said that I should bear in mind the fact that there 
was a very great likelihood that Japan was •undertaking the occupation of 
French Indo China not only as a means of expediting a conclusion of the 
hostilities in China rnd solely as a temporary measure with no thought of 

' a permanent occupation of the colony, but„also as a means of preventing 
the German Government, should Germany now prove victorious in her battle 

, -with Great Britain, from occupying the French, British, and Dutch possessions 
in the Far SaifE"! ~ 

f 
To this I said that it would seem to me obvious that if the Japanese 

Government found it necessary, for reasons of which vre were not aware, to 
consider taking precautionary mearures as a means of preserving, rather 
than disrupting, the status quo in the Far East, this-Government would 
not only have been willing, but glad, to discuss these possibilities with 
the Japanese Government since, as I had said before, it had repeatedly been 
stated by this Government as its considered policy tha.t it would support the 
whole structure of international treaties and agreements covering the 
maintenance of the stability end the status quo in the Fa,r East, except in 
so 
pea 
argument 
prevent Germany from undertaking euch -occtifetion. 

J The Ambassador then said that this Government only recently, as a 
/means of insuring its own security, had obtained air and naval bases on 
British possessions in the *vestern Hemisphere. 

V I said to the Ambassador that I was sorry to have to say that I could 
imagine no parallel less well chosen than that he mentioned for the action 
which the Japanese Government contemplated in French Indo China. On one 
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sicL«—the Anglo-American side, we had an agreement freely entered into 
on a basis of give- and take, and reached beca,use of the belief of the 
two Governments that the bargain so consummated enhanced the security of 
the two nations involved; whereas on the other hand, we had a deirand 
presented by Japan to French Indo China stating that if the local author-
ities would not immediately pave the way for complete occupation of the 
entire territory by Japanese troops, the Japanese troops were going to 
walk in and take charge by force through acts of aggression. I said I 
could not for the moment accept any parallel between the two questions. 

In conclusion I said that I felt it necessary for me to remind the 
Ambassador of the policy which this Government had publicly announced as 
the policy which it would pursue with regard to Great Britain, namely, a 
policy of furnishing to the utmost т^гаихе of its ability all material — 
supplies, munitions, et cetera, to Great Britain in order to assist the-
latter nation to defend herself against the aggression of Germany and her 
allies. ~I seid that in the Pacific region where this Government likewise 
desired in its own interest to see peace maintained, the United States 
was confronted by a series of acts of aggressiop. committed by Japan against 
her neighbor China, and now in all probability, against the adjacent colony 
of Indo China. I said that I would be lacking in candor if I did not make 
it clear to the Ambassador that, consistent with its policy with regard to 
Great Britain, the United States would likewise feel it necessary to furnish 
such means of assistance in the way of supolies, munitions, et cetera, for 
these victims of aggression in the Pacific area as might be required. I 
said that in view of the violation by Japan of the structure of international 
law in her dealings with her neighbors in the Far Bast and her infringement 
of the legitimate rights of the United States and of American nationals, the 
Government of Japan could certainly have no ground for complaint because 
the United States lent assistance of the character I had indicated to Chiog,, 
and to Indo China, in the event that the latter was attacked. 

d(uaner) W(elles) 
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Excerpt from "Foreign Halations, United. States and Japan, 
1931-41, Vol. 2" 

Memorandum by the Amtassa.der in Japan (Grew) 

(TOKYO,) September 20, 1940. 

An appointment was made with Mr. Matsuoka on the afternoon of 
September 20, after the Department1s telegram (357, September 19, 
9 p.m.) had been received and decoded, and I precisely acted upon 
the instructions of the Department. 

Mr. Matsuoka in reply said that apart from some minor changes, 
the particulars of which were not mentioned, the reports are 
correct that an ultimatum had been presented to the Governor General 
of Indochina by General Kishihara. The situation was then explained 
to be as follows, by the Minister: 

The Trench Ambassador, under instructions cf the French Govern-
ment, and the Japanese 0&YfiXX,&eiil_os JLngua-t- 3QL had signed an agree-
ment in Tokyo^ Provisions of the agreement were inter alia for 

"the movement of troops of J-зрап..through Indochina and the use tem-
porarily of airports. The Governor General of Indochina was on 
September 6 ready to sign an agreement which would have implemented 
the agreement signed in Tokyo on August 30, but he refused for 
reasons not evident to the authorities of Japan and obstructed the 
implementation of the agreement signed in Tokyo. The Japanese 
Government felt obliged, although with reluctance, to ask the French 
Government whether the actions of the Governor General were subject 
to control by the French Government^ since the Governor General 
continued to be uncooperative, and tvhether on the basis of the 
agreement "slgiied in Tokyo the French Government was exhibiting 
good faith. The French Government said that it was, and as 
evidently the Governor General was not acting in good faith_end 
as the Japanese authorities were aware that to foreign Consuls 
stationed in Indochina the Governor had bcasted that he was 
using obstructive tactics, the Japanese ultimatum reported was 
necessarily presented. 

The purpose of the measures taken was, said the Minister, to 
enable the Japanese forces to attack Chiang Kai-shek and to bring 
peace to China,. As soon as hostilities have ceased, he said, the 
Japanese forces would be withdrawn at once; the integrity and 
sovereignty of Indochina would be accorded full respect, and as a 
consequence there would be no interference in East Asia with the 
status QUO. The Minister said that he, Prince Konoye, and other 
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Government members were representative of a minority opinion in 
Japan ancPTKaJ'it was their determination that Japan "should not 
oppress, exploit or interfere with other countries' integrity. 
He said that a struggle we3 taking pla.ee against extreme elements 
within the country on tiijg issue. Mp Interruption at this point 
was to the effect that clauses pertaining to commerce and economic^ 
in Indochina were within the scope of the agreement. No denial was 
made to my statement but I was assured that exoloitation would not 
ensue. 

The terms of the agreement between Prance end Japan signed on 
August 30 were confidential, said the Minister, and their divulgence 
by either of the signatories would nullify them. He said he could 
confidentially tell me, however, that Prance had broached the subject 
first and a request was made for a renewal of guarantees Pertaining 
to the integrity of Indochina based on the agreement between Prance 
and Japan which was negotiated at approximately the same time as the 
4nglo-Japanese alliance was concluded. He did not recall the exact 
date but said that the agreement was in effect and registered with 
the League of Nations. (This presumably is the agreement of June 10, 
1907, between Prance and Japan.) The Minister was interrupted with" 
ray question as to what country's encroachments Francs desired guar-
antees againpt. Mr. fatr.uoka said that this was a moot question. 
He went on then to say that permission had been asked by Japan for 
the movement of forces across Indochina and for the use temporarily 
of airports as "compensation" for complying with the French request. 
This information was given me in confidence, he emphasized, and its 
accuracy would of necessity be denied in event of publicity. 

Thff Kinjqtftr talked lengthily, but in soite of this and his 
illogical reasoning the meaning of hie remarks is reported to the 
department with all possible precision. The Minister upon the 
conclusion of his remarks left at once to fulfill another engage-
ment and I coulo. spy only that if Japanese troops moved into Indo-
china my Government would regard it emphatically as an infringement 
of the status quo which the Japгльее Government had already pledged 
to presei-ve, and that a further statement of the attitude of my 
Government was reserved until consideration had been given to my 
report. 

I presented to the Minister the substance of the Department1s 
355, September 13, 6 p.m., which reolied to the oral statement of 
the Vice Minister to me of September 14, before I left. 

J(oseph) C, G(rew) 
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Item 6 
German Armistice Commission, "7ISSBAPSN 
Information by telephone, 20 September 1940, 23ОО hours. 

The chairman of the French Delegation to the Armistice 
Commission, General BCXX> sent the following note to the 
Chairman of the German Armistice Commission, General VON 
STUELPMGEL tonight" ~ V 

General 
On orders of my government I have the 

honor to inform you of the following. Since the beginning 
of September negotiations have been under way in HANOI, 
between the Governor General and a Japanese military 

, delegation, regarding alleviations to be granted the 
I Jaj^ppqp t.rnops 1 n Indo _China for marching through. A 

basic agreement was reached on 5 Sэptemb'er e t e г m i n i ng 
the details of such a passage. »vnen tne technicalities 
of this agreement seemed thus settled, tho Japanese dele-

^ ,gation brought forth a series of completely new demands. 
Under the pretext of air baseg_ to biT established, the 

/ Japanese now demand, as a matter of fact, the permanent 
/ stationing of 32,000 troops_in Indo China. The acceptance 

of this demand would actually amount to the military 
occupation of TONGOING, likewise bringing on the danger 
of serious reactions on the part of the population. 

Since the Japanese military authorities have in the 
meantime stated that they would have their troops march 
into TGNGiIFG at midnight, 22 September, whatever the 
state of the negotiations maybe, the French government 
h?rs "ordered" AdmiraH I' ' to inform the Japanese military 
authorities of the desire of the French government to 
speed up the termination of the pending negotiations as 
much as possible: that, however, extension of the time-
limit was necessary for factual reasons, owing to slow 
communications. In case the Japanese throat is carried 

1 out, Admiral DSCСUX is to resist_it by force, while 
X endeavoring to localize tne incident. The French Ambassa-
' dor in T0I.YC has been ordered to inform the Japanese 

g overnment ас с or 6. ing ly, 

7° 

Transmitted to Embassy Rone on 21 September 1940, I .30 hours 
by Telegram No. 1319 for the information of the German 
Foreign Minister. 

j Tel. Control 
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Certificatei-

I, Ulrich Straus, hereby certify that I am thoroughly 
conversant with the merman and english languages, and 
as a result of the comparison between the perman and 
the english texts, I have established that this is a 
true and correct translation of International Prosecution 
Document Ко. 4025Е(2). 

/s/ Ulrich A. Straus 
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AFFIDAVIT 

I, W. F. Cumming, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say: 
1. That I am an Attache of the United States Department, of 

State on the Staff of the United States Political Adviser on Ger-
man Affairs, and as such I am a representative of the Office of 
Military Government for Germany (U.S.). That in my capacity as 
above set forth, 1 have in my possession, custody, and control at 
the Berlin Documents Center, Berlin, Germany, the original cap-
tured German Foreign Office files and archives. 

2. That said original Foreign Office files and archives 
were captured and obtained by military forces under the command of 
the Supreme Commander, Allied Expeditionary Forces, and upon their 
seizure and capture were first assembled by said military forces 
at a Military Document Center at Marburg, Germany, and were later 
moved by authorized personnel of said Allied forces to said cen-
tral documents center, above referred to, and known as the Berlin 
Documents Center. 

3. That I was assigned to said document center at Marburg, 
Germany, on August 15, 1945; and said captured German Foreign 
Office files and archives first came.into my possession and con-
trol while I -was stationed at Marburg, Germany, and that there-
after the same have continued in my possession and custody and 
under my control. 

4. That the document to which this affidavit is attached 
is a true and correct photostatic copy of an original German 
Foreign Office document which was captured from said German Foreign 
Office files and archives, and which came into my possession and 
custody and under my control in the manner above set forth. 

5. That said original document, of which the attached is 
a photostatic copy, is being held and retained by me in order 
that it may be examined and inspected by various interested 
agencies, and a photostatic copy of said original is hereby furn-
ished and certified to because of the unavailability of said 
original for the reasons above set forth. 

s/ W. P. Cumming 
VV. P. CUMMING 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 23rd day of April 1946. 

s/ G. H. Garde 
G. H. GARDE 

Lt. Colonel, AGD 
Acting Adjutant General 
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JAPANESE FOREIGN POLICY 
CONTENTS 

(1) Outline of Japanese Foreign Policy 28 Sept, 1940 
(2) Tentative Plan for Policy towards 

Southern regions 4 Oct. 1940 

(3)/ Concerning Recognition or the New National 
Government and Conclusion of the Tripartite 
Alliance. 

(4) /Instructions from the Foreign Minister to the 
\Envov Extraordinary and Embassador Plenipoten-
tiary, HONDA, (a draft). 
\ 

VERY SECRET 
Outline of Japanese Joreign Policy 

(28 Sept. 1940) 

A. Policy. 
We must promptly strengthen the coalition between Japan 

and the German-Italian Axis based on the world policy, and 
make, furthermore, a rapid improvement in and adju^tnent of the 
Japanese-Soviet diplomatic-relations. At the same time we must 
make effort to realize the general peace between Japan and 
China by making use of the pressure of Germany and the Soviet 
Union, and, thereby, prompt the establishment of the Greater 
East Asia Co-°rosperity Sphere. Giving pressure, in this way, 
to the Anglo-American Axis, accompanying the intensification 
of Japan's diplomatic machinery, we should offer our good 
offices at a proper time to Britain,In urd^i' Hid l ь!ш may make 
peace with Germany, ftibfreover, we shot1 Id carry out an epoc-
making adjustment of Japanese-American diplomatic relations. 
Thus we expect to establish a peaceful system among Japan, 
'Germany, Italy, the Soviet Union, .merica and Britain for the 
reconstruction of world peace. 
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B, Outline of the Plan 

I. ctrengthening of coalition between Japan and the German-
Italian Axis. 
Should be carried out according to the decision made 
by the council in the Imperial presence on Sent. l£L. 
and the Tripartite Alliance among Japan, Germany and 
Italy on Sept. 27» 

II. Adjustment of Soviet-Japanese Diplomatic Relations. 
Should be carried out according to "Draft Plan for 
Adjustment of Soviet-Japanese Diplomatic Relations" 
in the accompanying paper, 

III. Establishment of general Peace between Japan and China. 
Should be carried out according to "the Policy of Rapid 
Disposition of the China Incident" in the accompanying 
paper. 

IV. Establishment of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity 
Sphere. 
(1) In the regions including French Indo-China, Dutch 
East Indies, Strait Settlement, British Malaya, 
Thailand, the Philippine Islands, British Borneo and 
Burma, with Japan, Manchukuo and China as centre^we__ 
ghnniH construct a sphere in which politics, economy 
and culture ST. those countries and regions are combined. 

(a) French Indo-China and Dutch East Indies. 
We must, in the first place, endeavor to conclude 

v a comprehensive economic agreement (including 
distribution of resources, trade adjustment ir. 
and out of the Co-Prosperity Sphere, currency 
and exchange agreement, etc.), while planning 
such political coalitions as the recognition of 
independence, conclusion of mutual assistance 
pact, etc. 
(b) Thailand,, We should strive to strengthen 
the mutual assistance and coalition in political, 
economic, and military affairs, 

(2) Towards the countries outside the Co-Prosperity 
Sphere, we must take every measure so that those coun-
tries will admit the establishment of our "Co-Prosper-
ity Sphere" and co-operate with it. 
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V. Mediation of Peace between Britain and Germany. 
(1) By making most of the pressure brought about by 
the coalition among Japan, Germany, Italy and Soviet 
Russia, we should, at an appropriate time, mediate so 
that Britain will make -peace with Germany. 
(2) If Britain recognizes the establishment of our 
"Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere" and co-
operates with it, w<* should consider the adjustment 
of Anglo-Japanese diplomatic relations according to 
the following clan. 

(a) W^. promise the preservation of the British^ 
Empire, including 'lustra 1 la"and""New Zealand. 
(b) ,,?e promise to co-operate in general economic 
matters. 

VI. Adjustment of Japanese-American Diplomatic Relations. 
(1) Maintaining a firm attitude toward the United 
States, and taking advantage of the coalition among 
Japan, Germany, Italy and Soviet Russia, we should, 
in accordance with the attitude of America, open 
negotiations from our side concerning the adjustment 
of Japanese-American diplomatic relations. 
(2) Policy for adjusting diplomatic relations is 
generally as follows? 

(a) Assuming that both countries will recognize 
the division of the Pacific Ocean into the eastern 
and western spheres of influence, we should con-
clude a mutual non-aggression pact. (It includes 
also the non-aggression of Philippine territory 
and respect for Philippine independence.) 
(b) rre should conclude an agreement pertaining 
to economic coalition, development of trade, and 
the adjustment of the problem, of entry into the 
countries. 

VII. Establishment of *":orld Peace. 
Peace treaty which includes the following provisions 
should be concluded among the six countries of Japan, 
Germany, Italy, the Soviet Union, the United States 
and Britain. 
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(a) Respect of each country's co-prosperity sphere. 
(b) Respect and non-aggression of territorial rights. 
(c) Development of trade and. economic co-operation. 
(d) Reduction of armaments. 
(e) Racial equality. 

Tentative Plan for Policy 
Regions 

Very Secret 
towards the Southern 

October 
penotratlon 

Ш ё 
Although the objective of Japan's penetration into ths 

Southern --egions COVDT, in its first stage, the_whole area to_ 
the \vast of Hawaii excluding for the time bein<* the Philippines 
and Guam-; French Indo-Chj,p?.. the Dutch East Indies, BritisJl 

are the areas where we__sho^ld 
.am; renc 

Bjjaaa^ahd the st.rqlt Retf! events ^ 
first control. Than, we should gradually advance into th; oIuirari^sT H OWe ve Г. л onon r! •? n cr î nrvn -H-.nttitnns nt' "hbf» 
ItHTte 
included, 

areas. & Government 
depending UPon TH 
"'the Philippines anc1 Guam wil 1 1. 

attirucie of t ^ 
~~ " " be 

(1) French Indo-China. 
(а) 1% should maneuvor щд щааДдДЩ °f °n irld e p qnd en с g 

movement, and should causa France to 
its sovereign right. Should we manage 
an understanding with СПI'..NG Ka 1 -she_k. 
TONGXING area will be managed by his troops, 
if military power is needed. However 
MI L_I tnrv nrivi ЯЙГЯ should be appointed 

renounce 
to reach 
the 

positions which cannot be ignored by 
tions section. According to circumst 
should let the army of Thailand manag 
of CAMBODIA. 

Japanese 
to the ̂  
the opera-
ances, we 
e the area 

(b) The foregoing measures must be executed imme-
diately after a truce has been concluded with 
CffTANG Kai-siiak. If we do not succeed in our move 
with CHIANG Kai-shek, these measures should be 
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\ 
carried out upon the accomplishment of the 
adjustment of the battle line in China. How-
ever, in case the German military operations 
to land Ull fcfag TTFTT.i qh 1еттл1яг;г1, whirh is to 
be mentioned later, takes Place, it may be. 
neces ary to carirz-̂ aut our move-trraiarfls Irennh 
Indo-China and Thailand regardless of our plans 
for CHIAffG Kai-shek7_ (This is to be decided 
according to"the liaison with Germany.) 

(c) If military and economic alliances are concluded 
between Japan and China, and Japan and Thailand. 5 
the TONGKING area shall be subjected to China, 
the CAMBODIA. area to Thailand, and the other 
areas shall be independent. Between Japan and 
these areas, a protective treaty under the 
title of military and economic alliance shall 
be concluded so that we can hold the real power. 
However, steps shall be devised to enable Japan 
to hold strategic points in every area. 

(d) 

v -

independent 3tc t: the right of — 
for the nationals of the third coun-

tries witp. wnich we are at peace will be recog-
In the new 
enterprise 
nizeci. But, they will have to follow the 
Governments Instructions in developing 
important resources, and in disposing of the 
products. 

(2) ̂ British Burma.У 
(a)/ In case our plans in regard to CHIANG Kai-shek 

i . are achieved, wg. shmild immediatelv cause an 
independence ' movement_ta т-i And. 
pretext or supporting the movement. 

(b ) 

Й Г 1 

under the 

ma ke . .1 ̂  
we 

said 
under tne 
.grmy, _and make 
soverei£ai5L.— 

- --v-r narcn 
secret assistance 

burma cietacFTfrom British 

s hould 
area into the 

of _jth2_Ja pane s e 

In case our move in regard to CHIANG Fai-shek 
fails, we should make an independence movement 
start al'teP we SgLablish real Japanese power 
iff- Lhe Miiiia'JOl'o ai'dii, make Burma 
d?Each 1У6Н BPltisTTsovereignty. 
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(с) In case we так 
transfer tile 
China and make the rest 
we do not use CHIANG' 
whole area 
with it an 

use of CHIANG'S army, we should 
specific areas in upper Burma to 

independent. In case 
army, we should make the 

an independent country and conclude 
economic and military alliance. 

(3) {"British Malaya?and the Strait Settlements. 
(a) To avoid the danger that the natural resources 

in "the Put с fa East 
m 

^ (b) 

possible 
use military 
it in the Dutch 
sity~ that 

limi -»о 
Indies rrav be destroyed, within 

of war strategy, we should 
power in tEese 

East 
to using 
a neces-

w: investigate 
areas prior 

Indies. (There is 
the strength of 

Singapore, and also in case we"lay our hands 
on one oT the British territories., whoib^T-QiL. 
not we are strategically forced to extend to 
the other British territories immediately ?„fter.) 
1,re should conclude a military alliance with 
Thailand, and use Thailand as a rear base. How-
ever, in order to delay her in making prepara-
tions, it is well to pretend, that the diplomatic 
jrglafcioas SeSaen 35155 and Thailand, are not_ 
qprvp-rp nrtii утр qtgi-t military action. (In "case 
we consider that the military alliance cannot he 
Kept in strict secrecy because of the internal 
ai'iairs or Thailand, there is room for considera-
tion that we should sat up a secret committee^ 
based on tiie non-aggression treaty between Japan_ 
anc. Thailand to ENABLE ITS to enter into a mili-
tary alliance, as soon as we start military ad-~ 
tion.) 

(c) "Military operations shall be started simul-
tgneou.qly with German military operations to 
lan,d on the British mainland QT_ after the lapse 
nf q nrnp?-^ p priori. 
close contact with 
iri concert with 

However, we must maintain 
ггтапу, keeping her to act 

us, 
In case Germany ^ives up her t n 1ar4i 
on .tha BrlLiSh mainland, w^t ypaj,ntaininp; ИНТРИГ» 
wVffh пу; start our military opera-
tions at the time when 
most severe pattie,_ or 

Germany carries nut her" 
when an appropriate period 
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has pass 3d after that. In case Britain should_ 
yield to Germany prior t^-the common cement 

I -of ЦШ' military act ton, even though the internal 
I situation is not favorable to Japan,, we must at~ 
I least by diplomatic means, on the occasion of 

peace between Britain and Germany, maita Bri tain 
remove the cTefsnse insta1lations on 8ingaрогэ_ 
ДДЗ BBgg n G r conclude an economic treaty with 
J.apan which will be advantage ons to Japan. 

(d) In case we ai-j forced to act without relation 
with orr plans in regard to CHIANG Kai-shek, 
b^_using the pretext that Britain—is aiding. 
Сй1д£Ц} &hek-by. the Burma route, and in case 
the plans have aroved to be a success, by using 
the pretext that we cannot stand the Oriental 1 peace being threatened by the British military 
force ba£orl i ^TTr.p^^ we—should r.?ouaajb 
Britain to return Hongkong, British Ealaya, 
•"nd trie ct-ait Sсttl :-r3nts (including British 
"borneo deflSflfllflq Uflon~fHe clrcum-tan^gs) to the 
races in East Asia and upon her refusal, start 
war. (The above pretexts Hamper in some ways 
ouF relations with the United States, but it 
is likely that something which we can use as a_ 
direct reason, wTTT rise oy that time.) 

(e) Following the ease of French Indo-China, the 
former territory of Thailand shall be returned 
to Thailand and the other regions shall be made 
nrotectorates. But the Strait Settlements must 
be placed under the "direct rule of Japan. 

(f) In the newly established Independent countries 
the ent^rnri -pipbtq nf thp- nationals of the 
third countries with which we are at peace shall 
follow the case in French Indo-China. 

Dutch East Indies. 
(a) V-'hlle the attack on Singapore is going on, or 

immediately after it, by showing at the proper 
time our state for attacking the Dutch East 
Indies, we should present the fallowing In-
quests, and if they are not admitted, we should 
use military power. 
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(i) 

(ii) 

A 7 4 

Г» (iv) 

As the Put ah. Prov-mr^-nt i n_ En; land, wh i с h 
"the Dutch East Indies considers to be its 
suzerain, does not exist acceding ̂t.n 
international lajr, the Dutch East Indies 
shall at once riarl a remits independence for. 
the peace of Greater "East Asia,, and announce 
an appropriate name for itself. 
The sovereign and the nnnstitij-Hrm ghaii 

consisting of 
thacs, 

be decided by a committe 

arranged 
apanas^., Dutch peoplp born 
and Chinegel (It must be so 
that lha r.ntnl гупвпдт» nj Г Ш 

Japanese 
or tne committee 

fjjrA natives number more than half 
"3 Until the sovereign and 

constitution are decided, this com-_ 
mittee shall carry out the admiffistration. 
Ш 

The C-overnor-General and all other Dutch 
officials of the highest rank shall be 
forced to resign. But their official^ 
titles, honors and pay should Ьз left" as_ 
they are., The position of the Dutch people 
aEEer than the aforementioned will be 
recognized as they are. 

If of 
should be 

any the important nn tnrp "I 
destroyed., all the persons 

-r-.srmrrves 

.сотняг?? with the гаw_ material, tafi 
government officials concerned, shall b_e 
gevercSiy "pnhisned аз being the 'responsible 
-jjersonŝ  (This matter should be announced 
widely beforehand by radio and other means,» 
•4e should, if possible, at a proper time 
before presenting the aforementioned re-
quests, cause an independence movement 
to stir up among the natives. 

(b) If. If_ it is considered a better plan from the view-
point of strategy that we ac-t first with the 
Dutch East Indies, the time to start the ac-
tivity against this area would be at the same 
time as the opening of Germany's military opera-
tion to land "on ffil HriSistx тз4д1апс1, or after " 
the lapse of a proper period. 
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f 
• X 

In case that Germany gives up her intention to 
land on the British mainland, we should start 1 action, phnnglng an appropriate time before^ 
Britain and Germany cease hostilities» 

(c) After the Dutch East Indies become independent;, 
we must conclude a protective treaty under the 
name of military alliance, and make her appoint 
Japanese'* mi i тля ту an^ o^nnnmb adsclsexs whQ 
will be in poweГfU1_POS.XTIONS^ We must leas^ 
the places which are important from the military 
point of view. 

(d.) The enterprise rights, of the nationals of the 
third countries with which we are at peace shall 
follow the ca~e in French Indo-China. 

JBritish Borneo Iand Others. 
(a) After we have grasped real powey in the Dutch 

EajsiJjQdls^_and_Singapore, we must take proper 
measures to get hold of real power .in other. 
British territories. 

(b) Hongkong is to be returned to. China.. (However, 
it' It i я Imuui'Lanl strategically, it shall be 
reconsidered.) 

(c) Following what has been stated about French Indo-
China, the Dutoh East Indies. Malaya, etc., we 
shall consider locally the administrative system 
in each place. 

4 -(6) J Australian Territories, 
To be considered separately 

Very Secret^ 

Re; The Recognition of the New National Government 
and the Conclusion of the Tripartite Alliance 

(Oct. 25, 1940 - Asia No. 1) 
Introduction. 

It is the fixed policy of the Imperial Government to recog-
nize the New National'Government led by WAJG_C]iiiig-2Î i by 
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bringing it up and strengthening it and by concluding with 
the said Government a treaty for the adjustment of nev; diplo-
matic relations. The Imperial Government has firmly maintained 
a stand that it will negotiate peace with the CHUNGKING Govern-
ment only when it accepts the policy of our Empire regarding 
the establishment of the said new Central Government, and when 
it advances through the WANG Ching-Wei regime to negotiate 
with the Imperial Government. 

The above is the policy of our Empire. And at present, 
as long as there are no charges, it is possible to say that the 
development of the international situation caused by the con-
culsion of the Tripartite Alliance should be of practical use 
fiar^sjolitting Chnn.pking through the strengthening of the 'VANG 
Ching-^ei regimervJ-'The^ policy towards Germany and Soviet 
Tuesia" Is considered, for the time being, to be as follows: 

I (1) Giving instructions by cable to the Ambassador in 
Germany» we shall make the Foreign Minister 
RIBBENTROP propose to CHEN Chieh the following 
points. 
As is obviously shown by the conclusion of the Tri-
partite Alliance, both the German and the Italian 
Governments will support the policy of the Japanese 
Government in regard to China, the policy of which 
is to support and strengthen WANG'S regime to the 
last and to split the Chungking regime. The Japanese 
Government is now endeavoring for the recognition of 
the New National Government according to its fixed 
policy, and upon the recognition cf the WANG Ching 
Wei regime by the Japanese Government, not only 
Germany and Italy, but also Spain, Rumania, Hungary, 
France and others will recognize it. And thus, the 
foundation of the new government will be made more 
TxC more solid. Under such international circum-
stances If .̂Hp гм-mng т<ппр- Government will not dis-

\ continue~the useless "таг against Jaoan as soon as_ 
рг>яя11У{ят and amalgamate with the WANG Ching YIei 
regime, it is inevitable that it w i n be left behind 
in the advance of the new world situation."" 

m 
(2) Furthermore, depending upon the circumstances, it is 

another idea to'ask Foreign Minister Ri'bbentropp to 
add the following when he makes the above-mentioned 
proposal. 
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"However, if owing to past circumstances, it is 
most ci.f̂ icult. ^or the Chungking siae to amalgamate 
suddenly at this date with the WANG Ching Wei regime, 
depending upon the sincerity on the part of Chungking, 
it is likely that there is a way by which Chungking 
can, without going through the WANG Ching T'Tei regime, 
negotiate directly with Japan. If the Chungking side 
so desires, I am ready to act as an intermediary." 

The greatest obstacle to the rise of the influence of the 
advocate of peace in CP. TANG Kai Shek:s camp is the existence 
of the Chinese CommunlslTTarty-, To remove the aforemen-
tioned intst'fегёПСУ by 'Ше "ТТЕЙпеse Communist "'arty, using 
our oast studies as the basis, it is of the utmost 
importance that we start adjusting the diplomatic rela-
tions between J and Soviet Russia. For this purpose, 
we must begin our activities immediately to act through 
Germany. 

III.) We must promptly appoint and despatch an Ambassador to 
France and let him act so as to make the Vichy Government кеб] 
pace with the policy of our Empir^ in regard to China 
formed after the conclusion of the above-mentioned Tri-
partite Alliance, 

Instructions to be given to Envoy 
Extraordinary and Ambassador Pleni-
potentiary, HONDA, by the Foreign 

Minister (draft) 
In carrying out your duty as Envoy Extraordinary and. Ambas-

sador Plenipotentiary in China, I should like to ask you to pay 
special attention to the following points: 
I. The Imperial Government has no;? recognized the New National 

Government and has entered into formal diplomatic relations 
with it. However, in view of the fact that not only is 
the Incident still going on but also that we have decided, 
at last, to adopt the state for a long term warfare, I hope 
that in carrying out your duty, you will, noting tHis point, 
exert yourself for the attainment of the purpose of the 
Incident, and that you will follow the established policy 
of the Empire, especially the "Outline for the Management 
of the China Incident" which was decided at the council in 
the presence of the Emperor on November 13, 194-0. 
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II. You should, needless to say, co-operate positively with 
the military operations, and in regard to public peace 
follow the directions of the commanders-in-chief of the 
army and the navy in the area. As to the management of 
important policies, you should always negotiate with them 
frankly; and I hope that you will pay utmost consideration 
not to allow any gap whatsoever to exist in respect to 
the co-operation between the political and the military 
.strategies,' 

III. In order to adjust and organize the various organs deal-
ing with China and synthetically unify the policies towards 
China, we have now reached such decisions as are given in 
the plan of the annexed paper, and I hope that you will 
exert for the systematic management of the departments 
under your control, while attaining a still cioser con-
tact with the organs concerned in accordance with these 
decisions. 

IV. \s to instructions concerning the management of various 
departments of politics, economy and culture relating to 
the management of the Incident, you are requested to refer 
to "Collection of the Important Decisions" given in the 
separate volume. I hereby give you the above instructions. 

Very Secret 
Instructions to be given to Envoy Extraordinary 
and Embassador Plenipotentiary, HONDA, by the 

Foreign Minister (draft) 
(December 11, 1940, (Xsia No. 1 ) ^ 

In negotiating with the National Government as Envoy Extra-
ordinary and Embassador Plenipotentiary in China, I should like 
to ask you to pay special attention to the following points; 
I. The Imperial Government has now recognized the National 

Government and has entered into formal diplomatic rela-
tions with it. However, in view of the. situation that 
not only is the Incident still going on, but also that we 
are, at last, going to adapt the state for a l_oл? "harm 
warfare, you should try to rapidly bring up and strengtnen 
the National Government, in accordance with the established 
policy of the Empire and the -orovisions of the New China-
Japanese Treaty. ,\t the same time, leading the third 
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powers, you should exert yourself to save the current 
situation as a whole, in accordance with the changes o:'-
the world situation. Regarding the matters mentioned 
above, you should follow the decisions made in the past, 
especially ;,The Outline for the "Management of the China 
Incident" which ^as decided ^t the council in the presence 
of the Emperor on November 13, 194-0. 

II. In order to adjust anc1 organize various organs dealing 
with China and attain the unified management of our 
policies towards China, we have now reached such-deci-
sions as a~e given in the outline of the annexed paper, 
and I hope that you will exert yourself for the systematic 
management of the departments under your control, while 
attaining a still closer contact with the organs con-
cerned in accordance with these decisions, 

III. The co-operation between political and military strategies 
being particularly important, I hope that you will main-
tain close contact with the Commanders-in-Chief of the 
Army and the Navy in China, and frankly negotiate with 
them in regard to the matters concerning the management 
of the important policies and the public peace. 

IV. As to instructions concerning the management of the various 
departments of politics, economy and culture related to 
the conduct of the Incident, you are requested to refer to 
"The Collection of the Important Decisions" given in the 
separate volume. I hereby give you the above instructions. 
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Item 9. 
St. - S No. 63 Berlin, 23 January 194-1. 

Today the Japanese Ambassador mentioned to me the con-
versation between Ambassador Ott and the Japanese Vice For-
eign Minister re Indo-China. 
(Tokyo Telegram Report No0 85)„ 

Kurusujgave me the background to the Japanese desire for 
Germany1s influencing of/Linflussnahmo/ Vichy as follows: 

Japanese advance southward in tve direction of Singa-
pore was unthinkable without using the land bridge of the 
Malacca peninsulaa Fcr this Japan hag to pass through both 
Indo-China and Siamese t.rrritrvry^ Therefore, any British 
influencing/CInflussnahme/ in Slam must be prevented. 

I fully agreed with the Japanese Ambassador up to this 
point. 

Then Kurusu tried to make me understand tvat a German 
advice /Rat/ in Vichy would surely be sufficient to make the 
FrenCT Government~T!Tll into line with the Japanese proposals. 

I did not deduct anything from the expected /Vorgreifen/ 
answer from the German Foreign Minister on this matter, but 
mentioned to Kurusu that thc_Vichy Government would probably 
riot like to give uprather larrr pi ores of the French colonial 
ppsgglg'sions Ъе±отеГ~€^Ъ general settlement at the peace con.-
ference; also, the British TUScTTation proposal reported tous 
f m n Tokyo was more favorable for Vicrv than the Japanese. 

/s/ WEIZSAECKZR 

Foreign I inister 
Under State Secfy, Pel. 
Dg« Fol«, 
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Certificate:-

UIr:lch "traus , hereby certify that I am 
thoroughly conversant with the German and English л * " 
languages, and as a result of the comparison between the 

German and the English texts T I have established 
that this is a true and correct translation of International 
Prosecution Document No. 4025E(5) . 

,/s/ Ulrich Straus 
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3779-Fs 
ТЕЫШШ E^CEIVJD 

Tills telegrs-i aust be 
closely paraphrased be-
fore being co..u.,iunicatsd 
to anyone. (br) 

FROM (Paris) 
Viqiiy 
Dated January 28, 1941 
Re с Td 6:35 p.-i. 

Secretary- of State, 

Washington. 

117, January 28, 5 p.ia. 
^iiiral Platon, --inister of Colonies, told'ne today 

tiiat the Germans have ̂ now refused the removal of any 
troops to Indochina. He said that this lxicludes not 

English had previously refused permission but also the 
transfer of any troops froia Dakar to that area. In 
other words, he said, the Germans definitely do not 
wish to see French defenses in Indochina strengthened. 

oily the Senegalese "oaftalions at Djibouti for which the 
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TELEGRAM (Secret Cipher Process) 

Tokyo, 21 February 194-1 10:05 o'clock 
Arrived 21 February 19Д1 20:Д5 o'clock 

No. 250 of 21 February MOST URGENT 

In connection with Telegram No. 2Л1 of 19th with Pol. VIII. 

Today the press further occupied itself with the alleged Japanese 
proposal for peace mediation. Judgment is generally reserved, emphasizing 
that it was in no way definite that the press reports from London are cor^ 
rectlv repeating Butler's declaration in the Lower House. "ЩХШ1" warns 
against the danger that Japan's peace gesture would be propaganffistically 
misused by opposing powers to Japan's disadvantage. 

The Japanese Government spokesman declared in today's press conference 
- n i t ; o a y t u i o s B u u v c i jiiueij. i> ориллзоысш u o u i a i c u j j i uuucyi й p x c s s u u i u c i on 

that Jifi rnî r!* r|nt, шяке тоги dptni 1 .statements regarding the substance of 
W.TSlIOKA's answer to EDEN, but that he had the impression that Butler's Lower 
House declaration had been incorrectly repeated by the press., MATSUOXA's 
answer to Eden Had not contained a concrete proposal for mediation, but had 
merely, in general phrases, touched upon the fundamental attitude of Japan 
toward the question of world peace. 

Continuing, the spokesman repeated yesterday's MATSHOKA's press-
dementi having the following content: "As Foreign Minister of the Japanese 
Government I have n^v^r nffered to any nation of the world mediation for the 
reestablishment of world peace.. I answered an inquiry from Eden regarding 
Japanese mediation activity between Thailand and Indo-China. Although I ex-
pressed my opinion regarding the reestablishment of world peace in their 
answer, I have never sent to any nation a message the subject of which was 
Japanese mediation for world peace, as is rumored." 

I also refer to the detailed statement of D.N.В., Tokyo No. 602, 603, 
60Л. For obvious reasons I have advised the D.N.B. representative here against 
detailed reporting for the present, 

OTT 

f i 
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TELEGRAM (Secret Cipher Process) 

Tokyo, 9 February- 1.9v . 7:50 o'clock 
Jrrived: 9. February 19ai f 18:00 o'clock 

No. 192 of 9 February 194'. MOST URGENT, J 

SECRET ! Ha. Pol. 538 g 

In answer to telegram lio, 123 of the 3rd. 

The Vice Foreign Minister personally handed to mo a memorandum in the 
following content: 

1. _ Japan is hen^dtly •.rlili-.g yj ..i>::r,xM-fc Gsruc-.v/- ill the procurement of 
rubber "and other ra~:: з from the Sotttfr»last Aslftv Sphere. 

2. The Japanese Government has taken notice of 'the fact that Germany has^ 
concluded a contract loi the ryu'.-ciraga ox' ever 25,000 tens of rawrubber from,. 
jncTo-China and prev-ares ttoo iraî Tiort of this amount from Indo-Chiioa to 
Pairon. 

3. Instruction requested as to v.iiat the total auount of raw rubber is. 
which Germany (aside from Ir.dc "Ohina rubber) ьtill rants from South East Asia 
this year, 

Л. As it is to be expected that the oxport of raw rubber frrm the Malayan 
States and the Netherlands Indies to Japan will be made difficult, Jawir. 7:111 
only be able to cover ото 'л.-ьnecessary requirements rith difficulty 
there. In consideration • ± this circumstance iv --ill be noeesaary to rcach 
a compromise bet jju uhe amount or -x:r rubber desired by Germany and the 
amount actually able to be delivered. Tha nogctittioas concerning this 
/are to be made/ e-rel.'.sivulj tln j--ч... dipL̂ s/lic chinao3s, nox, however, as 
has happened several tiaiej? until г.эт/, through military authorities. 
5. The Japanese (bvsraneiit i^uestr* ^format ioa qs soor as роза?bio as 
to what raw. materials i.kiai and агоипО bosidos rubber, Ger many wishes to 
obtain from the South East .Asian areas still in this year. 

The commercial cxcoution of the business will bo talon over br Shorn 
.SUSI-IU (compare Report lb, 220 of 2 August 1939 and following /ones/). JLsT 
representatives of *chc Hamburg cr-rportê s in question, NIGGEHANN, Dairen, 
shall for the Стсгзишз, together -.-itr SH0?A. unflertahe the internal sanding up. 
For this purpose I have requested HiGGEfl/uIN by '•elegram to come here at once. 
I request that ho bo given the accesscjy instructions via the Embassy. 

0ГТ 
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Berlin, 17 February 19/Д to Pol. VIII 56О g 

Diplogerma TOKYO 
No. 179 

TELEGRAM Ш CIPHER 

(Secret Cipher Process) 

(Sccret Appendix to Secrct Matters b) 

URGENT 2 

To telegram No. 175 of 6 February. 

I request that you inform the Japanese Government that the Gorman 
Government welcomes the Japanese intention that Thailand and France reach 
no political or military agreements whatsoever with a third power, whereby 
this obligation, as far as it concerns France, was to apply only to Indo-
China. I request that you add that the armisticc treaty, of course, applies 
to France with all her possessions, colonies, protectorates, so that we 
remain interested, if only for this reason, in the further development of 
affairs in Indo-China and therefore wore awaiting current information on 
affairs in Indo-China. 

WEIZSAECKER 
I 
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TELEGRAM (Socrot Ciipher Process) 

Tokyo, 19 February 1941 10:30 o'clock 
Arrived, 19 February 1941 20:15 o'clock 

No. 24-1 of 19 February MOST URGENT 

In addition to telegram No. 235 (with Pol. VIII) of IS. 

1. During my visit today, the Foreign Minister at once approached mo 
on /the subject of/ his instruction to the Japanese Ambassador to London, 
reported yesterday by a proceeding telegram, and regarding yesterday's 
statements by the press chief of the Japanese Government. The Foreign 
Minister declared that Eden, in his recent answer to the Japanese Ambassador 
to London, had bluntly imputed that Japan, in her mediation action between 
Thailand and Indo-China, merely aims at the oppression of snail nations in 
the Groat East Asia Sphere, He "had refused to enter into a discussion with 
Eden regarding this local Japanese act of mediation, and had preferred to 
make clear Japan's altruism by the declaration of a general mediation /and/ 
the willingness to reestablish world peace. Of course, he had left no doubt 
at this that these applications had sprung solely from his own initiative. 

2, The Foreign Minister further reported that he had declared in a 
secret session of the Upper House on the occasion of a discussion on the 
Tripartite Pact that he was firmly convinced of the victory of the Axis _ 
TWrrvrr̂  cHr^p hejiad absolute_confidehce in the. Fuehrer^ The effect of 
these words had been very strong and had even visibly impressed opponents 
of the Governments, 

OTT 
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Addition 'со RAM No, 56/E Top Secret 

Ixcerpt from t'-ч Record Concerning V~c Discussion 
cf the Gcrr.en Foreign Minister with 
Ambassador OB'EZVth in Fuschl on 

23 February 1S;4I 

The friendship ^f Japan, sc continued the Foreign Minister 
cf the Reich, had rendered for Germany the possibility to arm, 
after the conclusion cf the /.nti-Coaintern Pacta Japan had, 
on_her—pa^t trate deeply into the "bng.Lisn 
sphrrr: The victory of (Ь many on the 
с ontinenxnow b?ln?5 tcT" Japan "nTqn гггат. rrvant.pgng 
conclusion of She Tripartite Pact. France is eliminated from 
t'-cZ5asaf,i rn от. а never in "F^snJTsie (Indo-China), England iijs 
likewise greatly weakened already, and Japan _hns been able to 
advance1 cli'Sei' and elc. serTtc; Sing£jjorea Germany has already 
tremendously contributed to t4~ fornFSicn of tve fate of the 
life cf both nations. Also in the future we would bear the 
main hnrfh'.Tn of-tho fight to tve finish by reason of our geo-
graphical position. Should it still come to an unwanted colli-
sion with huggjcTj; т̂ ё would in this case too, bear the ma.in bur-
denT ShxulTlKrnany ever become weak,. Japan would shortly find 
herself-^ignding opposite a world noa11 \'e are sitting 
in t^e sane beat, The fate of both nations would now be decided 
upon for the next centurics. The above mentioned was also true 
for Italy. TFe interests cf the three countries would never 
intersect0 A_dcfeat ^ f Ĝ  many would, also mean tve end of the 
Japanese "imperial idea, 

I, Ulrich Straus, hereby certify t,_at I an thoroughly conversant 
with the Gernarf'and In lish languages, and as a. result of the 
compprison~betv/ecn the Ckrman and the Lnfilgr texts, I heve es-
tablished that this is a true and correct"translation cf Interna-
tional Prosecution Document No„ л 

FUSCF!., 23 February 1941 

Certificate: 
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Exchange of letters Between Foreign Minister 
MIKTSUOK/I and .Ambassador HENRY (Res proposal 
of Mediation plan for the Thailand-Erench Indo 
China Dispute) 

11 I/trch 1941 

His Excellency Charles ;4rsene HENRY 
French /jnbassador plenipotentiary 

Dear Sir. 

It is an honor for me to inform you that the imperial 
government attaches extreme importance to the maintenance of 
peace in greater East Asia. According to the agreement of 30 
August 1940»"special relationship between Japan and Erench Indo-
China has been agreed upon, it is with anxiety that the imperial 
government observes the development of the dispute to which Erench 
indo-china is a party. 

; in view of the fact that peace must be preserved in Greater 
3?.st Asia and remembering our peaceful and friendly intentions 
upon which we concluded the above treaty, the imperial government 
proposes mediation to the governments of France and Siam in order 
to end the dispute between Erench Indo-China and Siam. The imperial 
government has drafted a mediation proposal as per enclosure, to 
which we expect the .French government to accept unconditionally. 
If the French government accepts this proposal, the Imperial govern-
ment is prepared to guarantee the Erench government that the 
decision of the dispute in the mediation proposal will be final 
and unal t erable, 

On the other hand, the imperial government believes that the 
Erench government will profess to maintain peace in Greater East Asia; 
especially to establish good neighbor friendly relationship and also 
to promote close economic relationship between Japan find French Indo-
China. The imperial government also believes that the Erench govern-
ment will proclaim not to conclude any treaty or agreement between 
Erench mdo-China and a third pov;er that will presuppose the nature 
of political, economic or military cooperation to oppose Japan 
directly or indirectly. 

It is comprehended that the aforementioned guarantee of the 
imperial government and declaration of the Erench government should be 
confirmed by a formal note at a later time when the treaty to settle the 
dispute between Erance and siam is concluded, 

I, Foreign Minister, avail myself of this opportunity to renew 
to your Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration. 

Yours respectfully, 
Foreign Minister Yosuke MATSUOKA. 
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To His Excellency 
yosuke MiVTSUOKA» Minister of 
Storeign Affairs 

Tokyo, 11 №rch 1941 

No. 21 

Ec - letter of even date, your Excellency has. informed me 
of the following-

"The imperial Government, attaching the highest importance 
to the preservation of peace in Great East Asia, has witnessed, 
with anxiety, the development of a conflict involving French Indo-
China with which it inaintains particularly close relations which 
were further tightened by the agreement of 30 August 1940» 

«Looking toward the preservation of peace in Great Enst 
Asia and taking its inspiration from the same peaceful and friendly 
spirit which presided over the establishment of the above-mentioned 
agreement, the imperial Government offered its good offices to 
the Governments of prance and Thailand so as to put an end to the 
conflict between French Inao?China and Thailand, Therefore, the 
imperial Government offers, for unconditional acceptance by the 
French Government the plan of mediation annexed hereto. In the 
case of an affirmative answer, the imperial Government will be 
prepared to guarantee to the French Government the final and 
irrevocable character of the settlement achieved by such plan, 

"Besides, the Imperial Government is confident that the 
French Government will work towards the preservation of peace in 
Great Fast Asia, and in particular towards the establishment of 
friendly good-neighborly relations and towards the progress of 
closc economic relations between Japan and French Indo-China, and 
that it will declare to the Imperial Government that France, in 
regard to French Indo-China, does not intend to enter with a third 
power into any agreement or entente providing for political, 
economic or military cooperation directly or indirectly opposed 
to japan, 

"It is understood that the above-mentioned guarantee. 
of the imperial Government and statement of the French Government 
will be confirmed later on in a solemn document at the time of 
the establishment of the 'Treaty on the settlement of the conflict 
between France and Thailand," 
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I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of this communication 
and to inform your Excellency that the French Government, although 
neither the local situation, nor the fortunes of war compel it to 
renounce the benefit of treaties freely negotiated and included 
with the Government of_Thailand, is prepared to yield to the instances 
of the Japanese government. By its acceptance of the plan of 
mediation annexed hereto, the Erench Government, which has constantly 
proved mindful of the preservation of peace in East Asia and never 
entered upon any course of action that might disturb such peace, 
affords new proof of its fidelity to the spirit that inspired the 
agreement of 30 August 1̂/j.O» In this sane 3pirit and desirous, 
moreover, of avoiding all engagements of such a nature as to involve 
its pr.r pastern possessions into a conflict between third powers, 
it declares that it does not intend, in regard to Indo-China, to 
enter with a third power upon any agreement or entente providing 
for political, economic or military cooperation directly or indirectly 
opposed to japan. It anticipates, moreover, that the Japanese Govern-
ment will be anxious to assure the strict observance of the agreement 
of 30 August 1940 and of the subsequent military arrangements. 

please accept, Monsieur le Kmistre, the assurances of my 
highest esteem. 

Charles Arsene Henry 

Ambassador plenipotentiary 
of France 
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Telegram (Secret Cipher Process) 
To be kept in locked file. 

Tokyo, 21 -Tune 1941 1030 hours 
Arrival, 21 June 1941 2015 hours 
No. 1009 of 21 June Most urgent! 

For German Foreign Minister. 
MATS Г0КЕ, who had invited me, told me the following in-

formation during a. long conversation: 
1). Renewed negotiations between Japan and the Nether-

lands Indies is not to be expected. Existing tension unbear-
ааду ^ -"аТШТ IK th: long r u n . — N e t h e r l a n d s %s_t Indies % 

and naval bases must be set up in French Indo-China. Hence 
he had asked through Embassador OSIIIMA whether French"consent 
to this could be obtained by Berlin, otherwise he would take 
up the matter with VICHY directly. 

I have the impression that the activistically minded Con-
gress of the Unity Party /Einhe^ts partei/, and the attitude 
of public opinion towards the probler. of the Netherlands 
Indies, enables the government to enforce an energetic stand 
against the Anglophile circles by pointing to public oninion. 

2). Regarding WANG CKTIIG 'El's visit, METSUOKE observed 
that Japan would not accept any solution of the China conflict 
without Wang Ching r'eic Ching King had previously been 
ap-oroached to this of^ect with Wang Ching Wei's consent. 
These efforts must be regarded as having failed. 

He intends to seek the recognition of Wang Ching "rei by 
Germany and It°ly, should, this be confirmed during another 
conversation with v'ang Ching vbi. He is certain that the 
Exis powers will consent to this, since the German Foreign 
Minister had recently replied to a question by Embassador 
08НГЕ that he was ready, as heretofore, and recently 
agreed upon in Berlin, to strengthen the posit:.on of Wang 
Ching Wei° however, with the postscript that the Fuehrer 
had not yet taken up the natter. 

3). The United States of America had not yet replied to 
the Japanese communication of 12 May. A report from Embas-
sador NQMHFE showed that HULL wanted to make his last anti-
Go m a n do clara tiona fira, constituent part of an Enerican-
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Japanese agreement. Sucii_a nonsensical proposal will only_ 
prove that_the United States of~lmc;rlca wisnes to causa the 
negotiations to fail while holding Japan responsible. СБа 
wjmld^r~t"o~act in such a way that this blame is~unoquivocally 
with the united States; this wGUld be usefuTTor inner 
political reasons. 

Upon my question ?*ATSUOKA confirmed that Ambassador GREW 
had recently forwarded n sharp note of protest concerning 
the shelling of an American gunboat n:ar CHUNGKING and the 
damage caused to the American Embassy there. Actually the 
gunboat had not been, hit and ricT personusl~casua 1 ties had 
occurred in the American Empassy. He had. drawn the attention 
of the American Arlbassador to~tTie exposed position of the 
American craft, promising, in addition, an investigation of 
the "case. He presumed that this had settled the incident. 

the American ambassador was neither 
mentioned in the Japanese nor in any other press, I take it 
that both sides are striving for a settlement without any 
publicity. 

4). FATSUOKA further informed me that ho knew of the 
development of German-Russian relations through concrete news 
from OS HI?* A. He repeated his previous declarations on this 
subject. Ha hoped, that in the future handling /of this matter/ 
a way may be found which would ease his own position, and that 
of the Japanese'government. Japan would under no circumstances 
allow_sjiipe^ts-of-jor-essent:k^ the unftfed states 
from America to Siberia._ Ho was certain that the measures 
taken by the Japanese Navy would hold back the United States 
of America from a ut opinn Jaoginning. 

\ HATSUOKA was pointedly positive and cordial during the 
(conversation. He intentionally stressed that the army and 
•navy—agreed with his policy, evidently in order to counter 
rumors concerning the difficulty of his and the Cabinet's 
position. ~ ~ 

\ OTT 

Certifleate;-

I, Ulrich Straus, hereby certify that I am thoroughly conversant 
with the German and English languages, and as a result of the 
comparison between the German and the English texts. I have 
established that this is a true and correct translation of 
International Prosecution Document No. 40Я1-Е. 

/s/ Ulrich I. Straus 
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ACTIONS OF FRENCH INDO-CHINA OFFICIALS IN RELATION TO 
INJURY OF A JAPANESE MILITARY EMPLOYEE BY A FRENCH 
INDO-CHINESE SOLDIER ? 10 MAY, SKCWA 1б (1941К 

J * 

CHO Isamu, Chief of Staff of the French Indo-China 
Expeditionary Force. 

To: Vice Minister of r:ar, KIMURA Heitaro. 
We shall inform you as follows our secret_agent^ 

report (accuracy A) on the aforementioned Subject: 
The incident causing injury to a Japanese mili-

tary employee by a French Indo-Chinese" soldier in an _ 
Annamese house of prostitution, Citadel Street, Hanoi, N 
on the night of the" April Caused a great shocK to the 
French Indo-China authorities» At present there exist 
both a pessimistic and an optimistic view among the of-
ficials concerning this matter. But the majority of them 
possess pessimistic views and generally look upon this 
affair as a regretful event that would bring about a grave 
crisis in the friendly relations between Japan and French 
Indo-China. 

!

; , They are possessed with the credulous thought _ 
that this affair might serve as a fuse giving possibility: 
nf*-'np̂ nin̂ -trngr.4iTties between the two countries, or__the_ 
presentation of grave demands by the JapaneseJr.oJrench 
Щ о ^ Щ : 'Thtiy are in a state of panic and are giving 
sincere efforts to bring about an amicable settlement of 
this affair and at the same time fear the retaliatory ac-
tions of the Japanese, They strictly forbid the French in 
general, notably the military service men, to visit the 

s and areas where the Japanese frequent, 
espe'diany~7l5ar the nouses of prostitution~ahd licfuor 
gpmn-ng nb^pq.. in this way they-are only endeavor in* 
to avoid, unforeseen accidents in the future, 
of affairs is as follows: 

The sJ 
ng 
ate 

Actions of the French Indo-China authorities, accord-
ing to the views taken by the French Indo-China authorities; 

(1) Pessimistic views 
They consider this affair as a fuse with proba-

bilities of inciting a war between Japan and French Indo-
China, judging from the example which gave cause to the 
outbreak of the China Incident, incurred through the kidnap 
and murder of a Japanese soldier by the Chinese Army near 
the Marco Polo Bridge in July (SHOWA 12) 1937. 
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On the other hand, anticipating that the 

Japanese Army might demand expansion of the rights of 
self-defense? using this affair as a pretense, and with 
such wording as ,:necessary for the self-defense of the 
army", or to make a demand to increase additional forces, 
they are racking their brains to find means of establish-
ing counter-mea sures. 

In order to prevent aggravation of the situation 
they have adopted policies in which they are ready to give 
sacrifice„to some extent, for an amicable peace settlement 
of the affair. They are trying to moderate the firm at-
titude of the Japanese by resorting to policies of coquetry 
such as the arrest of the offender, his strict punishment, 
tne condoling of the victim and the consolation and. favours 
to be extended to the„bereaved family. Thus, they are 
trying to lead the affair to a friendly settlement. Anti-
cipating that the Japanese side will take retaliatory 
measures, the Bureau of Administrative Affairs of the 
Governor General's Headquarters gave orders to the Hanoi 
Detective Bureau to compile and submit a list of the 
hoiisifrs of pros-LLLuLiun ахйЛэагэ which tne "Japanese frequent 
dir.ectlv after_the said incident. At the same time they 
strictly forbade the Trench,' in general, especially 
military men, to enter the zones where the Japanese gather 
and places near the houses of prostitution, and thereby 
avoid unforeseen occurrences. 

(2) Optimistic Views: 
There are some among the French who point out 

and refer to the changed international situation since 
the previous year, especially on the recent increase of 
crises in the Far East, emphasizing the aggravation of 
American-Japanese relations. 

They maintain that as the Japanese Army is now 
in a position where it is being forced to reorganize its 
troops in preparation against the extreme aggravated 
situation prevailing in the relations between Japan and 
America, it is impossible for the Japanese to carry out 
positive military policy in French Indo-China availing 
itself of the said incident. They advocate the optimistic 
view that it would be very easily settled on friendly 
terms. 

The views maintained by the Army regarding the above: 
The views maintained by the French Indo-China authori-

ties are as above-mentioned and they are extremely in fear 
of the expansion of this incident and the action of the 
Japanese Army on the right of self-defense. 
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Since the actual state of affairs is one in which 

they^are desirous of having an amicable settlement^re-
gardless of the cost of compensation, we think that it 
Is only fair for us to demand the investiture of power 
from the French Indo-China authorities, as the following, 
with э firm attitude and a definite purpose: 

1. The increase and strengthening of the rights of 
stationing troops.. Despite the fact that the number in ~ 
military force сmounts to 6,000iaccording to the current 
Japanese-French agreement; the Japanese Army shall station 

I
the required additional number of forces and expand the 
area of stationing troops to the whole of Tongking if found 
necessary for the solution of the Sino-Japanese conflict. 

2. The enlargement of the area of action of the 
Japanese Army. The Japanese Army will be given the right 
to act freely within the Province of Tongking "when re-
quired from the point of military operation~and educational 
training. Despite the fact that at present the Japanese 
civilian populace, excepting the military men, are permitted 
to travel in Chuong Binh and Lang-son areas, which are con-
sidered most important from the standpoint of military 
official duties, the military men are forbidden to travel. 
Moreover, when a small unit is to engage in manoeuvres, 
negotiations must be done beforehand with the French Indo-
Chinese authorities. The situation is that permission by 
the Governor-General is required, with condition that a 
French military officer be allowed to study and observe 
the manoeuvre. In manoeuvres where many secret mattejrs 
are involved we had to suffer special disadvantages. 

Freedom in selecting housing. For Japanese Army 
frfro д n m n я e ^ ^ f ^ ^ y schools are chiefly pro-

vided, which offers but narrow and unsanitary places.. 
They intend to gain two advantages ? - killing two birds 
with one stone that is, of alienating. Japan from Annam and 
that of distressing the Japanese Army. Furthermore7~they 
have set up a newjpolice sub-station near the officers^ 
billet to keep eyes on the movements of the officers. 
They are also secretly oppressing the Annamese, who show 
favours to the Japanese Army, and in this way they are 
trying to force out pro-Japanese tendencies. They are 
by no means friendly. 

It,is—aeoessary, that they provide appropriate build-
ings that could be used for headquarters a.nd_ba: 
the Japanese Army. 

4. Freedom of travel in French Indo-China. 
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At present we have to file an application to the 

Governor-General requiring his permission, and even if 
we receive permission, they would always.- attach a Er^iichman 
to go jvith_usj thus restrictinglgLir- fi'-eedom of actions... 
Tt~is" necessary thai we fcicqUIre the rights of freedom to 
travel, like the French-Indonese, except in zones where 
no trespassing is allowed because of military reasons. 

5. 'Je demand the free use of airfields. Despite 
the fact that the" Army Is installing new facilities such 
as runways, etc. at the Haiphon airfield, now being used 
by the Japanese troops, the amount in rent charges demand-
ed by the French Indo-China authorities amounts to ¥35?000 
annually.. V/hen we add the rent charges of the Gia-^am 
Airfield the amount rises to a considerable sum. On this 
occasion we demand free tise of them. 

R ep or t: NAMI Gr oup. 
Reference: To the Vice-Chief of the General Staff; 

Vice-Minister of rfar. 
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Telegram (Secret Cipher process) - to be kept in locked file 

For German Foreign Minister TELKO, Following 
telegram of 2nd, No. 1101. 
Mote: Sent on to special train under No. 2131. 
Text of declaration of Japanese Foreign Minister follows: 
Oral statement. Strictly confidential. (Translation) 
Please convey the following to His Excellency Herr von 
Ribbentrop: 

I have duly noted your excellency's request made 
through Ambassador General Ott in Tokyo and Ambassador 
General OSHIMA in Berlin. I have taken particular care in 
studying the views set forth by your Excellency in approach-
ing the Japanese Government with the request. 

1 П j (In reply 1^Ьаке_рДеаsure-in -sta.tJja&_±hat_ Japan is 
preparing. for aXL-Possible eventualities as regards the 
UTSTSrft. ln~orcl^_to join forces with Germany in actively 
combating the~'C6ramunist menace. Japan is keenly watching 
developments of conditions in Eastern Siberia in particular, 
determined as she is to destroy the communist system^ 
established thsra. It is, I believe, hardly necessary to 
add that the augmentation of military preparations,among 
other things, with an eye to realizing this object, together 
with the aim of restraining Soviet Russia in the Far East 
in her struggle with Germany is steadfastly kept in the 
mind of the Japanese Government,"]^ 

At the same time I beg to state that the Japanese 
Government hava-decid-ed-to secure points d'appui in French 
Indo-ChiQa which will enable Japan further to strengthen 
har. pressure upon Great Britain and the United States. In 
this connection I would like to draw your Excellency's atten-
tion to the fact that Japan has been keeping constant vigil 
in the Pacific, including the southwestern ocean with a 
view to^restraining these two powers and will continue the 
efforts and eve_n_lntgnsi-fy if necessary. 

I trust that your Excellency Is in full agreement with 
me that this really constitutes a vital contribution to our 
common cause, indeed no less vital than Japan's intervention 
at this iunction in the German-Soviet War. 

Tokyo, 3 July 1941 
Arrival 3 July 1941 
No. 1102 of 2 July '41 

55 hours 
25 hours 
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Japan cannot and will not relax her efforts in the 
south which after all possess a very important bearing 
upon the whole course of the war out of which I am most 
confident that Germany and Italy will soon emerge vic-
toriously, I assure your Excellency once again that the 
Japanese government will not fail to act in accordance 
with the alms and spirits of the Tri-Partite Pact. 

/s/ OTT 

Certificate 

I, Ulrich Straus.у hereby certify that I am thoroughly 
conversant with the German and English languages, and as a 
result of the comparison between the German and the English 
texts, I have established that this is a true and correct 
translation of International Prosecution Document No.4062A. 

/S/ ULRICH STRAUS 
i 

( 
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Proceedings of the Privy Council, 3 July, Showa 16 (1941) 

The Ratification of tha Franco-Japanese Protocol, /pp.31-47/ 
on Guarantee and Political Understanding, and of the 
Thai-Japanese Protocol on Guarantee and Political Understanding. 

Of the two protocols, the first states in its preamble, that the Japanese 
and Trench governments, desiring to maintain peace in East Asia, recollecting 
the peaceful and friendly spirit which led to the establishment of an agreement 
through official documents exchanged on August 30 of last year between Foreign 
Minister MATSUOKA and French Ambassador HEKRI, and prompted by the sincere 
desire to uphold this spirit, desire to secure the stabilization of the 
friendly relations which have been restored between Prance and Thailand. In 
its body the protocol provides: 

(l) That the Imperial Japanese government guarantees to the French 
government that the settlement of the dispute between France and Thailand 
resulting from Japan's mediation and as embodied in the aforementioned peace 
treaty and in the annexed documents is definite and unalterable; 

(2) That the French government accepts the above guarantee, and will 
strive to maintain peace in East Asia, and especially to establish good 
neighborly, friendly relations and to promote intimate economic relations 
between Japan and French Indo-China; that furthermore, the French government 
declares that it has no intention to conclude with third powers any agreement 
or understanding concerning French Indo-China which anticipates political, 
economic, or military cooperation of a nature which directly or indirectly 
opposes Japan. In addition, the protocol fixes the ratification procedure 
and the date of the enforcement of the protocol. 

The contents of the second protocol are the same as those of the first 
protocol, except that it cites in its preamble the treaty concluded on 12 June 
last year between Japan and Thailand concerning the continuation of friendly 
relations and mutual respect of each other's territorial integrity, and places 
no special regional restriction on the arrangements with Third Powers, in 
the declaration contained in the second paragraph of the body of the protocol. 

It seems that these various arrangements aim to secure the fulfilment of 
the stipulations of the peace treaty which had been concluded as the result 
of the settlement of the dispute between France and Thailand through the 
Japanese Imperial Government's mediation and also to promote good neighborly, 
friendly relations between Japan and French Indo-China, and between Japan and 
Thailand. Inasmuch as these instruments will maintain the peace of East Asia 
and contribute to Japan's establishment of the New Order, their objects may be 
regarded as proper, and the clauses contained therein deemed to involve no 
special difficulties. Hence the Judging Committee has unanimously decided 
that each of the items of the bills under review be either approved or 
ratified as drafted without any amendment. We hereby report our findings. 

/ 
У Document Ho. 1077 
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Ho. 10. (MATSUOKA): I have something to say here as the responsible minister 
concerning this subject. The subject should have been laid before the plenary-
session, of the 18th of last month, but was postponed for the convenience of 
the session. Subsequently, however, in view cf the fact that we learned 
through the reports of our .Ambassador to Prance and also the representations 
of the Vichy Government during the course of the treaty negotiations, that 
the Vichy Government held many opposing views and the Treaty was signed almost 
solely on the responsibility of Delegate Hcban /?/ I came to entertain the 
fear that the French Government might net ratify the subject treaty and also 
the Economic Agreement between Japan and i'rench Indo-China. Accordingly, I 
requested a further postponement of the decision on this item. However, 
having received from our Ambassador to France at the end cf last month that 
the French government had. finally decided to ratify the two treaties, I 
decided to submit them for your deliberations here. I trust that you would 
appreciate the circumstances responsible for the postponement. 

Ho. 22. (iSHIlJy): Once, on the occasion of the deliberation for the ratifica-
tion of the~~Sbviet-Japanese Neutrality Treaty, I asserted that the conclusion 
of that treaty was not only a success of «Japanese diplomacy, but also a 
great victory. Probably the word "Success51 was not sufficient to show the 
whole state of affairs. I called it a "victory", because at that timejU^ere 
was an intense secret stride" bjilwe^niraaaJX-Qxwbhg one sicle. and £riTaxn and 
Aji^ica~oxrijh(3~side centering around the Soviet Union. And yet_ Foreign 
Mini'stgrn^SUOKA'-SUCceigfully overthrew Chamberlain* and Roosevelt and_ 
concluded, a treaty with tiae -Soviet Union. The same applies to the various 
items now under consfderat 1СТП It is the victory of our diplomacy that 
through the success of our mediation in the dispute between Thailand and 
France, we have caused a peace treaty to be concluded between them. That is, 
Britain, looking upon Thailand as if it were its own sphere of influence! ""'had 
carried on secret activities in various directions under the leadership of 
Minister Crosby, who has been a resident of "TEan.aIifljfOT-JAe_4^'t^twenty ; 
years, and? had schemed to settl^tlii- Ш.spute between the two countries to 
Its own advantage-when the opportunity presented itself. It is very gratifying 
that Japan availed herself of the opportunity and finally succeeded in 
placing Britain in the shg.de. Wells it has been advocated by our government 
and реорГе~~1п every"way that our country is the stabilizing force cf East 
Asia, but now in the opportunity that has presented itself for the first time 
we have been able to truly prove our position. Especially, the point which I 
welcome with satisfaction is the fact that our country's right to mediat_e, 
and hence our position cf leadership, has been acknowledged Dy tne provisions 
of Article 10 of the Franco-Thai Peace 'Treaty, which provisions are, moreover, 
permanently effective since the treaty is valid for an indefinite period of 
time. Probably, this advantage is more valuable than any other advantages 
to be derived from both of Thailand and France. If our country had obtained 
the cession of a district or a province, it would no doubt become the cause of 
enmity toward us in the future, but the disposition made by our country at 
this time has all the more enhanced the reputation of our country by an 
unselfish, fair act, seeking nothing wha3rsver~T6r~"ourselvesT-" 

- It. sho&l&Jbe-called Jbfee fruits of our so-called Imperial Way diplomacy. 
From these points of view, I wish to express my respect and congratulationsTo 
Foreign Minister MATSUOKA and the other members of the present Cabinet. 
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No. 26 (SHIMIZU): Recently several countries of Europe have recognized, the 
National Government at Nanking, hut what is the attitude of Thailand towards 
that government? 

No. 10. (MATSUOKA): On the one hand, from the standpoint that Thailand is 
farther from Nanking than from Chunking, she is in a delicate situation; and 
on the other hand, even though Japan's mediation has proved successful, 

\J С , British influence in Thailand remains . Therefore, it is very 
"""" "difficult to expect Thailand to recogni-з the Nanking Government^ faaii our"" 

countryjg political and economic power has steadily penetrated into that , 
country and when the Thailand Government authorities will not find themselves 
in a perplexing position should they recognize the Nanking Government, we 
shall grasp the opportunity then to take proper measures. 

No. 26. (SEEMIZU): In spite of the existenc.3 of a treaty pact of non-
aggression between Germany and the Soviet Union, war has broken out between 
the two powers. Whom should we regard as the breaker of the treaty? Japan 
has concluded an alliance treaty with Germany and a neutrality treaty with 
the Soviet Union. For our information, please let us know our country's 
future attitude in this connection. 

No. 10. (MATSUOKA): Two years ago Germany, facing the imminent crisis of a 
"war wiya-Britai_n, concluded a treaty with the Soviet Union as a temporary 
expedient lest the latter should be won over to Britain's sid_e. At that" time 
Germany ~sxpficated to Japan that this was an unavoidable disposition, and 
explained that her^real, JjvGgntion was to detest and, suppress., when opportunity 
presented itself , r.ot_.only.-the Soviet Union' s aggressive prujicipla^Jhut .also 
the ideology embraced by tnat country. It seemed that the Soviet Union also 
knew"tiie circumstance very well^and planned to strike Germany after waiting" 
for~"5~favorat)Ti~Time. " The reasons for starting the war have been published 

V by both governments, but, after all, the Non-Aggression Treaty between Germany 
and the Soviet Union was but a tenporary expedient to both of them. 

No. 35. (FUKAI): Since I share in general the opinion of Councillor ISHII, 
I aci glad to offer my congratulation to the government authorities. However, 
I think there is one point in the subject item which deserves consideration. 
Perhaps third powers might take it as a symbol of our aggressive policy if 
we"Took upon ourselves as the stabilizing force of East Asia! FoF'instance, 
in regard to the documents dated August 31 of last year which were exchanged 
between Japan and Franca, our Prime Minister explained that he was unable to 
take the formalities for thesuDmissicn of the documents for the deliberation 
of the Privy Council, because he had to seize a moment when France was fearful_ 
of our countrylaTIaa£3.̂ .ns. Although^ I think that such a measure is__gj)j3etige8 
necessary ana should not be reproached, yet, insofar as our purpose is to 
become truly the stabilizing and~gulcLing force of East Asia ancT"t~5~~ghwHhe 
wo^ld_oar_lEperial_Way, we should have the fundamentally required attitude of 
mind. That is,"on"the occasion of the deliberations on the Sino-Japanese Basic 
Treaty, the Priyy_Cxeuncil made it clea," that the cardinal point is to win the 
sent-isrent-s-of ̂the Xhinese~people. "I Think" the same can be said in our 
relations with French Indo^^ina and Thailand. Unless we succeed in winning 
the^.aentiaaalsL_of thepeople, it cannot be said"TcTl3e perfect. In my opinion 
this deserves full consideration. It is under such a state of mind that I 
siipftcgrt this subject item. 
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President (HftBA) As there are no further remarks, we shall immediately take 
a vote. All those in favor, please rise. 

Page 47. (All rise). 

President (HARA) It has Ъееп carried unanimously. 

President (HAEA) Next we shall take up for deliberation the item of the 
ratification of the Franco-Japanese Treaty c-f Residence and Navigation 
concerning French Indo-China, and of the Franco—Japanese Agreement concerning 
the customs system, trade and the modalities of settlement of accounts 
between Japan and French Indo-China. / pp.47-83/ 

Omitting the reading, we shall confine it to the outline, and omitting 
the oral reading, we are now ready to hear immediately the report of the 
Chairman of the Judging Committee. 

Reporter (ISEIZUKA): Having been appointed as judging committee members on 
the item submitted for deliberation, we held a committee meeting on June 16 
and completed our examination. 

According to the explanation of the State Minister, on the occasion of 
the conclusion of the Franco-Japanese Agreement of June, 1907 (Meiji 40), the 
French and Japanese Governments declared, with reference to French Indo-China, 
that until a commercial treaty shall have been concluded in future, Japan and 
French Indo-China would accord to each other tne most favored nation treatment 
in regard to the protection of the live« and property of each other's nationals. 
When the Franco-Japanese Commercial and Navigation Treaty was concluded in 
August, 1911 (Meiji 44), Japan wished to apply that treaty to French Indo-China 
also, but France refused it and merely declared that she reconfirmed the 
declaration of several years ago. Since then Japan took every opportunity to 
conclude a commercial treaty concerning French Indo-China, but failed because 
France opposed it, fearing extremely the penetration of Japanese and Japanese 
goods in tnat area. At last in August of Showa 2 \Д927) we came to an 
agreement~on" the natter of residence and navigation, and a protocol providing 
for the system of residence and navigation between Japan and Indo-China was 
provisionally concluded. But as regards commercial matters, the negotiations 
proved very difficult and a compromise could not be easily reached. Meanwhile, 
France further strengthened the measures against the importation of Japanese 
goods, while Japan, on the other hand, was about to impose a retaliatory duty 
on coal, which was the main export of French Indo-China. Thereupon France 
finally reconsidered the matter and thus a commercial treaty provisionally 
stipulating trade regulations between Japan and French Indo-China vas con-
cluded in May of Showa 7 (1932). In the previously mentioned protocol of 
Showa 2 (1927), Japan and French Indo-China guaranteed to accord to each 
other the treatment of the most favored nations in respect to residential 
matters of both natural persons and juridical persons, and the treatment of 
domestic vessels or of the most favored nations in respect to shipping. 
Nevertheless, the protocol was not only a provisional agreement which could 
be abolished at any time after January 1, 1928, (Showa 3), by giving three 
months' advance notice, but also lacked concrete provisions concerning entry 
into the country, business, the ownership of immovables, etc., with the result 
that it failed to achieve the expected results. 
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In the Commercial Treaty of 1932 (Showa 7), Japan and French Indo-China 
granted to each other the advantage of customs, "but this, too, was a provis-
ional agreement, placing numerous itemc of our important exports beyond the 
scope of its application and making no provisions whatever in respect to the 
prohibition and restriction of exports and imports, import quotas, and the 
modification of the rates. And so, by the raieing of the custom tariff by 
France, the advantages of the agreement were greatly reduced, and Ъу the 
reinforcement of this quota syctem, the enforcement of exchange control, etc., 
our trade with French Indo-China fell into a clump again, but the change in 
the general situation due to thft France to Germany caused a 
change in the French attitude towards Japan, giving Japan an opportunity to 
settle various pending questions concertdng French Indo-China. 

(as well as political and military problems) 
Page 53. As the result of our negotiations on economic problems,/the French 
Government acknowledged on Angus t _3Q J an an1s political and economic supremacy 

j in East Asia, and, besides "pledging the grant of military facilities, 
I acknowledged by document that she would begin negotiations with Japan to 
promote the trade between Japan and French Indo-China, and to give to Japan 
as much as possible an advantageous position in French Indo-China superior 
to that enjoyed by any other states under any circumstances. Thereupon it 
was decided to have the delegates of the two countries start negotiations on 
the economic problems of French Indo-China and Japan. The conversations 
commenced on 30 December. First of all they discussed the problem of buying 
Saigon rice, which Japan urgently needed at that time. As soon as the two 
parties reached an agreement of views, they proceeded to negotiate on the 
remaining problems. After a lapse of a considerable time due to the 
aggravation of the border dispute between French Indo-China and Thailand and 
the mediation by Japan, the conference at last completed the negotiations at 
the end of April. Accordingly they drafted the treaty, protocol, agreement 
and other related documents, which were signed and sealed by, or exchanged 
between, the delegates of the two nations on May 6. 

Following is the outline of each of the arrangements: 

1. Franco-Japanese Treaty of Residence and Navigation concerning French 
Indo-China. I will omit the explanation of the whole because this treaty has 
the same content as the Franco-Japanese Treaty of Commerce and Navigation, 
except that part in the latter concerning commerce, and because it is made up 
of-only traditional provisions. The treaty is to be enforced from the day 
the ratifications are exchanged, to remain valid for five years. If neither 
side has notified the other one year before the expiration of the treaty its 
intention to abrogate it, the treaty shall continue to be valid for one year 
from the day the treaty was denounced by one of the parties. 

This treaty supersedes the declarations of 1907 (Meiji 40) and of 1911 
(Meiji 44) concerning French Indo-China, and also the protocol of 1927 
(Showa 2) providing for the system of residence and navigation between Japan 
and French Indo-China. 
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2. The Protocol. 

This protocol, together with the above-mentioned treaty, forms an 
inseparable whole, and has the sane term ox' validity. It is composed of 
several clauses defining Japan's special position in French Indo-China. That 
is, the treaty provides atTioilows; СП The fees for~foFeigner s 1 n t i f i c a ^ . 
tion cards shall be reduced in the case of Japanese nationals; (2; Japanese 
natjrofialsshall "be ffiflgjj «"iiŷ ggypj.tt.ed '.•• о sngage лп certain occupat ions~wKich 
are prohibited to foreigner a now; 1'J) Li:-4 mrx.i~::am percentage of employees who" 
та^Лзе p-̂ loyed̂ 1rrr~Jgpa'.iesci e n U e T p r s , ball 1 he.rair.od uo to a specif iedT~~ 
percentage; (4) the acqaj a!.; 1.оn ' o f the oimsrship of imgovaales 
in Annam and Tonkin gh,-j3 Ьд giuer goti-r.-::.вгаЕГ5п. traoject to the consent of 
tEe~̂ ing~~Of!~Tll£--prTrt; Д.»? г- Г •. a •jnĵ r-i/̂ lbv.̂ V, rpTning, япй , 

-enL егч^тг^-дБ-gn^Tl be -ĝ jjrZTttXo-Г1.hî я t.n Francp-Japansse 
joint concerns unrle"r special terms: (б) Japanese nationals shall be permitted 
under^f-lzedrRenditions to openand manage Japaneee schools for giving Japanese_ 
edacation; (7) to discuss economic problems, of-Ьо̂ Г̂С.ПИТЛГ|Г1ря, aB^economic _ 
conference composed of the government and civilian representatives of the two 
countries; (£) the problems concerning coastal trade in Indo-China, navigation 
and fishing in the inland seas or territorial waters, and problems of aviation, 
wireless stations, and undersea cables, shall be settled through consultations 
between the two governments; as regards the problems of marine transportation, 
the governments of the two countries shall encourage their solution through the 
cooperation cf the shipping interests. Ar.d thi3 protocol is not to be 
published, lest third pox/eve vill share equally with из the above-mentioned 
various privileges by •virtue of the most favored nation clause. 

3. Franco-Japanese Agreement concerning the customs system, trade and the 
modalities of settling accounts between Japan and French Indo-China. 

Following is the explanation cf the main points of the body of the 
agreement according to the order given: 

(A) The customs system. 
(1) G-oods of Japanese or Indo-Chinese origin, on being exported or imported 

between the two countries, shall enjoy the most favored nation treatment 
in respect to taxes, fees, and other levies, and also all matters 
concerning rales and procedures relating to exportation and importation. 

(2) Goods of Japanese origin, on being imported into French Indo-China, 
shall in general be subject to import duties of the minimum tariff 
rate, but these which are listed in the annexed List A shall be either 
exempted from duties or given reductions from the minimum tariff rates. 
Likewise, goods cf Indo-Chinese origin which are listed in the annexed 
List Б, en being imported into Japan, shall be either exempted from 
duties or given reductions from the statutory tariff rates. 

(3) As regards those goods v;hJ c'b are listed in the annexed Lists A and Б, 
no raise in the duties en them shall be permitted during one year after 
the enforcement of this agreement. Provision is made for the necessary 
procedures to be taken for giving advance notice to the other party 
in case the duties mast unavoidably be raised. The raising of the 
duties through the alteration of the table of customs tariff goods and 
of the classification of the cur-toms shall not be permitted. 
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(4) In order to receive the above-mentioned advantages in respect to 
customs, direct shipment shall Ъе an essential condition, in addition 
to a certification of origin. However, certain exceptions shall Ъе 
recognized. Provision is made for the issuance of certificates of 
origin. As a principle, invoice certified Ъу a special organ should 
Ъе attached to the customs declaration. 

(5) The products of the other party shall Ъе exempted from all taxes and 
fees in respect to their transit, trans-shipment, storage in a bonded 
warehouse, warehousing, temporary impri t-ation free of duty; or their 
re-exportation. In recpect to ail regulations and procedures concerning 
such goods, the treatment of the most favored nation shall be accorded 
to them. In respect to the levying of domestic taxes on the goods 
imported Ъу the other party, the same domestic treatment or the treat-
ment of the most favcred nation shall Ъе accorded to them. 

(6) In respect also to the prohibition and restriction of the exportation 
and importation of goods between the two countries, the treatment of 
the most favored nation is guaranteed as a general principle, with 
certain exceptions which are provided for. 

(7) In respect to the grant of s-yecial privileges on all other items 
relating to commerce, the treatment of the most favored nation is 
guaranteed. However, exception is recognized in respect to Japan's 
interests, etc. in~Kanchulruo. 

(Б) Trade: 
(1) Every year the government authorities of the two countries shall 

determine Ъу agreement: 
(a) the articles of Indo-Chinese origin and their quantities which are 
to be imported into Japan in the following year; 
(b) the import quotas to be allowed to Japan on goods which are placed 
on an import quota basis in French Indo-China; 
(c) the articles of Japanese origin and their quantities which are to 
Ъе imported into French Indo-China during the following year. 
The list which as the agreement for the current year, was drawn up 
simultaneously with the signing of the subject agreement, gives a 
total of 22 items, including rice and crude rubber, of Indo-Chinese 
origin referred to in (a) above, and also their quantities. The 
French Government especially guarantees to Japan a supply of 700,000 
metric tons of polished rice and 15,000 metric tons of crude rubber. 
Provision is made as to the way this is to Ъе carried out. In respect 
to goods of Japanese origin referred to in (b) above, a total of 49 
items, including margarine, cheese, and their quantities are listed on 
an annual quota basis, and a total of 17 items, including sweetened 
condensed milk, etc., and their quantities are listed on a quarterly 
basis. Provision is made for the way these are to be carried out. In 
respect to articles of Japanese origin referred to in (c) above, a total 
of 108 items, including oysters, potatoes, fruits, etc., and their 
quantities are listed. 

(2) Concerning the agreed articles referred to in (a) and (c) above, the 
governments of the two countries are bound to mutually grant to each 
other import and export permits up to the quantities agreed between 
them. Friendly consideration is to Ъе given to the exportation and 
importation of the agreed articles in excess of the agreed quantities, 
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to the exportation and importation of goods other than those agreed 
upon, and to the granting of additional quotas for goods of Japanese 
origin in case the total quota is raised for goods referred to in (b) 
above, which are subject to the quota system. The quota for goods of 
Japanese origin in case of the expansion of the quota system is to be 
decided by common agreement between the government authorities of the 
two countries. 

(3) The protocol also provides for the duty of the government authorities 
of the two countries to notify each other the method of certifying the 
origin of goods, the list of import permits, and the statistics of 
exports and imports. 

(C) The mode of settling trade accounts. 

(1) The payment of the proceeds of all goods, other than specially exempted 
goods, and of the freights, insurance premiums, and other charges on 
such goods, shall be made, not in foreign currencies, but in Indo-
Chinese Piastres in case of goods of Indo-Chinese origin, and in yen 
in the case of goods of Japanese origin. These yen and piastres may 
be acquired only from the Yokohama Specie Bank and the Banque de 
L'Indo-Chine, respectively. The specially excepted goods for the 
current year is crude rubber, payment for which is to be made in 
American dollars."- — — -

(2) The Yokohama Specie Bank ana the 3anque de l1 Indo-Chine may raise 
piastres or yen necessary for making the above-mentioned payments by 
offering to each other an equivalent in yen or piastres. The yen 
acquired by the Banque de 1'Indo-Chine is to be paid into two special 
accounts, A and В (В Account for the purchase of rice and A Account 
for the payment of other items) which will be established on the books 
of the YOKOHAMA Specie Bank in the name of the Banque de 1'Indo-Chine. 
The piastres acquired by the Yokohama Specie Bank are to be paid into 
a special piastre account (to be called С Account), which will be 
established on the books of the Banque de I'Indo-Chine in the name of 
the Yokohama Specie Bank. The funds in Accounts A and С are to be 
appropriated for the payment of the trade between the two countries 
and also incidental expenses, but the funds in Account 3, namely, 
Rice Account, is to be left intact for one year and transferred to A 
Account in the following year. 

(3) In case the difference between the balances of Account A and Account 
С at the end of each month exceeds ¥ 5,000,000 or its equivalent in 
piastres, upon request of the creditor bank, payment is to be made in 
gold or in other foreign currencies convertible into gold for the 
full amount of the excess amount in case it lies to the credit of the 
Banque de 1'Indo-Chine, or for an amount which the excess amount 
further exceeds the balance of Account В in case the excess amount 
lies to the credit of the Yokohama Specie Bank. 
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(D) Others. 

The agreement designates the area of its application, and provides that 
in case it becomes impossible to carry out the agreement owing to the occurr-
ence of unforeseen incidents during the term of the agreement, the govern-
ments of the two countries shall begin negotiations to solve the difficulties. 
This agreement requires ratification, becomes effective from the day the 
ratifications are exchanged, and remains in force till Showa 18 (1943). If 
no denunciation is made by either one of the two countries six months before 
the expiration of the term, the term of validity is extended for another year, 
and so on, by tacit renewal. The agreement supersedes the Franco-Japanese 
Commercial Agreement of 1Э32 (Showa 7) and annexed documents, which provision-
ally set up regulations for the trade between Japan and Trench Indo-China. 

There are two tables, A and Б, attached to the agreement, but I will 
omit their explanations here because of the complexity of their contents. 

4. The Exchanged Official Documents. 

In order to fix the treatment to be accorded to the commercial firms in 
both Japan and French Indo-China, these documents, in the form of documents 
exchanged between the representatives of the Japanese and French Governments,, 
provide as follows: (l) The French Government sanctions the admission into 
the French Indo-China Import Association of not more than ten Japanese 
commercial firms which, tinder the existing trade control 1аъг of French Indo-
China, are disqualified from joining that association. These firms are to 
be granted permits to import a specified quantity of Japan-made goods. More-
over, one or two of them is to be granted export permit for the exportation 
of specified quantities of French Indo-Chinese corn to Japan. (2) The Indo-
Chinese commercial firms may be admitted into associations and other trade 
control organs, or receive approval of them, in accordance with the control 
regulations of Japan, and they are not to be subjected to discriminatory 
treatment by these organs in comparison with Japanese commercial firms. 

These documents are not to bo published. 

It seems that the subject arrangements stipulate the rules which should 
govern the various relations regarding residence, navigation and commerce 
between Japan and French Indo-China, which have been long pending questions 
to Japan. The enforcement of these arrangementswill^promote greatly our^ 
economic penetratiorTinto" French Indo-China. a.nd will contribute in no small 
degree to the development of our commercial trade. Especially, it will bring 
many advantages in the acquisition of materials urgently needed by our 
country. Accordingly, we consider it proper to approve all of the treaty, 
*tr««**st, annexed document*. 8bwenrer, in rtw of tlx* derelopnente in 
the International situation, \re hope that erefythlftg peeslMe wold Ъе done 
to avoid friction with the other party and to realize actual results in 
carrying out the arrangements. Therefore, the Judging Committee has decided 
unanimously to recommend that the treaty and agreement under review be 
approved for ratification. We hereby report our findings as above. 
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Но. 22. (tlSEII) 'J I j a not opposed to the subject bill, but I must hear 
further s&Wrsfactory explanation, from the Minister concerned before I can 
give ray hearty support to the bill. There is room for many arguments on_ 
this bill, but out of deference to His Majesty's presence. I__shal1_paly-ask 
one question. ~FEe~ecbnb5Ic agreement included in this bill has its origin 
inTTThe" official documents exchanged between the Japanese and French Govern-
ments on August 30 of last year. In these exchanged official documents, 
France acknowledged Japan1s political and economic supremacy in East Asia 
and also pledged to give Japan the most advantageous position possible in 
French Indo-China, which was superior to that of any third power under any 
circumstances. In this connection, I recall that years ago when I was sent 
on a mission to America and negotiated with Secretary of State Lansing in^ 
regard to Japanese interests in China, side "proposed the use of the word 
"superior" j "yuetsuteki"/, but ̂the~bt"her" side refused. So at last we 
negotiated direct with "President Wilson, but it was flatly rejected. Under 
the circumstances we were obliged to use the word "special" /"tokushuteki"/. 
Since the word "superior" /"yuetsu"/, which has a very important meaning, 
is used in the forffgtfing document~I had hoped for great results, remembering 
that our plenipotentiaries went into the negotiations of this agreement with 
this as a basis. То_ цу surprise, however, a look at the definite program 
here, shows that the terms are generally reciprocal and there is nothing 
specially favorable to ̂ Tapan. Although there are some benefits, these are 
beneath-our notice^ Nevertheless, I think that somewhere in it there is 
probably something which embodies Japan's superior position. Hence, I ask 
for explanation. 

Ho. 10. (MATSUOKA): Looking back at the circumstances surrounding the exchange 
of the official documents on August 30 of last year, Japan made France 
acknowledge our political superiority and at the same time, as the result of 
it, to agree to the advance of Japanese forces into French Indo-China. Later 
on France submitted herself to our mediation in the dispute with Thailand. 
These two points are the most conspicuous embodiments of our country's political 
superiority. Concerning the economic problem, which constitutes the substance 
of this draft, our people are able to enjoy in French Indo-China the same 
treatment as French nationals in respect to specially designated matters. 
That is, these are the reeults of the acknowledgment of our superiority. We 
find almost no example of it in the history of colonization. In respect to 
other points, I cannot say that they are always satisfactory. However, my 
reason for considering this draft as satisfactory is based on the fundamental 
diplomatic concept which demands the retrieval of our international reputation 
which has been completely lost since the Manc.hurian Incident. 

Inasmuch as France, in view of the fact that she had been defeated in 
the war against Germany, alreadv recognized last year our superior position 
and agreed to export со Japan the full quantity of polished rice as demanded 
by Japan, which is a matter of life and death tc Japan, 1 thought that it 
would enhance our country1s reputation if we were satisfied with half of our 
demands in respect to other matters. Through the efforts of my subordinates, 
we finally succeeded in getting 80^ of our demands. While on the one hand I 
appreciated their services, I reproached them for not stopping at a point where 
50fS of our demands had been accepted.. On reflection, I observe that the fact 
that France recognized our leadership in East Asia is in itself alone a very 
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important natter. We will do our test to expand and embody it in the future. 
It is impossible to realize all of the items in a short period of time. 
Considering from the foregoing circumstances, I think the agreement, as it is, 
gives us more than we should expect. 

Ho. 22. (ISEII): I am very surprised at your explanation. I did not discuss 
the exchanged official documents of August last year, but I asked how the 
content of the said official documents, that is, the recognition by Prance 
of our country's superior position, has been utilised and how it ha.s been 
embodied. How that France has recognized our superior position, we do not 
by any means lose our prestige if we make her offer the real .substance of_ 
this recognition. While on the one hand I do not grudge due admiration and 
praise for the fact that, in mediating between Thailand and France, we did 
not demand for ourselves any cession of a district or a state, on the other 
hand i cannot but regret that you consider that we obtained more than we 
shSuld expect when we obtained 80$ of our demand s_ in concluding the economic 
agreement under review. Although we obtained the necessary quantity of 
polished rice, it is only a normal dealing and nothing strange for us to 
purchase the surplus rice left after filling the requirements of France and 
her colonies. 

crude 
As to/rubber, whereas Germany, is already getting 25,000 tons from French 

Indo-China, we have obtained'only 15,000_bpns. spite of the fact that we 
should be given a superior position as compared with third countries, we are 
placed in this inferior-position. However, since the agreement, in spite of 
the above-mentioned points, is several times superior to the past treaties, 
I do not dare oppose it. Though I will vote for its approval, I am not 
satisfied with it, in the light of the official documents of August last year. 
According to recent telegraphic dispatches from French Indo-China, the attitude 
of the French Indo-China authorities 'fSTtsrda Japan is more often than not at 
odds with us. So long as France violates what she pledged to us in the 
official documents, there is no reason for us to be diffident. I hope that 
due efforts would be made in the application of the agreement under review in 
the future. 

Ho. 10. (MATSUOKA): Though I refrain from arguments in the presence of His 
Majesty, I would like to remove a misunderstanding. I am by no means satis-
fied'yfTth the agreement under review, but I only explained my state of mind 
toward the negotiation of the agreement under review. It was under this state 
of mind that I tried to utilize the official documents and obtained the 
results contained in the agreement under review. Though I take~note of 'your 
wishes that efforts be made in the future, I regret I cannot agree with your 
view on th^~agrelжeht~~U3idBr-review. The-fmsatisfactory condition of shipping 
native products from French Indo-China is due to difficulties of execution. 
This fact is counter-evidence that we obtained many things in the agreement. 
In future we will do our best to carry out this agreement with certainty. 

President. (KARA): As there are no further remarks, we shall immediately take 
a vote. All those in favor please rise. 

(All rise.) 
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President (HABA): It is carried unanimously. The meeting is adjourned. 

The Emperor retired — 

(Adjourned 15.45) 

Signed: President БАЕА, Yoshimichi 
Secretary HCE.IE, Hideo 

MOROHASHI, Jo 
TAKATSUJI, Masami. J 
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C E R T I F I C A T E 

I.P.3. No. 1077 
St-.t6ij.e-it ox Source c.,iid .-uitnenticity 

I, _ T.JSuzuki hereby certify 
that I a j. officially connected /ith tne Japanese Governnent in 
tli. following capacity: pecrotury^of £.riv^ Council _ 

and that as sue л official I Lave custody of the docuaent hereto 
attached esasbst^r.^-af fage-s, dated 3 Jul;* , 1941, and 
described as folio "3: iriv^ Couieil_ iroc^edia^s {!)_ Ha£o action 
of protocol oil coл£titutioл _.nd functions of Borderline 
Demarcation £ол ив&_1ол_(о1ал]_ ^ld regulations. £a_de.u^iit^rijsfcd_ 
zone. T2T Protocol" between Japan and 7гаПСа on guarantee and" 
political understanding and sa^e_b£tve£i:^I^"^n_and_Si:a^J_da_t_ed_ 
3 Tuly 1941. 
I further certify that the attached record and docuaent is an 
official document of the Japanese Goveiniasnt, a ad that it is 
part of the official archives and files of the following na^ed 
ministry or depart....,at (specifying also the file nunbar or 
citation, if any, or any other official designation of the 
regular loeatioxi of the document in the archives or files) : 

Privy Council 

Signed at Tokyo - on this 
—' . • v . 

23 day of Sept , 1946. 

"it.less: /в/ J. ... Gurti 
2dLt 

/s/ T. Suzuici 
Secret-rr of Privy Council 

Signature c-f Official 
ShAll 

Official aapacity 

Stjtenent of Official xrocure ient 
I, _Richard_^ Larsh , hereby certify 

that I an associated with the General headquarters of the 
Suprene Commander for the allied Powers, and that the above 
certification was obtained by ae- Iron tne gtove signed official 
of the Japanese Gcvcr—ient in the conduct Я Щ ; official 
business. 

Signed at Tokyo on this 
23 day of Sept , 1946 /в/ Richard I}. harsh 

AT • В iv.ii; 
;/s/ J. ... Curtis к -II Гц Ml -I •• • I III. 2dLt 

I:j уeьtig..-i tor ,1 IPS 
fficial С aid city 
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Doc. No. 40623 
Item 10 

Page 1 
To be kept in locked fi3 

Telegram (Secret cipher process) 
Tokyo; 4 July 1941 10.30 S. hours 
Arrival0 5 July 1941 0.^5 hours 
No. 1350 of 4 July Most urgent.' 

((Military attache reports following personal impres-
sion from conversation with Japanese General Staff; 

Japanese Army is zealously preparing and under emphatic 
secrecy)) 

1.) The occupation of Saigon in the not too distant 
future. It is the preliminary condition for an eventual 
further southward move for which, however, there are as yet 
no tangible footholds discernable. 

2.) (& surprise, - though not rush - commencement of 
hostilities against Russia, with the seizure of the coastal 
province as the first goal)) For this reason General 
YAHASHITA was remaining with the Kwantung Army for the 
time being in order to impart his experiences. 

OTT 
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Certificate * -

I» Ulrich Straus , hereby certify that I an thoroughly 
conversant with the german and enelish languages, and 
as a result of the comparison between the merman and 
the onpllsh texts, I have established that this is a true 
and correct translation of International Prosecution 
Document No. _4-0б2Е. 

/s/ Ulrich Straus 
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TO BE KEPT UNDER LOCK AND KEY 
TELEGRAM 

(Secret Cipher Process) 
Bangkok, July 4, 1941 -
Received July 4, 1941 -
No. 169 of 7/4 

20:10 o'clock 
Urgent 

1:05 o'clock 

ecret 'ffair of the Reich 
Likewise for the' Attache Division of the High Command of the 
Army and Naval High Command. 

The Japanese Secretary of Embassy, Furuuchi des Gaimusho, 
who is on an orientation journey, confidentially informed the 
Military Attache: 

1) Japan's entry into the war against Russia with a view 
to gaining the coastal provinces, including North Sakhalin, is 
imminent. It is to be carried out by means of the Kwantung Army 
and the home forces without any weakening of the China front. 

2) There is no prospect of overcoming Chiang Kai Chek 
within a reasonable length of time, and therefore military 
operations are not to be carried any further. For the future 
Japan will content herself with holding the key points in North 
China and on the China coast in her possession at the present 
time. 

3) Failure of Japan's economic negotiations with the 
Netherlands-Indies would, oblige her to take over the oil re-
sources there by force, since her fleet ?/ould otherwise be 
incapable of action. Prior to this there is to be a Japanese 
military occupation of Indo-China in order to procure a con-
centration area and jumoing-ofl ports against the Netherland-
Indies. The occupation of Thailand is not envisaged. The 
preparation and the carrying out of the operations is to be 
made by the staff of General Ushiroku. on the South China Front, 
in Canton. Conduct of the English forces in Singapore is con-
sidered to be purely defensive. 
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The entry of America into the war against Japan and the 
interruption of Japanese troop and reenforcement transporta-
tion by American naval forces is expected. 

к telegram of the same tenor was sent to Tokyo. 
Schol 

Thomas 
Note; 

Through the telegraph office expedited to the Code 
Sender of the High Command of the '"rehrmacht and 
the Naval High Command. 

Telegram Ktr. - July 5, 194-1 

Certificate:-
I. Ulrich "traus, hereby certify that I am thoroughly con-
versant with the German and English languages, and as a result 
of the comparison between the German and the Snglish texts, 
I have established that this is a true and correct transla-
tion of International Prosecution Document No. 114(2). 

(S) Ulrich L. Straus 
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Telegram 
(Secret Cipher Process) 

To be kept in locked file 
Tokyo 10 July 1941 
Arrival 11 July 1941 

11: 50 S. 
12:35 hours Most urgent.' 

No. 1181 of 10 July. 
All symptoms are pointing to the fact that the Japanese 

move against Indo-China is now imminent5 I reported on it 
already; in MATSUOKA. ?s message to The German Foreign Minister 
It was described as a. move for securing bases (points d'appin). 
According to confidential information at least three divisions 
are scheduled for action in order to get a firm hold on the 
most important towns and establishments including Saigon. 
According to confidential information from a reliable source 
the Key-dajr for action is to be 17 July. 

Utterances by M\TSU0KA (cf. telegram of 21 June, No. 109) 
showed that Japanese government intended at first to ask 
German government to obtain Vichy's consent to the move. As 
I was told confidentially, Ambassador OSHIMA was informed 
by German authorities that radiation between Tokyo and Vichy 
re the Indo-China problem was not advisable. Now Japanese 
Government intends, before the action, to propose to the French 
Government military co-operation for the joint defense of 
Indo-China, demanding immediate occupation of the said bases. 
The announcement of the move was made only shortly before-
hand because it was intended to preclude a possible -- though 
not likely — intervention of the Anglo-Saxon countries. 
Should these resort to military measures, contrary to expec-
tations, Japan would fight. Preparations were made accordingly. 
Certain measures regarding maritime transport have also been 
ordered. No serious resistance Is expected from the French. 

The British ambassador has made inquiries at the Japanese 
Foreign Office about Japanese intentions, pointing to certain 
press reports saying thet a Japanese move against Indo-China 
would take place in about 14 days; such intentions on the part 
of Japan were flatly denied. The'American Embassy received a 
similar reply. 

„s reported, the Japanese government will probably for 
the time being content itself with the securing of Indo-China, 
soothing the (1 group missing in telegram) who are pressing 
for further action by pointing to the time necessary for 
preparation. 
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Director of the European Section, Japanese Foreign 
Office, stated that with regard to Indo-China Japan had to 
beat all others to the punch in order to get the start on 
action initiated by the Anglosaxons and DeGaullist. Besides 
French Indo China must substitute economically after the 
breakdown of the economic negotiations with the Netherlands 
Indies. 

In view of the (1 group missing in telegram) political 
significance of the occupation of Indo-China for the further 
development of the Southern question. The cohesion of the 
French Colonial Empire and also for direct German economic 
interests (raw rubber question, etc.) I would be thankful 
for an instruction as to what to say /sprach rogelung/ as 
well as for the information whether the German Government 
was consulted. 

OTT. 

Certificate 
I, Ulrich Straus, hereby certify that I am thoroughly con-
versant with the German and English languages, and. as a re-
sult of the comparison between the German and the English 
texts, I have established that this is a true and correct 
translation of International Prosecution Document No. 11A.(3) 

/S Ulrich к. Straus 
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Telegram Ко, 273, addressed to Ambassador KATO 

in France, sent July 12, 194-1. 
1. In order to meet the serious international circum-

stances of the recent days and to make headway to establish 
the East Asia Co-prosperity sphere, the Japanese Government 
has decided in the Cabinet Council to take possession of 
military bases and to dispatch Japanese forces to South 
French Indo-China. And now we are going to make a proposal 
to that effect to the French Government. This decision was 
made by the Japanese Government with firm determination to 
realize it in spite of any hinderances by Britain and America 
and even if the French Government or the authority of French 
Indo-China oapose it, we are to force carrying it out. 

2. Though the relations between Japan and French 
Indo-China have been improved gradually since last year, 
they are not yet satisfactory. And when Britain and America 
are going to enforce their boycott against Japan, unless we 
secure solid.ground in South French Indo-China on this very 
occasion, it will be impossible, after all, to have her act 
entirely in concert with us. We feel that our requirement 
at this time to press her again to do the difficult thing 
in spite of her repeated conciliation, and we truly do not 
want this, and taking into consideration the recent attitude 
of France in approaching the axis powers, there might occur 
delicate relations. For all these facts, Japan is compelled 
to take this measure for her self-existence and self-defense 
and for pursuing her Southern policy. 

3. I wish you, (Ambassador KATO), to open negotiation 
at once with the French. Once, in a general explanation 
covering the joint-defense to the advance of the Japanese 
forces, you will make the nroposal of telegram No. 274 and 
receive her answer, yes or no, during the 20th, Japanese 
time. In various relations, it is most preferable for us 
that France give her consent to our requirement enabling 
us to disptach military forces in the form of peaceful occu-
pation. However, if we do not make haste, it will give 
her a chance to prolong the negotiation and in the mean-
while Britain and America will make a fuss about it, which 
we must avoid to the utmost. We wish з̂ ои to negotiate with 
her as fast as possible to force her to give a yes or no 
by the above-mentioned date at the latest. When she agrees 
to it you will exchange immediately with her the document 
shown in separate telegram No. 276. (Now, the military 
authority is gradually preparing to start on about the 20th, 
which date, in relation to strrtegy, is absolutely impossible 
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to be changed. If France agrees to it by that time, it will 
become a peaceful ndvance, and if not, a military occupation. 
I inform you just for your understanding only.) 

4. This requirement of ours is done with an extra-
ordinary firm reso?cution. You shall have France recognize 
thoroughly that if she refuses it and Japan has her troops 
advance from her own standpoint, it is possible that a grave 
change might occur to the situation of French Indo-China. 
It is needless to mention, if she gives consent to it, 
we are ready to secure solemnly the territorial integrity 
of French Indo-China and sovereignty of France over It. Even 
this proposal in itself, from another angle, is made from 
our inmost feeling to fulfil this responsibility. You may 
utilize fully this point in persuading her. When she con-
sents to it, cf course, we shall kindly afford facilities 
to supply goods and arms to French Indo-China as well as to 
axis powers. 

5. From the conclusion of MATSUOKA - "Henri" Arrange-
ment last year until the recent conclusion of the Franco-
Japan Protocol and Economical Agreement, France has sincerely 
been endeavoring to approach Japan. But now, again, with 
such a military requirement being proposed, France will prob-
ably feel it as beyond her expectation. It is, however, 
the necessary measures due to the said serious circumstances 
of the recent days and you will have it understood fully by 
France that it is not because v/e intend to infringe boldly 
upon her sovereignty. 

5. "Henri", the Ambassador to Tokyo, is suspected to 
belong to the "deGaulle" faction and it is a fact that 
contents of negotiation between the Japanese Government and 
hin are secretly being informed immediately to the American 
and to the British Ambassadors to Japan. Therefore, this 
time, the negotiation is to be mr.de at your place. As the 
matter is of great importance, I wish, you will negotiate 
directly with Marshal Fetain. Cf course, according to the 
conditions in the Fre.'ch Government,' it cannot be helped that 
you may have to negotiate with Darlan, Further, if this 
proposal leaks out to British-American side, only involved 
difficulties are feared to take place uselessly, I wish 
you will give strict notice to the French Government to take 
full caution. Please telegram message to Germany, too. 



Statcnent of Soiucc and ',uthenticity 

I, riAZiSJ'I Ifeoru hereby certify that I an officially connoted dth 
the Japanese Government in the folic., in^ capacity: Chief of the 
Archives Section, Japanese Foreign Office and that as such official I 
have custody of the document hereto attached coirdstin^ of 12 pa-es 
date d 12 July 19',d and described as follo.:sj Telejran I'o. 273. 
1:0. 274 dated 12 July 1941 fron Foreign minister IIA25U0EL to Ambassador 
ICA.TO in France. I further certify that the attached record and 
document is an official doounent of the Japanese Ctovernnent, and that 
it is part of the official archives and files of the follo-.dn^ naned 
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the document in the archives or files): 

Foreign Illnistry 
Signed at Toliyo on this 
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Signature of Official. SEAL 
"Jitnessj la^aharu 0.00 

Chief of the /archives 

Official Capacity SCCTIOU 

fltatenent of Official Procurement 

I, John A. Curtis, hereby certify that I an associated \.ith the 
General "leadcjy.arters of the Заргепе CoMaander for the Allied ?o\;ers, and 
the t the above certification м&з obtained by me frai the above signed 
official of the Japanese Government in the conduct of my official 
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Official Capacity. 
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No. 27/ 'separate telegram/ 

Гас e 1 

To Ambassador KATC in France 
July, 12th 

1. The seriousness of the situation caused by sudden 
changes of recent international state of affairs, together 
with the military and political aggression of a Third Fower 
in the South Seas, which is a part of the C-reat East Asia 
Co-prosperity Sphere, is obliging Japan to resort to all 
necessary and effective means of self-existence and self-
defense. Furthermore the situation in French Indo-China, 
especially in the southern part, is such that a clirue F-544 
who doesn't want to cooperate with Japan together with 
Frenchmen of the "DE C-.XLLE" party is collaborating with 
England and America much to the anxiety of Japan. If as 
a result of this, French Indo-China joins the Anglo-
American anti-Japan-,so encirclement policy and estrange 
herself from the mother country, France, as'in the case 
of "SYRIA", it is not only a great loss to France, but 
also a matter of rr-at concern to Japan. The prevention P-544 
of such a situation, thus assuring security to French 
Indo-China against aggressions of a third Power, and P-545 
perfecting the cooperation between Jap-n and French 
Indo-China, is not only the duty of France, but also 
the duty of Japan who is anxious to stablize Great East 
Asia. 1oreover, the situation is now so urgent that we 
cannot afford to allow it to take its own course even for 
a day. (If they deny the existence of such a situation, 
I want you to answer to the offeet that even if the 
situation may not be so at present, in view of England's 
intention, it is clear that such a situation will"inevitably 
rrise sooner or Inter.) F-545 

In order to attain the aforementioned objective, the 
political understanding which came into existence in the 
past is insufficient, therefore Japan actively desires 
military cooperation with Fr nee for the purpose of the 
joint defense of French Indo-China. 
2. In view of the recent situation which makes it very 
difficult for the French Motherland alone to effectively 
defend her colonies all ovar the world, and when the 
situation of French Indo-China is so urgent as mentioned F-54( 
above, it is impossible for Japan who is attaching 
importance to French Indo-China as m essential part of 
the Grrr.t East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere to remain an 
indifferent spectator. Therefore, if France truly 
plans the socurity of Indo-China, it Is considered nec-
essary to come to a complete concert and cooperation 
with Japan, not only in the economic fiold but also in 
the military sphere. 
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7e believe that the only way for the French Government 
to really save French Indo-China from disorders is for her 
to have a clear picture of the state of affairs of the 
./orId, and take up this proposal candidly, placing her 
utmost corfidence in Japan. 

3. Th erefore, the Japanese government requests the 
French government to consent to the following items for 
the concerted defense of French Indo-China and immediately 
take necessary measures. » P-546 

The following: 
(a) Dispatch of necessary military-strength, several 
ships, and necessary air force to the southern sector P-547 
of French Indo-China. 
(b) As air bases, the following eight places, "SIEI -
REAP" /phonetic /, "FNCiv-FTKH" /phonetic "TOURANS" /phonetic^ 
"NHA-TReNG" /phonetic/, "EIEN-HCA" /phonetic/, "SAIGON", 
"SOCRCTAN /phonetic/, and "COMPCO-TRACE" /phonetic/ are to 
be used, and as sea transport bases -the following two places 
"SAIGON" and "CAiBANG" Bay, are to be used and we are to set 
up the accompanying facilities. 
(c) To recognize the freedom of manoeuver, residence, and 
movement of the stationed troops and to confer special con-
veniences to it. (including abolition of items con- P-547 
cerning the restriction of residence and movement of the 
stationed troops mentioned in the N1SFIHAR...-MARTIN Pact) F-ЧА7 
(d) To take suitable steps such as the temporary with-
drawal of French Indo-China garrison forces and air forces 
from the vicinity of landing areas which will be indicated 
by another telegram, so that the French Indo-China army will 
not clash with the Japanese army. 
(e) To recognize the fundamental principles concerning 
the actions of dispatched troops (landing points and 
landing troops -re the same as those of the above-mentioned 
item d.) P-^48 

(However, since these matters belong to important military 
secrets, they must not be submitted" until acceptance and 
recognition on all the aforementioned points are made. 
These matters will be clearly revealed to them together 
with the disposition of military strength after the troops 
are dispatched* and after a telegram to that effect reaches 
you.) 
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(f) Regarding the details of the movement of dispatched 
troops, a conference is to be held between the General 
Headcuarters of the place (the SU: IDh organ)and French 
Indo-China after the French consent. However, if the 
agreements of the details are not completed when the r-548 
troops reach the landing point, it will be held after 
the landing. P.-54 8 
/ \ ' 

(g) To offer the currency used by the dispatched troops, 
(details ore in separate telegram No. 275) 

Desire the transmission of wire to Germany. 

\ 
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SECRET 

From: Crnton 
To: Tokyo 
July 14, 1941. 
Purple. 
#2 55 

To be kept secret within the Department. 
Re my #253a-
Subsequent Information from military officials to 

the Attaches is "e& foljowss 
lr The recent general mobilization order expressed 

the irrevocable resolution of Japan to put an end to Anglo-
American assistance in thwarting ver natural expansion and 
her indomitable intention to carry tvis out, if possible, 
with the backing of tbe Axis but, if necessary, alone. 
Formalities, such as dining the expeditionary forces and 
saying farewell to them, have been dispensed with. That 
is because we did not wisv to arouse greatly the feelings of 
the Japanese populace and because we wished to face tvis 
new war with a calm and cool attitude. 

2. The immediate object of our occupation of 
French Indo-China will be to achieve our purposes t^ere. 
Secondly, its purpose is, when the international situation 
is suitable, to launch therefrom a rapid attack. This 
venture we will carry out in spite of any difficulties which 
may arise. We will endeavor to the last to occupy French 
Indo-Cvina peacefully but, if resistance is offered, we 
will crush it by force, occupy the country and set up 
martial lav/. After the occupation of French Indo-China, 
next on our schedule is the sending of an ultimatum to 
the Netherlands Indies. In the seizing of Singapore the 
Navy will play the principal part. As for the Army, in 
seizing Singapore it will need only one division and in 
seizing the Netherlands Indies, only two. In the main, 
through the activities of our air arm (in your city, the 
Spratley Islands, Parao, Thaie.se Singora, Portuguese Timor 
rnd French Indo-China) and our submarine fleet (in the South 
Seas mandate islands, Hainan Island, and. French Indo-China) 
we will once and for all crush Anglo-American military 
power and their ability to assist in any schemes against us. 

3. The troops soon to occupy French Indo-China 
will be reorganized as the 25tv Army Corps (one Army Corps 
consists of four divisions)-and also the 30th Army Corps, 
consisting of tvc South China forces, whicv will be assigned 
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to spccir.l duty with airplanes, tmks 
General IIDA (the IIDA Army mentioned In prrceaingyfeiegpsme 
has been changed to the Nishimura dctachment) will be placed 
in command and general military headquarters will be sot 
up in Saigon» All preparations *ave been made, Tbe ship 
fees have been paid and the expedition will soon proceed 
from Vere. 

a - Not available. 

19731 
ARMY SECRET Trans. 7-19-41 (5) 
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(Secret Cipher process) 

The German Foreign Mini star (noenigsberg) July 19, 1941; 
arrived July 19, 1941: 1;05 A«F« 
]Sp. 678 of July 19' (a; Diplogerma Tokyo 

(bDiplogeiTis ^aris 

NOte; Transmitted to Tokyo under № . 1С94 and to Paris under № . 3712. 
Tel. Ktr. 19.7.41 

Ambassador ОБНША handed to the Ibroigu Minister the following memorandum 
with an appendix concerning the Japanese demands on France regarding Indo-
China, on the 17th of this month; 

"The Japanese Government lias started negotiations with the French govern-
ment with a firm decision in order to secure for herself, among other things, 
naval and air bases in Indo-China. A proposal made in this connection from 
Japanese side is attached in the Appendix. The realization of this plan is 
the first step for our push to the South. It will undoubtedly play an 
important part as a diversion of the English-American forces. In this 
sense the Japanese government believes that in pursuing this aim she is 
giving valuable assistance to Germany and Italy, loyal to the spirit of 
the Tripartite pact. She therefore believes to be able to assume that the 
German government will not only refuse any entreaty of the French government 
to mediate a refusal or mitigation of the Japanese proposal but will also 
stand at the side of the Japanese government by endeavoring to convince the 
French government of the appropriateness of its acceptance." 

rnd of the memorandum. 

Appendix follows; 
"Confidential 

1. France and Japan undertake the obligation to cooperate militarily for 
the common defense of French mdo-China. 
2. For this purpose the French Government will authorize Japan to adopt 
the following measures; 

(a) despatch of the necessaiy number of Japanese troops, fleet units 
and air units to South lado-China; 

(b) use of the following eight localities as air bases; Siemreap, 
phnom-penh, Tourane, Nhatrang, Beinhoa, Saigon, Scotrang and 
Kompongtraoh. CAM RAH 

Use of Saigon and the Bay of Gamr-Ai as naval bases; the Japanese 
forces will bring the necessary installations. 
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(c) These forces will have all freedom regarding billeting, 
maneuvers and mvaments , special facilities for the fulfill-
ment of their task will be afforded to them. This also includes 
the rescission of the limitations provided in the Nishihara-
Martin agreement , 

(d) The jrenoh Government will deliver to the Japanese forces the 
required amount cf foreign bille of exchange; the Japanese 
government is willing to р-эу for these in accordance with 
modalities, mutually determine? э 

3 . The French government will sâ raс го a general plan of entry of these 
forces. The modalities of entry wi\2 be the topic of consultation between 
the local Japanese and indo--Chinese authorities in order to exclude the 
possibility of a conflict :"Le French authorities will adept appropriate 
measures such as the removal of Tn.do- Chinese forces from the neighborhood 
of landing points of the Japanese forees. 
End of Appendix, 

The Foreign 1'lnister of the German Reich requests to use restraint 
in the matter. 

(dinned) Eintelen 
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Telegram (Secret Cipher Process) To he kept in locked file 
Tokyo 20 July 1941 1.45 hours 
Arrival 20 July 1941 3.05 hours 
No. 1295 of 19 July Most urgent.' 

Newly appointed Foreign hinister Admiral Toyoda 
has just asked me to see him. and received me in the 
presence of the former Vice Foreign Minister Chashi. 

Toyoda explained to me that he had considered it 
important, as one cf his first official acts, to invite 
the German, and thereafter the Italian Ambassador in 
order to hand them a declaration on the change of 
government and the future policy of the government. 
Translation of the statement, couched in the Japanese 
language, will follow by special telegram. 

I thanked the Foreign Minister for his statement, 
saying I would not fail to transmit the statement to my 
government immediately, which hod been taken unawares by 
the sudden change and would welcome a statement by the 
new Foreign Minister. 

I then asked whether the Indo-China action is in-
fluenced by the Cabinet change. This was denied by the 
Foreign 1inister.Ohashi added that the Japanese Government 
had pressed Vichy for a reply to their measures. Darlan 

tjJ*-*— *т had promised lir stale hib1 views speedily so that a tele-
/^S^JL_graphic report from the Japanese Ambassador was expected 

hourly. Should the French answer not be in the affirmative, 
the Japanese government would resort to force. It was, 
however, hoped to come to terms with Vichy on the < 
of the occupation. " 

CTT 
Certificate:-

I» Ulrich Straus, hereby certify that I am thoroughly 
conversant ,'ith the ~ or nan and english languages, and 
as a result of the comparison between the гогтап and 
the ощ- lish texts, I have established that this is а 
true and correct translation cf International Prosecution 
Document No. <0Г2Е. 

's/ Ulrich A. Straus 
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Telegram (Secret Cipher Process) To be kept in locked file 
Tokyo 20 July 1941 1.45 hours 
Arrival 20 July 1^41 3.05 hours 
No. 12c5 cf July Most urgent.' 

Newly appointed Foreign Minister Admiral Toyoda 
has just asked me to see him and received me in the 
presence of the former Vice Foreign Sinister Ohashi. 

Toyoda explained to me that he had considered it 
important, as one cf his first official acts, to invite 
the German, and thereafter the Italian embassador in 
order to hand them a declaration on the change of 
government and the future policy of the government. 
Translation of the statement, couched in the Japanese 
language, will follow by special telegram. 

I thanked the Foreign Minister for his statement, 
saying I would not fail to transmit the statement to my 
government immediately, which had been taken unawares by 
the sudden change and would welcome a statement by the 
new Foreign Minister. 

I then asked whether the Indo-China action is in-
fluenced by the Cabinet change. This was denied by the 
Foreign Iinister.Ohashi added that the Japanese Government 
had pressed Vichy for a reply to their measures. Darlan 

a- had promised tro state his-̂ Hbtres speedily so that a tele-
^ j graphic report from the Japanese Ambassador was expected 

hourly. Should the French answer not be in the affirmative, 
the Japanese government would resort to force. It was, 
however, hoped to come to terms with Vichy on the details-
of the occupation. 

OTT 
Certificate 

I, Ulrich Straus, hereby certify that I am thoroughly 
conversant :ith the or man and о up I ish languages, and 
as a result of the comparison between the -err.an and 
the onrr lish texts, I have established that this Is a 
true and correct translation cf International Prosocution 
Document No. <0r2E. 

/s/ Ulrich A. Straus 
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Its;. 21 
Telegram 
(Secret Cip,.or Process) 
Bangkok 18 Jul- 1941 
arrival IS July 1941 

No. 190 of lo July 
Secret Reich. -latter 
,it the sa me tine to (one group© garbled) tne Navy General 
Staff attache group. 

Japanese ,;ii.litary attac.i© group garbled reports: 
To carry out tne planned Siberian operation Japan, 

is erecting a defensive front against ^xerica, England, China 
and Netherlands Indies, aimed at tne sa^e ti^e at tne sup-
pression of the de Gaulle movement, tnroug. ihe occupation of 
Indo-China. Deployment in Indo-Cnina/ninterindienl/ shall 
be finished at the beginning of .^ugust. The continuation 
of th© southward advance after tne conclusion of the Siberian 
operation. By the obtaining of Norther Sakhalin a lightening 
of the oil situation is hoped for. 

The strength of Englism forces on the southern 
border of Siam is ©stinoted at thirty thousand, without 
Singapore garrison. 
Identical to Tokyo. 

5CK0LL 
Note: Passed on through teletype office to secret cipher 

of Navy General Staff. Tel. Ktr. IS.7.41 

1415 hours 
1440 hours 

Urgent.1 
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Certifiedte:-

I, Ulrich otreus , hereby certify ti-dt I a... thoroughly 
conversant with the Q-eraau and ^n^lisn lan,.;UO J;es, 
and as a result of the comparison between the С-еглап and 
the English texts, I have established that this is a true 
and correct translation of International prosecution 
Docunent No. 4052 . 

/s/ Ulrich Straus 
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I ton: 13 
Telegram (Code Clork) To be kept in locks*?, file. 
PARIS 21 July 1°41 16.20 hours 
Arrival 21 July 1941 17.20 hours 
No. 2166 Most urgent.' 
(Secret matter of State) 
Re: Your Telegram No. 3712 of 19 July 41, special train 678 

Today at noon Admiral DARLAN handed me a verbal 
note through State Secretary BE NCISTHECHIN. Wording as 
follows: 

"On 14 July 1941 the Japanese Government handed a 
verbal note to the French Government containing the 
following demands'" 

The following is the text as attached to the Japanese 
memorandum as per your telegram 3712. The French note 
then continues as follows» This note was accompanied by 
a personal message from Prinoe KONCYE to Marshall FETAIN. 
In this message the president of the Japanese Privy 
Council states: 

"I wish to emphatically assure you of JAPAN'S firm 
determination to carry out the duties and to bear the 
responsibilities resulting from her solemnly undertaken 
obligation regarding the respecting of the territorial 
integrity of Indo-China and the sovereignty of FRANCE over 
that Union, JAPAN in no way intends to shun this obliga-
tion." The French Government has drawn to the attention 
of the Japanese Government that apart from the grave 
risk resulting from such action as far as the native 
population is concerned* 

1) The acceptance of the Japanese demands, in the 
form of military co-operation would unavoidably be inter-
preted as a hostile action against ENGLAND and the UNITED 
STATES, which would imply a risk for the French Govern-
ment of bringing on reprisals upon themselves. 

2) Owing to the armistice France is not in a 
position to decide upon such an important decision without 
previously approaching the German Government. 
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As a result, the French Сovernment has requested 
the Japanese Government in a note from 19 «July to grant 
them the time required for an exchange of opinions on 
the matter with the Gorman and Italian Governments. 

Despite this argument, the Japanese Government 
insisted on receiving the reply of the Trench Govermaant 
before 1800 hours, Tuesday, 22 July, noting that the 
Japanese troops would enter Indo-China with no respect 
for the contents of this reply. 

In view of the gravity of the situation created 
thereby, the French Government has replied to the 
Japanese that they corId not help but give in to violence. 
They still, however, asked the Japanese Government to 
consent in advance to the following points0 

1) The sentence in Prince KCYС YE's letter 
concerning the respect of French sovereignty will be made 
into a public declaration of which the French Government 
may make use of in dealing vith Admiral DECOU.? the French 
administration, the native population, and, generally, 
with public opinion in FB'.NCE and Indo-China. 

2) French troops in Indo-China will continue 
to guard all points where no Japanese forces are stationed, 
notably in the North, in order to prevent reprisal attacks 
from the Chinese Government. 

3) The Japanese occupation is only temporary 
and strictly limited by the duration of the operations 
for which it is destined. 

4; French-Japanese military cooperation is 
purely defensive in character. 

5) The defensive military measures resulting 
from the new situation created in Indo-China by the 
stationing of Japanese land-, air-, and sea fighting 
forces will be taken by agreement between the French 
military authorities and the Japanese General Staff. 

'Vith the knowledge that they are defending in Indo-
China, an area of the highest significance for the future 
of the European Commonwealth and loyal to her policy of 
Franco-German cooperation (Cooperation Franco-Allemande) 
the French Government regrets that circumstances beyond 
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her control have not enabled them to have the German 
Government participate in time in the Franco-Japanese 
talks. She expressly declines all responsibility as 
to the future political _-nd economic conseruences which 
the acceptance of the Japanese demands may have on the 
entire field of Franco-German relations. 

the 
The fact thct under present circumstances/submitted 

note has merely the characteristic of.an information, 
does not in any way weaken /the desire! of the French 
Government, as soon as possible, to establish contact 
with the German Government in order to explain in detail 
her opinions on the nuestion, and to jointly examine the 
political and other measures which appear suitable for 
protecting the European interests." 

End of the wording of the note. 
Regarding the possible economic consequences mentioned 

in the last passage of the note, BENOISTIIECHIN pointed out 
that JAPAN could, conceivably seize the raw rubber productio, 
of Indo-China and that FRANCE was not in a position to 
carryout her obligations. According to instructions, I 
abstained from committing myself in anyway. 

SCHL4IER 
Э % 
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Certificate:-

I, niricfc. Straus, hereby certify that I am thoroughly 
conversant with the german and english languages, and 
as a result of the comparison between the гerman and 
the enplish texts, I have established that this is a 
true and correct translation of International Prosecution 
Document No. А Г ST;(7). 

Лз/ Ulrich A. Str:aus 
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(Outgoing letter) 

LETTERS EXCrLilJGSD B£i'*i2N ̂ BASSiDOH KkTO ̂iND 
foreign laiaisa и-лш 

3y order of my Government I have the honour to present for Your 
xcellency's consideration the following proposals: 

1. France and Japan engage to cooperate for the joint defence 
of French Indo-China» 

2. To this end the French Government shall grant to Japan the 
right to take the following measures1 

(a) The dispatch to Southern Indo-China of the number of troops, 
naval, units с and air formations judged necessary» 

(b) The :-use as air bases of the following localities! Siemreap, 
Pimom-penhj Touraae, lhatrang, Bienhoa, Saigon, Soctrang and 
j-oonpongtrach; as naval bases, Saigon and Camrand Bay. The 
necessary installations shall be set up in those places by the 
Japanese forces* 

(c) These forces shall be granted facilities for billetting, carrying 
out manoeuvres and training. Their liberty of movement shall be 
recognized". 

They shall also be accorded the special facilities necessary 
for the accomplishment of their tasks this entails the 
suppression of restrictions provided in the ̂ ishihara-Martin 
.agreement. 

(d) The Fxench Government shall provide the necessary currency to 
the Japanese forces up to an amount of twenty-three million 
Indo-China piastres for the current year, or four million five 
hundred thousand Indo-China piastres monthly; this sum does not 
include the currency which have to be provided to the Japanese 
forces in Tanking in accordance with previous agreements. The 
Japanese Government is prepared to pay for the above mentioned 
currency at the choice of the -French Government either in con-
vertible yen, in U. o„ dollars, or in gold. \ 

3. The French Government shall agreo to the general terms of the entry 
of the...e forces and take all pertinent steps to avoid the 
possibility of a chance clash with ^ndo-China forces, such as the 
temporary withdrawal of these latter from the neighbourhood of the 
points of disembarkation of the Japanese forces. 

4» The details concerning the movements of the Japanese forces shall 
be drawn up by agreement with the Japanese military authorities 
on the spot. I take the liberty of vigourously stressing to Your 
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Excellency that the French Government has an earnest desire to 
record its adherence to the above-mentioned proposals ,/itii the 
least possible delay, as the understanding arrived at ought, 
in the opinion of my Government, to be made the object of a 
formal agreement as soon as possible. 

la presenting the above 1 beg once more to express щу highest 
respect to Your Excellency. 

Excerpts transjated from Incoming Letter. 

The first part of Foreign «-ininter Parian1 s reply acknowledges receipt 
of the letter from the afore-mentioned -uobassador Kato. The latter part of 
the letter appears the following reply on the part of the French-, At the same 
time by another communication the a foresaid Foreign Minister expresses certain 
wishes under the headings А, В, G which appear below» 

1. The French Government takes note of the new step taken on 20 July 
by the Japanese Ambassador which demands a formal reply before 
6 o'clock Tuesday, 22 July, to the memorandum sent on 14 July. 

2. Althoubh it understands the necessities which bring about this 
step, the French Government must once more, earnestly draw the 
attention of the Imperial Government to the gravity of the con-
sequences of the putting into operation of the plan announced in 
the memorandum of 14 July. 

3. However, the circumstances агз such that, taking into account the 
firm assurance given by iiis Excellency, Prince Konoye, in his 
letter of 13 July addressed to «marshal Petain, it has no other 
course than to bow before the insistence of the Japanese Government. 

4. Jt is in this spirit, that, in cooperation with the Japanese 
Government, the French Government;- true to the policy which it 
has always, profeased, will guarantee the defense of Indo-China 
against any attack and will shore in defensive action having as 
its object such security, all offensive operations being excluded, 
in accordance with the agreement af French and Japanese locaL 
headquarters. 

5. It must be well understood, on the other hand, that the presence 
of Japanese forces on the territory or in the waters of the Union 
shall be of only a temporary n.ture and that the -Laperial Government 
will proceed to the total withdrawal of it.s forces as soon as the 
danger, in view of which they were admitted, has been removed. 

6. Referring to the letter written by His ЗхсэНопсу Prince IConoye to 
the Marshall, the French Government is anxious to underline the 
fact that such a defensive cooperation does not imply any renuncia-
tion nor any limitation of the political rights of France once the 
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territories of the Union, dominant considerations compel the 
French Government to demand of the Imperial Government tobe 
good enough to demonstrate clearly in a public statement, in 
terms similar to those which appear in the message of &is 
Excellency Prince lonoye the firm determination of Japan "to 
fulfil the duties to shoulder the responsibilities flowing from 
the solemn promise made by him with regard to the territorial 
integrity of Indo-China and of French sovereignty over this Union," 

7. The French Government urges the extremely pressing necessity for 
such a declaration which is indispensable in the new circumstances 
for the maintenance of order in Indo-China and for the proper 
execution of the first steps rendered necessary by the arrival of 
Japanese armed forces. 

A. (l) The French Government, intending, under the terms of its ccomunica-
tion of today's date, to participate in the joint defence of Indo-
China territory, relies on the Imperial Government supplying to 
the French Armed Forces in Indo-China supplementary means of 
defence of all kinds which the present urgency has not permitted 
France to obtain elsewhere» The French Government will be happy 
to know with the least delay the feeling of the Imperial Government 
on the preceding suggestions, 

(2) In trie smae spirit the French Government vail give to the Govern-
ment-General of Indo-China all necessary instructions so that all 
military organisations actually on the spot shall remain avail-
able for defense, especially all coast defense works. 

B. (l) The French Government emphasizes the extreme importance which it 
attaches to the public statement relative to the respect for the 
integrity of Indo-China and for the sovereignty of France over this 
Union. 

(2) In the absence of such a statement neither French public opinion nor 
the troops stationed in Indo-China themselves would net understand 
_ind consequently would not admit the arrival of foreign forces into 
territories which are precisely those they are there to guard. 

C. "s regards arrangements of a technical nature which figure in the 
Japanese proposals announced in the Japanese Ambassador's letter of 
21 July, the Japanese Government will doubtless ^realize, as does the 
French Government, that their putting into execution must be the 
occasion for on examination by competent authorities, more particularly 
as regards the suggestion put out in Article 3 (a.t the end) relative 
to "the temporary withdrawal of Indo-China forces from the neighbour-
hood of the points of disembarkation of the Japanese forces, " 

« 
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Telegram {Secret Jipher Process) 

Tokyo 22 July 1941 - 6:40 hours 
Ar,rival 22 July 1941 - 1740 hours 

No. 1317 of 22 July j.lost Urgent.' 

Secret.' Re Telegram No. 1304 of 20th, pol VIII 
w'hen paying 4e a farewell visit former Vic a Foreign 

Minister Oiiashi tolcl me today that .ambassador at Vichy had 
just wired that on the basis of unofficial information he was 
expecting today or tomorrow tne unconditional acceptance of 
the main points of the Japanese demands re Indo-^hinu by the 
French Government. 

The Vice Foreign olinicter commented that the commencement 
of the maritime transports was definitely to ta.Kc place on 
24 July, involving approximately 40,000 troops. It is 
estimated tnat it would take several weeks before tne planned 
naval ana air bases were completely set up and the troops 
quartered. 

He had denied the intention, on the part of Japan to 
take military steps in Indo-Ciiixiu when tne British ambassador 
asked hi 1 fourteen days ago. The United States of America 
has so far made no inquiries. 

0ТТ 
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Certificate 

I, Ulrich Straus , hereby certify that I am txioroughly 
conversant with the German and English languages, 
and as a result of the comparison between the G-егьа and 
the English texts, I have established that this is a true 
and correct translation of International Prosecution Document 
No. 11A (5) . 

/S/ Ulrich Straus 
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'itle and i- inutes of the Privy Council Meeting at the Con-
ature elusion of the Protocol Between Japan and France 

for a Common Defense of Fronch Indo-China and 
for an Exchange of Official Documents Regarding 
Military Cooperation 

>ate of The mooting was held at 4:5е p.m., July 28, 
session (Monday) 1941. 

It was honoured with His lajesty's prosonco. 
I embers present: 

President HARA Vice-President SUZUMI 
;tors: (Seat No.) 
Premier MONOS No. 5 
Home Linister TAHABE No. 6 
War i inister TOJO No. 7 
Education iinister HASHIDA No. 8 
Communication & Railway 
Minister x DRAT A No. q 

Navy Minister OIKAWA No. 10 
Finance Ь inister OGURA No. 11 
Foreign & Overseas 
Minister TOYODA No. 12 

Agricultural !• inister INO No. 13 
Commerce & Industry 
Minister SAKGNJI No. 14 

Welfare iinister ICOIZUMI No. 15 
Justice linister IrrAMTTRA No. 16 
:illors: 
KA"'AI No. 19 
I SH I I No. 20 
-tJRIi A No. 21 
MI1 БОТА No. 22 
ISHIZUKA No. 23 SHI; IZU No. 24 
Ur.iWl No. 25 
I-.ARA No. 26 
ARAXI No. 27 
SUGAWARA No. 29 

Page 
1 
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LATSUURA 
Б SRI О 
HAY/xSHI 
FUKAI 
NIKAMI 
OSHILA 
ОБ AT A 
T^.EXOSHI 
tilTSUCHI 
IZA" 'A 

-embers absent: 
Princes: 

He.I.E. YASUHITO 
K.I.H. KOBUHITO 
H.I.H. T:X'.HITO 
H.I.H. KOTOHITO 

No. 30 
No. 31 
No. 32 
No. 33 
No. 34 
No. 36 
Ко. 37 
No. 38 
No. 39 
No. 40 

No. 1 
No. 2 
No. 3 
No. 4 

7 
7 

Councillors: 
EANSKO No, 18 
IvATSUI No. 28 
i- ANO No. 35 8 

Committee: 8 
MURASE, Director of Bureau of Legislation 
IRIS, Councillor of Bureau of Legislation 
LIYAUCHI, Councillor of Bureau of Legislation 
SUZUKI, President of the Planning Board 
1JYALCTO, Vice-President of the Planning board 
SAITO, Director of South Sea Bureau of Foreign 

Office 
LATSUKOTO, Director of Bureau of Treaties of 

Foreign Office 
HARAGTJCHI, Diroctor of Exchange bureau of 9 

Financo Office 
CKOOKA, Director of Ship Controlling Bureau of 

Communication Office 
YCNEDA, Controlling Officer of the Larine 

Transportation Bureau 
OKA, Chief of Military Bureau of Navy Office 
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Reporters: 
SCZLXI, Chairman of Investigation Committee 

Раде 

9 

Chief-Secretary: 
HORIE, Chief-Secretary of rrivy Council 

Secretaries s 
LORGBASHI, Secretary 
T^AATSUCHI Secretary 

10 

RARI, President of Privy Council, states: 11 

We '.'ill o jen the session and discuss the con-
clusion of the protoco.. between Japan and 
France fcr a common defense of French Indo-
China anc. the exchange of official documents 
regarding military coo эе-ration. The First 
Reading Committee shall be organized, and the 
contents cf tl j subject shall not be read. 
The report on the subject shall be delivered 
by the Chairman of the Investigation Committee 
immedia't.ely. 

Reporter 3UZIKI states: 11 
We, the attendants toe.ay, have been appointed 
the Investigation Comr-.itteemen by the Emperor's 
order to discuss the conclusion of the protocol 
betweer. «Japan and Frai.ce for the common defense 
of French Indo-China and the exchange of offi-
cial documents on military cooperation. ' e 
have hold the committee meeting immediately to 12 
hear explanations froti the ministers and other 
officers concerned anc wo have deliberated on 
the suoject. I ask fsvour of your acknowledg-
ment that I cannot fir.d any time to deliver 
reports foi discussion as the subjects are 
vary urgent. 
Accorrizng. -;o the ministers' explanation, the 
relat.-.cns 1 etween Japan and French xndo-China 
have oeconu gradually better since last year, 
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(1940) and the success of the economic nego- 12 
tiations between Japan and French Indo-China 
and of the border-dispute-mediation-confer-
cnce between Thailand and French Indo-China 
in Tokyo this spring has given impetus to 
the better friendship between Japan and 
French Indo-China. However, the tendency of 
dependence upon Anglo-America still remains 
in French Indo-China. 

The so-called LATSUOKA-HENRI Agreement dated 
August 30, 1940 and the Economic Agreement 
concluded on the substance of the same have 
brought considerable fear for the expected 
success in its enforcement, and lately the 13 
Anglo-American economic encirclement against 
Japan in East ..sis has become gradually 
characteristic of a military cooperation of 
Britain, TJ .S.A., Holland and China. 
Both in the interior of French Indo-China 
and, especially, in the southern region 
there are some who do not like to cooperate 
with Japan; and de Gaul and his party are 
trying to collaborate with Anglo-America. 
Japan can never feel easy. If, as a result 14 
of it, French Indo-China cooperates with the 
policy of Anglo-American's encirclement 
against Japan and breaks away from France 
as Syria, it is not only a great loss to 
France, but also a serious problem to Japan. 
Therefore to prevent such critical situa-
tions and to keep French Indo-China secure 
from invasion by third nations and simultane-
ously to bring about cooperation between 
Japan and French Indo-China smoothly are 
very important from the points of self-exist-
ence, self-defense and of Japan's southward 
drive policy. 
The existing political understanding between 
the two nations cannot be sufficient for 15 
them. The Japanese government has realized 
that it is very necessary for Japan to make 
France closely cooperate with us in the 
military field. 
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Page 
Therefore Japan ordered the Japanese envoy to 15 
Franco to negotiate with the wrench Government. 
The negotiations vore concluded amicably. The 
protocol on the subject and the definite plan 
for exchange of official documents were obtained. 
The gist of the above-mentioned arrangements is 
as follows: 

Ко. 1 The Protocol 
In the preamble of this Protocol, the Japanese 
and the French Governments insert that in view 
of the present international situation, in case 
the security of French Indo-China is threatened, 
they shall recognize the reason to think that 
Japan's general peace and the security of the 
Far East also are not free from danger, and in 
this opportunity to renew the promises made by 
Japan (toward the French Government; to reypset 
the rights and interests of France in the Far 
East, especially the territorial integrity of 
French Indo-China nr.a. the Pr/crnb sovereignty over 
the Indo-China Union, and the promises made by 
France (toward the Japanese Government) not to 
conclude any agreement or understanding which 
forecast political, economic and military coopera-
tion opposing directly or indirectly against 
Japan, with any third nation. 

And in the text the two governments (1) agree 
upon military cooperation for the purpose of 
joint defense cf French Indo-China, (2) the 
necessary stops for the said cooperation shall 
be decided in a special agreement, (3) and decided 
that the provisions above mentioned shall be in 
force only during the period in which the situa-
tion which promoted the motive to adept this 
a gr eemont с ontinue s. 

No. 2 The Official Document Exchanged 

The object of this document is to conclude an 
agreement concerning the measures to be taken 
for the concerted defense of French Indo-China 
based on the provisions in the above mentioned 
Protocol with the form of reciprocating documents 
between the representatives of the two nations 
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and the following classes decided in this 
document: 

I. Toward the Japanese Government ".-he 
French Government shall admit 
L. The dispatch of a necessary force 

of Japanese army troops, war 
vessels and air forces to the 
southern Indo-China. 

E. The use of Siemreap and seven 
other places as air bas?s, Saigon 
and Canrang Bay as naval bases and 
to provide equipments for military 
purposes. 

C. The right of ouartering. manoeuvres 
and training of Japanese army, the 
freedom of action, and to award 
special conveniences for the per-
formance of their duties. 

D. mnd the French Government shall 
offer to the said Japanese army 
23,000,000 Indo-China piastre in 
currency for this year namely about 
4,500,000 Indo-China piastre 
monthly, (however the Japanese 
Government is prepared to repay 
with free yon, U.S. dollar or 
gold). 

II. The French Government shall approve 
the fundamental principles of the 
Japanese army's advance and in order 
to avoid occurrences of contingent 
clashes between the Indo-China army 
shall take all effective steps. 

III. The details concerning the activities 
of Japanese army shall be discussed 
ynd decided between the Japanese and 
Frenu. authorities at the actual place. 

It seems to me, that with this matter, we aim to 
conclude an agreement which is necessary for the 
two nations in order -bo engage in the defense of 



French Indo-China in unanimous cooperation 
and for the self-defense oi Japan, and fur-
thermore it is indispensable for the stabil-
ity of the Far East and the co-prosperity of 
Japan and France, so the conclusion of this 
agreement may be seid to be an opportune v 
measure, in view of the present strained 
international situation. Therefore, this 
matter was unanimously approved to be passed 
without amendment by the Investigation 
Committee. I report the result of the 
investigation. 

Chairman (HARA) : 
As there is no special comment, I want to 
omit the reading under the second (reading) 
and instantly have a vo;e taken, I ask for 
a standing vote of thos? who support this. 

Chairman (HARA) : 
It passed unanimously. I close the meeting 
today. 

Emperor leaves. 

(All members stand up) 

(Closed at 5 : Ю p.m.) 

Chairman: 
^-tretary-General 
Clerks Jv 

hasami 

Yoshimichi HARA 
Sueo HORIE 

BOROHASHI 
TAKATSUJI 
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Vichv, 29 July 194-1 

Your Excellency: 
With regard to the protocol signed today by our two 

governments, I beg to request Your Excellency to confirm to 
me the agreement of the French Government to the following 
proposals: 

(1) The French Government grants to Japan the right 
to take the following measures: 

(a) The despatching into South French Indo-China 
of Japanese troops, naval craft and air forces 
in a number judged necessary. 

(b) Use of the following 8 places: SIEMREAP, 
PHNO.'iPENK, TOURANE, NHATPAIIG, BIENHOA, SAIGON, 
SOCTRANG and KO-TONGTBACE as airbases; and 
SAIGON and the Bay of CA*1RANH as naval bases. 
The Japanese forces shall construct necessary 
facilities at the above-mentioned places. 

(c) The above-mentioned Japanese troops shall be 
given the right of quartering, maneuvering and 
drilling and the freedom of their movement 
shall be recognized. Similarly, they shall 
be given special facilities for the accomplish-
ment of their tasks. This includes the aboli-
tion of various restrictions stipulated in the 
NISHIHARA-MARTIN Agreement. 

(d) The French Government shall furnish the neces-
sary currency to the above-mentioned Japanese 
troops according to the modalities to be 
decided in common. lor this year the amount 
of this currency shall reach 23,000,000 Indo-
Chinese piastres, or about 4,500,000 Indo-
Chinese piastres monthly. This amount shall 
not include the currency to be furnished to 
the Japanese troops in TONKIN, as stipulated 
in the previous agreements. The Japanese 
Government is ready to pay for the above-
mentioned currency, at the choice of the French 
Government, in free Yen, American dollar, or 
in gold. 
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(?) The French Government shall give its consent to 

the general principles of the entry of the above-mentioned 
Japanese troops anc1 take all effective measures for avoiding 
the occurrence of any unexpected conflict with the Indo-
Chinese troops. 

(3) The details concerning the movements of the 
J-ifanese troops shall be discussed and decided between 
the Japanese and French military authorities on the spot. 
I take this occasion to pay again my respects to your 
Excellency. 

Yours sincerely. 
Checked by : SADMASU Mtoichi. 
Translated, by- Y. SOI A. 

Protocol between France -°nd the 
Japanese Empire concerning the Joint 
Defense of French Indo-China. 

Signed at Vichy on 29 July, (1941), the l6th year of SKOWA 
Put into effect on the same day cf the same year 
Promulgated (in the August 2nd issue of Gazette) on 
the 1st August, (1941), the l6th year of SE-T"TA 

The Imperial Japanese Government and the French 
Government 

Taking into consideration the present international 
situation' 

Recognizing that in consequence, in. case the security 
of French Indo-China is menaced, Japan will have the reason 
to consider that the general trancuility in East Asia and 
her own security are in danger* 

Renewing on this occasion the engagements taken, on 
the one hand by Japan to respect the rights and interests 
of France in East Asia and especially the territorial 
integrity of French Indo-China and the sovereign ri nts 
of France in all parts of the Indo-Chinese Union, and on 
the other hand by France not to conclude .in respect to 
Indo-China any agreement or understanding with a third 
power anticipating political, economic and military coopera-
tion cf a nature opposing Japan directly or indirectly: 

Have conduced the following arrangements' 
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(1) The two governments oromise to cooperate 
militarily for the joint defense of French 
Indc-China. 

(2) The measure to be taken for the purpose of 
this cooperation shall be the object of 
special arrangements. 

(3) The above arrangements shall remain effective 
only as long as the circumstances which con--/ 
stituted the motive for their adoption exist. 

In witness whereof, the undersigned, duly authorized by 
their respective Governments, have signed this Protocol which 
shall be enforced from this cay, and have affixed their seals. 

Drawn up in duplicate, in the Japanese and French 
languages, at Vichy, 29 Juljr, 1941, corresponding to the 29th 
day of the Seventh month of the l6th year of Showa. 

К A. TO Sotr-atus (seal) 
F. Darlan (seal) 

"e, after consultation with the Privy Councillors, 
sanction and hereby promulgate the Protocol between Japan 
and France concerning the Joint Defense of French Indo-China, 
which was signed on July 29, 1941 at Vichy by our Envoy 
Extraordinary and Ambassador Plenipotentiary and by the 
representative of France. 

.Uigust "I, 1941 
His Fa jesty the Emperor 

Counter-signed by: 
Premier Fumimaro XONOYE, 
War Minister Hideki TOJO, 
Navy Minister Moshirо OIKAWA, 
Foreign Minister Teijiro TOYODA. 
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(Translation of incoming letter.) 

VICHY, 29 July 1941 
Your Excellency: 

With regard to the protocol signed today between our two 
governments, I have the honor on confirming to Your Excellency 
the agreement of the French Government to the proposal inclu.de 
in the letter which Your Excellency addressed today and which 
is reproduced below. 

With regard to the protocol signed today between our two 
governments, I beg to request Your Excellency to confirm to 
me the agreement of the French Government to the following 
pronosalss 

(1) The French Government grants to Japan the right to 
take the following measures: 

(a) The despatching to South French Indo-China of 
Japanese troops, naval craft, and air forces in 
a number judged necessary. 

(b) Use of the following 8 nlaces: SIEMREAP, 
PHNOMPENK, TOURANE, NHATRANG, BIENHOA., SAIGON, 
SOCTRANG and XOMPONG-HACE as air bases; and 
SAIGON and the В-у of CAERANH as naval bases. 
The Japanese forces shall construct necessary 
facilities at the above-mentioned places. 

(c) The above-mentioned Japanese troops shall be 
given the right of quartering, maneuvering and 
drilling, and the freedom of their movement 
shall be recognized. Similarly, they shall bo 
given special~facilities for the accomplishment 
of their tasks. This includes the abolition 
of various restrictions stimulated in the 
NISKIHAKA-MARTIN Agreement. 

(d) The French Government shall furnish the neces-
sary cur- ency to the above-mentioned Japanese 
troops according to the modalities to be 
decided in common. For this year the amount 
of this currency shall reach 23,000,000 Indo-
Chinese Piastres, or about 4.500,000 Indo-China 
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piastres monthly. This amount shall include 
the currency to be furnished to the Japanese 
troops in TONKIN, as stipulated in the pre-
vious agreements. 
The Japanese Government is ready to pay for the 
above-mentioned currency, at the choice of the 
French Government, in free Yen, American dollar, 
or in gold. 

(2) The French Government shall give its consent to the 
general principles of the entry of the above-mentioned Japanese 
troops and take all effective me-sures for avoiding the occur-
rence of any unexpected conf1 ict with Indo-Chinese troops. 

(3) The details concerning the movements of the Japanese 
trooos shall be discussed and decided, between the Japanese and 
French military authorities on the spot. 

I take this occasion to щ у my respects to Your Excellency 
Yours sincerely. 


